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letters.etc,
"Trollops and Transvestites" course
represents "brainwashing"
AS A PARENT and now grandparent considering a college education for a family
member, or as an alumna looking at my alma mater, it is a crushing blow to read in
your magazine that Connecticut College has gone the way of Berkeley, Smith, etc. and
substituted a sexual- and lesbian-oriented curriculum under the guise of teaching French
for the tough, challenging classes that used to be offered. Obviously the herd instinct is
alive and well even among so-called intellectuals.
Catherine Spencer's "advanced" seminar on "Trollops and Transvestites" (Spring CC
Magazine, "En Francais Si Valls Plait") including sexuality, gender, identity, incest and
pornography, reflects the new Religion of the Open Mind so worshiped by the faculty on
campuses today in which the mind of our young people is treated as a garbage can with
open lid, where garbage flows in and garbage flows out. Spencer "forces her students to
think critically and creatively" - about what -c-Iibertine courtesans, prostitution, incest,
etc. How does one think "creatively" abour incest, for example? Is this the type of influence
we want our young people exposed to? Ms. Spencer (and now it appears Connecticut
College) is just another cog in the wheel of the lesbian agenda forcing its brainwashing on
17-year-olds just out of high school, away from home values, and seen as supple clay to be
molded into the valueless "free thinkers" so worshiped by the faculty of today.
To continue in the article - "Spencer's intellectual interests continue to expand. Her
epiphany was being increasingly drawn to the history of sexuality and the theatre as a
site of desire." If these are modern-day "intellectual interests" it's no wonder that home
schooling has taken off. Parents now realize they must protect their children from the
all-pervasive lesbian/homosexual, highly sexualized agenda (do they have any other
interests?), and search out where the really valuable and interesting topics of learning are
offered, and as a byproduct, allow their children to have a childhood and not be sexual-
ized from the moment of birth - also part of their agenda.
Although this letter specifically addresses Ms. Spencer's teachings, its purpose is to
show that, sadly, even Connecticut College has been overpowered by the prevalent ide-
ology of the cultural proletariat.
In any case, thank you for publishing this enlightening article and informing the
alumnae of the direction the college is taking. This will make us think twice before
committing our donations and bequests to further the moral decay of our society.
Mary J. Driggs Pacholczyk '58
Tucson, Arizona
I WRITE IN RESPONSE to Mrs. Pacholczyk's letter published in this issue of CC:
Magazine. I read with dismay her comments on my course, "Trollops and Transvestites"
and I would like to briefly address some of her more disturbing assertions.
Let me begin with her blatant homophobia. I refer here to the claim that homosexu-
als are, personally and professionally, so obsessed with sex that they feel compelled to
introduce it, at any cost, into the sacrosanct classroom - a move that no "normal," sane
and responsible professor would ever consider; or to the notion that teaching sexuality
continued on page 14
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life was thought to be too son for us kids.
Cut CO a scene 20 years later. When
Susan and I raised our children - two
boys now grown - we again insisted that
everyone eat together and that we have
family conversation at the dinner table.
No one was to leave until dinner was com-
pleted for all. Obligations
were still enforced. But by
now there was choice.
Modern food processing
and take-out vendors
allowed for a variery of
dishes to be served at theI same table. There were no
~ longer starving children in
Europe (though we did
occasionally evoke some Third World
cases) and overeating was to be avoided.
Our kids did not need to finish everything
on their plates.
These days in many households - or
so I am told - the family dinner is a thing
of the past. Parents have complicated pro-
fessional iives, children are raised in a great
variety of parenting configurations, work is
geographically dispersed, the kids each
have schedules of their own-how on
earth can everyone assemble at the same
time? Each of us has many choices, and the
obligations of family are weakened.
The community of the dinner table of
my youth is ancient history. So what if
there was a lot of tension and occasional
screaming at the family dinner table? So
what if life in the Middle Ages was, in the
words of Thomas Hobbes, so frequently
nasty, brutish and short? With all of the
nostalgia and all of the romanticization of
the past taken into account, there is
nonetheless, I think, a "World We Have
continued on page 15
Balancing choice and obligation
Commencement remarks by President Norman Fainstein, May 18, 2003
"creating new unities, new communities requires continuous work"
Good afternoon Class of2003.What a wonderful day - atime of new beginnings and• a time of fond memories ...
Let me tell you a little
about my teaching experience this year. It
was the best of times; it was the worst of
times. Ispeak not of Charles Darnay and
Sydney Carton, but of Elana Matt and
Ted Morse and of the 17 other seniors in
my class this semester - all sitting before
me today. Itwas the best of times meeting
in our weekly seminar and thinking about
cities and society and how they have
changed together over the last thousand
years. It was the worst of times, 7 to 9:30
Tuesday nights. Not for them, but for me,
the aging professor who forgot that intel-
lectual excitement makes for insomnia,
and insomnia makes for a tough awaken-
ing at 6 a.m. Next year I will be teaching
in the afternoon!
We began Sociology 418, Social
Theory and rhe City, by discussing the
medieval town and its pre-modern com-
munity, thereby introducing one of the
themes of the course: the idea of commu-
nity in the European Middle Ages and of
how its has been shaped and reshaped
over the centuries.
We noted that nostalgia for a lost past
has been a constant theme over the ages.
Our first readings were from The City in
History by Lewis Mumford, which glories
in the virtues of European medieval life
and its urban expressions, in its unified
communities and inhabitants, all guided
by an omnipresent Christianity. For
Mumford, the world began to decline by
1400. He argues that the universities then
emerging from the cloisters of old were
already developing the "over-specializa-
tion and limitation of function" which
"curbs human development and threatens
even human surviva1." In a similar vein,
Victor Hugo in The Hunchback of Notre
Dame laments the lost communities and
urban landscape of an earlier Paris. When
Ibegan my academic career at Columbia
in 1970, my first class read
Peter Laslect's recently
published The World We
Have Lost - England
Before the Industrial Age.
For Lasslett, all was well
with the world until
industrial capitalism came
along in the 19th century.
We glorify earlier peri-
ods whose contemporary writers thought
that the real communities of the past were
already lost. The longing for community
is a core desire of us moderns who have
replaced an impoverished but organic
society with material wealth and individ-
ual realization. For us, choice has trumped
obligation, for better or worse.
When I was a kid we all ate dinner
together in my family and we all ate the
same thing. "Finish everything on your
plate," my father would command,
"remember there are DPs starving." For
the benefit of the younger members of the
audience, let me decode the scene. Dinner
was being served in West Haven, Conn.,
and the time was the mid-1950s. The DPs
being discussed were the millions of "dis-
placed persons" who lived in camps in
Europe in the years immediately after the
Second World War. There were no DPs
around by the time I can remember -
but my sister and I were regularly con-
fromed with their specter. Similarly, the
days of the Depression were invoked when
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"Someone we could count on"
Duncan N Dayton '81 retires as Board a/Trustees chair
uncan Dayton '81, out-
going chair of the Board
of Trustees, was hon-
ored at a dinner May 15
for his leadership of the
----" College through a period
of growth and transition. He served as
trustee for 12 years, the last five as chair.
Racing enthusiast Dayton was presem-
ed by his fellow trustees with a vintage race
car steering wheel mounted on mahogany.
An attached plaque is inscribed, in part,
"With vision, generosity and unfailing
good humor, you have steered the College
on a course of remarkable growth and
unparalleled achievement."
The wheel was located and mounted by
trustee Rufus Winton '82, a cousin of
Dayton, who said, "What has impressed
me so much, Duncan, has been the num-
ber of people from the faculty, administra-
tion and alumni who trusted you, believed
in you and were impressed by your leader-
ship .... I'm proud to be your cousin, to be
associared with your fine work and tremen-
dous generosity to our alma mater."
Student Government Association
(SGA) President Kurt Brown '03 read an
SGA resolution thanking Duncan for his
service to the College. SGA President-
elect Rick Gropper '04 then presented
Dayton with a Camel mascot bobblehead.
Abby Van Slyck, the Dayron Associate
Professor of Arr History and director of
the architectural studies program, also
saluted Dayton ar rhe farewell celebra-
tion, noting his service on the College's
presidential search committee in 2000-01.
"Throughout this process, Duncan was a
rock - and I don't mean like Mount
Rushmore or like that Old Man in New
Hampshire who collapsed a couple of
weeks ago in the middle of the night," said
Van Slyck. "'What I mean was that Duncan
was someone we could count on."
Dayton, who graduated with a B.A. in
government, later earned an M.A. In
design studies from Harvard. He is presi-
dent of Tamarack Investments, Inc. and
Highcrofr Racing Ltd. He received the
President's Award of Merit in 1992 at the
dedication of the Charles B. Luce Field
House which, along with rhe Dayton
arena, was built through the generosity
and leadership of his family. At
Commencement on May 18, he received
the College Medal. - NML
ABOVE, DAYTON THANKS HIS FELLOW TRUSTEES
AND GUESTS AT A DINNER IN HIS HONOR MAY 15.
LEFT: IN RECOGNITION OF HIS YEARS OF SERVICE,
DAYTON, WHO IS AN AVID RACE CAR DRIVER,
RECEIVED A 1950S ITALIAN NARDI STEERING
WHEEL MOUNTED ON A PLAQUE. NARDI WAS THE
PREMIER FABRICATOR OF STEERING WHEELS FOR
CARS SUCH AS FERRARI AND LAMBORGHINI.
PRESIDENT NORMAN FAINSTEIN (HOLDING WHEEl)
MADE THE PRESENTATION.
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Conway's electrical recording methods to
Singer's self-defining memories. "It is
possible that memories that are very rel-
evant and important to a person's self-
concept will engage more areas of the
brain than more mundane memories,"
Singer said, "and that they will engage
both the pre-frontal cortex associated
with reasoning and abstraction and parts
of the limbic system associated with
strong emotion."
Singer will leave for England in August
with his wife, Anne Bracker, an industrial
hygienist in the division of occupational
medicine at the University of Connecticut
Health Center, and their daughters. They
will return in December.
Singer is a former director of the
College's Holleran Center for Community
Action and Public Policy,an interdiscipli-
nary center focused on the development
of active citizenship and leadership. He is
the author of twO books, The Remembered
Self: Emotion and Memory in Personality
(with Peter Salovey, NY: The Free Press)
and Message in a Bottle: Stories of Men
and Addiction (NY: The Free Press), and
the co-editor of a third, At Play in the
Fields of Consciousness: Essays in Honor of
jerome L. Singer (Mahwah, N]: Erlbaum;
again with Peter Salovey).
The author of more than 40 articles,
chapters and book reviews in the fields of
personality, autobiographical memory
and clinical psychology, Singer serves as
an associate editor for the journals
Contemporary Psychology and journal of
Personality, and is on the editorial board
of Review of General Psychology. He is a
Fellow of the American Psychological
Association. - NML
New Alumni Director named
Bridget McShane, director of events, has
been named director of alumni relations,
effective July l.
Director of events since 1998, McShane
had been responsible for planning and
managing high-profile campus events,
including Commencement and Convocation.
She oversaw scheduling of all campus
facilities and managed a summer conferences
operation that in 2002 generated $860,000
in revenue to the College. Before heading the
Office of Events, McShane was special
assistant to the President, responsible for
planning and managing all presidential
events. She joined the College in 1986 as
director of administration in what was then
known as the Alumni Office. In that capacity,
she was responsible from 1986 to 1995 for
day-to-day administration of the office. She
also helped to plan and manage
Homecoming, Alumni Council, the Alumni
Travel program and Reunion. McShane holds
a bachelors degree from Eastern Connecticut
State University.
McShane's selection is the outcome of a
long and thorough search that attracted
more than 50 applicants.
"Bridget's superb organizational skills and
deep institutional knowledge made her the
unanimous choice of the selection
committee," said Mark LaFontaine, vice
president for college advancement.
"I look forward to working with Bridget to
build and expand relationships and
communication between and among alumni
and Connecticut College." - NML
Professor wins Fulbright
Singer will research 'self-defining' memories
in England
Why is it we can recallwithout effort the daywe first fell in love?Whyis it so easy to remember
the pain of losing a sibling?
A Connecticut College professor
will travel to England on a prestigious
Fulbright Scholarship this fall to work
with one of the world's most promi-
nent memory researchers to study the
mind's retrieval of emotionally signifi-
cant memories.
Jefferson Singer, professor of psychol-
ogy, is one of just six faculty members
from American colleges and universities
to receive a Fulbright Distinguished
Scholar Award to conduer research in the
United Kingdom. Of approximately 800
Fulbright teaching and research awards
given annually, only 160 are purely for
research. Singer is the lSrh member of
the Connecticut College faculty in the
last decade to win a Fulbright.
Singer will travel to the University of
Durham, where he will work with
Martin Conway, who has been using
electrical recordings of the brain to
determine which parts of it are activat-
ed when we try to remember events
from our past. His research has been
limited to rather simple and not very
emotional memories.
Enter Singer, who for the pasr two
decades has been studying the most per-
sonal and emotionally significant memo-
ries of individuals' lives, a type of memo-
ry that he calls "self-defining." "These
memories are vivid, emotional and reflec-
tive of important conflicts or enduring
themes in individuals' lives," Singer said.
The goal of this collaboration is to apply
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Passing by New London
on your way to or from
a vacation spot?
iThe CC Arboretum is offering free, guided
tours every Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock
r
rough Oct 26
The first Sunday of every month, visito
ay tour the beautiful Caroline Black
Garden which contains plants from around
the world.
On the second Sunday of every month,
guides will lead visitors on a tour of the
International tree collection on campus.
Landscaping tips will be offered.
On every remaining Sunday, visitors will
have the opportunity to uncover the beauty
of the diverse Native Plant Collection. The
tours, which are led by trained volunteer
docents, are held rain or shine, and visitors
are encouraged to return often.
The tour groups meet by the blue
sculpture in front of the F.W Olin Science
Center. Tours last 60 to 90 minutes. For
ore information, call 860-439-5020.
Bookmarks
summer reading chosen
he CC community is reading two books this
summer as paft ot the College's Summer
Reading Program: Why Are All the Black Kids
Sitting il"oget1er in the Cafeteria? by Beverly
Daniel Tatu~1 and The Fact of a Doorframe:
Poems rz95~12001 by Adrienne Rich. They
were selected~by members of the Presidential
Commission on a Pluralistic Community for the
framework they provide for thinking and talking
about race.
"An issue for many of us, student and non-
students alike, is a social and personal
reluctance to talk about race," wrote Theresa
Ammirati, dean of freshmen, in a letter
announcing the choices. "Conversations about
race are particularly relevant here at Connecticut
College, where we are consciously committed to
creating and maintaining a sophisticated,
pluralistic community."
Rich, the author of The Fact of a Doorframe,
is one of the most influential poets of her time.
In a rare personal appearance, she is scheduled
to speak Sept. 19 at the annual Daniel
Klagsbrun Symposium on Writing and Moral
Vision.
Fact of a Doorframe demonstrates the
continuing importance of the literary arts in a
technological, information-driven age, said
Ammirati. "Poems like
'Planetarium,' 'The
Burning of Paper Instead of Children,' and
'Diving into the Wreck' reveal deeper and deeper
insights with repeated readings." Rich is the
author of 22 volumes of poetry and several
books of nonfiction prose. She
has received many awards
and prizes, including the
Bollingen Prize, the Lannan
Lifetime Achievement Award
and the Academy of American
Poets' Wallace Stevens Award
for outstanding and proven
mastery in the art of poetry.
Tatum has also been
invited to speak about her
book and is scheduled to visit
on Sept. 4. Why Are All the
Black Kids Sitting Together in
the Cafeteria? shows how
social justice can be reached
if race is deconstructed.
President of Spelman College, Tatum is an expert
on race relations in the classroom and the
development of racial identity.
Jonathan Kozol, author of Amazing Grace,
wrote that her book is "an unusually sensitive
work about the racial barriers that still divide
us in so many areas of life. This is a valuable
book by a fine psychologist who knows how to
listen to young people." - NML
Let the Sun shine ...
With the signing of a contract allowing the Connecticut Sun to practice in
Luce Field House, CC expects to enjoy increased national exposure through press
coverage of the Women's National Basketball Association (WNBA) team.
"We are extremely excited to have the WNBA working out on our campus," said Laura
Hungerford, CC women's basketball coach. "This affiliation could have a positive impact in a
competitive recruiting market."
The Sun is the region's newest professional sports franchise. The team, formerly known as
the Orlando Miracle, was purchased in January and relocated to eastern Connecticut by the
Mohegan tribe.
The club is the first to be located in a market where a National Basketball Association
franchise does not exist and also the first independently owned WNBA organization in the 14-team
league. - Will Tomasian
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Salome on Broadway
A Triumph for director Estelle Parsons '49
Academy AWard-winning actress Estelle Parsons '49 directed two
other Oscar winners - Al Paclno and Marisa Tomei - in a smolder-
ing performance of "Salome: the reading," which opened April 30 on
Broadway at the Barrymore Theater. Billed as a dramatic reading
instead of a play/ Oscar Wilde's work was developed by Parsons at
the Actors Studio, where she is artistic director.
As Ben Brantley wrote for The New York Times, " ... theatergoers
expecting 110 minutes of teeth-gritting, kitchen-sink naturalism - in
the manner of famous studio graduates like Branda, De Niro and
(yes) Pacino - are in for a shock. What Ms. Parsons and company
have devised is a strange, shrewdly stylized interpretation of Wilde's
densely lyrical text that would seem more suitable to an experimental
theater downtown than to Broadway, where plays often look and feel
the way they did 50 years ago."
Pacino and Parsons spent nearly two years developing this pro-
duction of "Salome." "We made the decision to mount "Salome" in
this way because we felt it would better serve Wilde's text," Pacino
told the Times. "A staged reading yields a significant style unlike any
other - it allows an audience the freedom to imagine and connect to
the play in a different way."
The play's the thing
CC will be the springboard
for the largest tour of
Shakespeare in U.S. history.
The Aquila Theatre Co. of
New York will present
"Othello" Sept. 19 and 20 to
a public audience that may
include top-level federal offi-
cials. The 100-city, 50-state
tour, "Shakespeare in
American Communities," is
sponsored by the Nationa I
Endowment for the Arts
(NEA). First Lady Laura Bush
and Jack Valenti, president
and CEO of the Motion
Picture Association of
America, are honorary chairs
for the project.
"We are honored to be the
kick-off point for what promis-
es to be a fantastic exhibition
of the works of such a great
playwright," said Robert
Richter '82, director of arts
programming. "Having
worked with the Aquila
Theatre Co. before, we
are well aware of
its talent and abil-
ity to bring
Shakespeare to
our community
and to other
mid-size
cities across
America,"
Aquila
brought "The
Tempest" last
year and
"Cyrano de Bergerac" two
years ago to CC.
While on campus, the
theater company will hold
several workshops for CC
students and area high
school students.
Six theater companies
wi II present fou r of
Shakespeare's plays,
"Othello," "Romeo and
Juliet," "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" and
"Richard III," representing a
cross-section of the play-
wright's comedies and
tragedies. The tour will end
in November 2004.
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Jose Marie '03 warmed up for his rap number for
the talent and fashion show on Eclipse Weekend
in April. The event is co-sponsored by Connecticut
College and the U.S. Coast Guard Academy.
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How do we view a work of art?
Jeanne Stern '03 creates "EyeMusic"
rt is not just abour being able to
see something and draw it well;
it is also about the way you
interpret and present an
image," says Jeanne Stern
'03. Jeanne's senior project, which she
worked on as parr of the certificate pro-
gram of the College's Ammerman Center
for Arts and Technology, is a remarkable
demonstration of how humans interact
with art. Using a machine called an eye
tracker, Jeanne can measure the experi-
ence of viewing a visual image by record-
ing a viewer's eye movements. A com-
puter then translates the eye movements
and the subject of view into electronic
music, which is played back to the view-
er in real time. To accomplish this,
Jeanne had to build her own eye tracker
and program the computer to interpret
the eye tracker's data.
Her project, which she called "Eye
Music," was one of several completed by
students in the Ammerman Center.
Students take courses in art and comput-
er science, as well as foundational courses
examining the relationship between art
and technology. They receive funded
internships at the end of their junior year.
Then, in their senior year, their work cul-
minates in an integrative project.
Jeanne was first drawn to the
Ammerman Center because of her inter-
est in art, which is her major, and was
reluctant to take the required computer
science classes. To her surprise, she found
she enjoyed computer science so much
that she decided to make it her minor.
It was in an introductory psychology
course that Jeanne learned about eye track-
ers, which have been used to show that
people tend to focus on the eyes when pre-
sented with an image of a face. Jeanne's art
A GRADUATE OF THE
AMMERMAN CENTER FOR ARTS
AND TECHNOLOGY,JEANNE
STERN '03 IS BOTH AN ARTIST
IN TRADITIONAL MEDIA (HER
OIL PAINTING "STRUGGLE"
APPEARS IN THIS PHOTO) AND
AN INNOVATOR AND INVENTOR
OF NEW MEDIA.
background had taught
her to pay attention to the
way a person's gaze travels
over a painting. After tak-
ing an electronic music
class, Jeanne began to
think about the relation-
ship between visual and
aural compositions. She
realized that while a
painting is static, a per-
son's experience of that
painting follows a time-
line just as music does.
Because eye trackers are
extremely expensive, Jeanne
obtained funding to buy
one unassembled and
built one herself.
For her internship,
Jeanne chose to split the
summer into two work
experiences. The first intern-
ship was at Sonalysts in
Waterford, Conn., where
she worked in the anima-
tion department. For the
second half of the summer she worked at
the MIT media lab, where eye trackers
are used to study holography.
In her free time Jeanne was the pro-
gram director at WCNI, the college
radio station, and hosted a show of New
Wave music.
In the fall she will begin a program
to earn an MFA in film production at
the University of Texas in Austin. Her
area of concentration, "Convergent
Media," com bines film wi th other
media such as animation and electronic
music. - Lisette Partelow '03
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It's all about the food
watson Fellowship winner traces history through the kitchen
LINDSAY BERG '03
"food perpetuates history by acting as a mnemonic; an agent of memory conjuring images of ritual"
~
a senior, CC's 2003-2004
Watson Fellowship winner
Lindsay Berg began to re-eval-
• uate the self-imposed struc-
ture in her life. "I nearly lost
myself in a flawed percep-
tion: In high school I worked to get into
college. In college 1worked to achieve good
grades so that senior year I could partake in
advanced research enabling me to graduate
with honors. This would lead me to grad
school and ultimately to a respectable occu-
pation." But suddenly she realized she
could choose an alternate path.
While studying in India and later on a
CC-sponsored Study Away/ Teach Away
program in Venice, Italy, Lindsay "redis-
covered" the significance that Jewish cul-
ture held in her life. Back at CC for her
senior year, she delved into a familiar his-
tory for her senior independent project,
tackling a less accepted area of historical
study, that of oral history. "Playing with
a growing idea," with the help of
Professor of Religious Studies Roger
Brooks, Lindsay worked to bring voice to
the St. Paul, Minn., Jewish community
- documenting Shabbat and Passover
food narratives in what she termed a "nar-
rative cookbook."
"An effective way of carrying forth his-
tory, quietly accepted because tradition
evokes the past on a personal level, food
perpetuates hisrory by acting as a
mnemonic; an agent of memory conjur-
ing images of ritual passed through the
generations," wrote Lindsay. Through
interviews, research and personal experi-
ence, Lindsay attempted to capture the
way in which "Jewish cooking directly
affects the palette of history."
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Upon returning home for her grandfa-
ther's funeral and shiva - Lindsay
"looked around the room and sensed the
reality of time. In this moment, the pre-
cise motivation behind a previous decision
revealed itself" and solidified her goal for
the immediate future: "I feel it important
to record unwritten stories of everyday
cooking and oral traditions passed
through the generations, before they
assimilate into an unrecognizable state."
To achieve this, she proposed to record
histories by living and cooking with fami-
lies in Jewish Diaspora communities in
Greece, South Africa, Australia and
Canada. She would then construct a book
of narratives to chronicle Jewish food tra-
ditions, table rituals and cultural heritage.
"It's All About rhe Food: The Paletre of
the Jewish Diaspora," became the title of
her project.
That idea earned her a prestigious
Thomas ]. Watson Fellowship; she will
receive a stipend of $22,000 to travel to
Jewish Diaspora communities researching
and living with families and recording in
their kitchens the narratives that tell the
histories she so desperately wants to pre-
serve. Lindsay was one of only 48 U.S.
college students selected from nearly
1,000 applicants nationwide.
''As I participate in the noise of the
Jewish kitchen, I may struggle to find my
role ... Inevitably, I will listen and learn
acting as a participant observer attempt-
ing to capture a narrative; I will focus on
cultural relativism through looking at the
uniqueness of each kitchen ... "
When it's all said and done, Lindsay
wants to capture that Jewish heritage in a
cookbook of recipes that will not only
please the palate, but transport cooks into
the creators' hearts. "Cookbooks act as a
guide, a starting point in the kitchen _
but in truth they exist to preserve some-
thing larger. A recipe is a detail, important
only in context." Through her travels,
Lindsay hopes to provide that context.
A CC student has been selected to receive a Morris K. Udall scholarship worth $5,000.
Jennifer Dziubeck, a sophomore majoring in environmental studies and economics, was
cHosen on the basis of academic merit. Of the 80 scholars, 74 are in fields related to he
environment, four in health care and two in tribal public policy.
In her application, Dziubeck said she hopes to work for a policy think tank and to conduct
research related to environmental economics "in order to guide U.S. legislators in formulating
policies relating to the environment."
Established by Congress in 1992 to honor Congressman Morris King Udall and his legacy
of public service, the Morris K. Udall Foundation operates an educatioral
scholarship program designed to provide opportunities for outstanding
U.S. students with excellent academic records. Scholarships are gran ed
to those who demonstrate a commitment to fields related to he
environment and to Native American and Alaska Native students in
fields related to health care and tribal public policy.
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September 11 memorial garden
is a new campus landmark
A graduate who left CC with a degree in botany has already left her mark - in her field
and at her alma mater.
Daisy Small '03 (above right) was the leading force behind a memorial garden
created for the victims of the September 11 terrorist attacks. The 50- by 100-foot garden
at the northwest corner of Bill Hall features mock orange, winter hazel, potentilla and
fothergilla shrubs, several varieties of lilacs, benches and a patio.
A dedication ceremony was held May 17.
In her freshman year, Small roomed with Leslie Rice '03 (above left), whose mother
died in the tragedy a year later. "I wanted to do something, and as a botany major I
thought a garden was a long-lasting and practical memorial," said Small. "It took two
years and a lot of work.
"Last year, students, staff and faculty helped to plant the garden. This year, we
installed the patio, plaque and benches."
The plaque reads: "This memorial garden honors those lost in the tragedy of
September 11, 2001. A gift of the classes of 1997 and 2003, it was designed and
planted by Connecticut College students, staff and faculty."
Small plans to enter a one-year program in geographic information systems in
Aberdeen, Scotland, in the fall. i
Rice was heartened by the effort shown by Small and others in the CC !
community to remember "not just my mom but, in a larger sense, all of those who [I
were lost that day."
College Medal
ean Wallace Douglas, a 1943
graduate whose advocacy of the
environment and preservation of
farmland are her legacies,was pre-
sented the College Medal in
• Washington, D.C., on May 1.
Douglas recognized the hazards
associated with pesticides early on and
stressed the importance of maintaining
the health of the soil and water for
future generations.
Through her work as
president of the Wallace
Genetic Foundation, she
supported environmental
education and conserva-
tion of natural resources.
Previously, she was president of America
the Beautiful and helped distribute dona-
tions of surplus seeds to thousands of
community action committees, hunger
relief projects, community gardens and
environmental projects. Douglas is a
lifetime honorary president of the
Henry A. Wallace Institute for Alternative
Agriculture and a member of the American
Farmland Trust President's Council.
Through both of these organizations, she
worked to promote farming practices that
led to a healthier environment.
Douglas has also served as a director of
the American Bird Conservancy, the
Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology and
The Land Institute. Her interests are
broad and expand beyond environmental
issues. Her volunteer efforts also have fur-
thered the causes of many charitable
organizations, including the Crippled
Children's Organiza rion , National
Symphony Orchestra, Community Chest,
the American Red Cross and Goodwill.
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Professor and student present at
environmental conference in Cuba
J¥cprofessor and a 2003 gradu-ate went to Cuba to present theirwork at the 4th InternationalConvention on Environmentand Development in
Havana, which was held in conjunction
with an Eco-Cuba Educational Program.
They were joined by 200 other leading
professionals from various environmental
and development fields for the Global
Exchange-sponsored convention.
DAWSON AND liSA '03
Jane Dawson, Virginia Eason
Weinmann '51 Associate Professor of
Governmem, and Sarah Zisa '03 left for
Cuba May 30 and returned June 12.
Dawson, a specialise in international envi-
ronmental politics, presented her research
on nuclear pollution havens. Zisa gave a
poster session on sustainable energy devel-
opment, which was her senior honors
project. Zisa was one of the two students
who led CC's move to renewable energy.
An environmental studies major, she
earned a certificate from the Toor
Cummings Center for International
Studies and the Liberal Arts with an
internship based in Costa Rica.
The duo was excited about the trip,
especially since the Bush administration
has cut off educational travel to Cuba,
effective Dec. 31. "This could be our last
chance to go," said Dawson before she left.
On weekends, she and Zisa took
eco-tours around Cuba to see protected
natural zones and alternative energy
facilities, including an excursion to
western Cuba to see the Cienega
de Zapata wetlands, Sierra del
Rosario Biosphere Reserve or the
Maranzas coastal protected area.
After the convention, the CC del-
egates joined the United Nations
Special Ambassador John Francis
111 an inaugural "Planerwalk"
around Cuba. Planetwalk, accord-
ing to www.planet walk.org, is a
non-profit educational organiza-
tion dedicated to raising environ-
mental consciousness and promot-
ing earth stewardship.
Dawson also specializes in com-
parative environmental activism and
politics and politics of post-
Communist societies. Her disserta-
tion, "Social Mobilization in Post-Leninist
Societies: The Rise and Fall of the Anti-
Nuclear Power Movement in the USSR,"
is a fascinating study of the emergence of
environmental activism in the USSR in
the Gorbachev period, which offers an
intriguing explanation of how and why it
ultimately rook the form of nationalist
mobilization against Soviet rule. The dis-
sertation, now a published book tided
Eco-Nationalism: Antinuclear Activism and
National Identity in Russia, Lithuania, and
Ukraine, was awarded the 1997 Marshall
Shulman Book Prize.
Cynthia Enloe '60 discusses
the impact of militarism on
the lives of women
Cynthia Enloe '60 challengedthe
campus community to "make feminist
sense of the U.S. war in Iraq." Speaking
Apri I 14 as the last event of the Gender
and Women's Studies conference,
"Movements of CrisiS/Movements of Hope,"
Enloe engaged the audience as participants
and demonstrated the coexistence of
multiple and diverse concepts of femininity.
In order to maintain and further the
process of militarization, she said, some of
these constructed femininities are
"heralded, made the basis of one's public
policy," while others are artificially
marginalized and suppressed.
Enloe spoke of the role of "feminist
curiosity" in overcoming what she called
"the worst kind of parochialism: the idea of
one history and our history."
"There isn't one history," she said,
"because there is not one consciousness."
Enloe was professor of government and
director of the women's studies at Clark
University for three decades until her
retirement in June 2002. She holds a Ph.D.
in political science from the Unitversity of
California, Berkeley and was awarded the
Connecticut College Medal in 2000.
Serving on the editorial boards of
several feminist journals, Enloe is the
author of The Morning After: Sexual Politics
at/he End of the Cold War (1993) and
Maneuvers: The International Politics of
Militarizing Women's Uves (2000).
Her appearance was sponsored by the
Office of the President.
Tristan Borer, associate professor of
government, said she has been
"profoundly impacted" by Enloe's work
and often uses her texts in her classes.
Maggie Gentz '04, Rebecca Hughes '04,
and Lindsey Peterson '03, students of
Borer, read brief pieces inspired by Enloe's
best-known book, Bananas, Beaches and
Bases: Making Feminist Sense of
International Relations (1989). -Trayan
Trayanov '05
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Why war is more than up close and personal
Excessive ficus on the story of Jessica Lynch distorted our perspective
long with millions of other televi-
sion viewers, I was a bit misty-
~_. eyed as J learned of P.O.W
Jessica Lynch's dramatic rescue
and her family's joy at her
return. Months later, as new information
emerges that questions the veracity of that
story and raises the possibility that aspects
of it were used as propaganda, I also recall
more troubled emotions that the incident
stirred in me. The reporting of the story
raised issues that won't go away by chang-
ing the channel or moving on to the next
national crisis.
A5 Jessica's story, and the stories of her
fellow soldiers, were reported from every
possible personal angle, doubt began to
override my feelings of empathy. What
bothered me was the emphasis on the inti-
mate details of so many U.S. soldiers' sto-
ries. This approach, it struck me, turns
what is a political conflict at the level of
nations into a story about personalities.
Given that I am a clinical psychologist and
a personality researcher, one might think I
would welcome the effort of journalists to
report the individual story - to give us an
understanding of these global events at a
human and personal scale.
But here is the problem - our losses
were so few and our opportunity to invest
in the meaning of each life we lost was so
great compared to the respective losses
and opportunities on the Iraqi side, that
this form of reporting seems at best mis-
guided and, at worst, immoral. In its
excessive focus on the dramatic narratives
of a small number of American lives, it
implicitly reinforces the relative and dis-
proportionate value we place on an
American life versus the lives of all other
people that share this planet with us.
When I think about American con-
sumption patterns, how we gobble up the
oil, beef and lumber resources of the rest of
the world, I don't usually think about how
we also hog our share of individual stories
as well. But isn't this our greatest privilege?
As the ascendance of reality television has
only confirmed for us,
Americans have increasingly
gained the opportunity to
imagine themselves as the
stars of their own mini-series
lives. With our personal Web
sites, family photo screen
savers, DVD chronicles of
each of our life passages, we
are investing our quotidian
lives with the patina of
celebrity. Each American may
someday have his or her "IS
minutes of fame," fulfilling
Andy Warhol's prophecy.
But what do we make of the
legions of Iraqi dead? Are these
fallen men, each with a story of
family and friends, simply bit
players, extras in the heart-
warming story of an American
hero? Unlike actors in a film
production, they will not dust
off their uniforms and walk off
the set. fu The New KJrk Times
photos have depicted them,
they lie dead, collapsed on the side of the
road, their brown boots pointed to the sky.
What is the solution to this gross
inequality in the importance assigned to
human stories? How do we do justice to the
two thousand stories left behind by the sol-
diers killed as the American troops made
their way to Baghdad? One solution might
have been to tell their stories. I would have
liked to see a U.S. reporter select a fallen
Iraqi and trace back the story of his life.
What friends walked arm-in-arm with
him to school? Is there a picture of his
wedding tucked inside his shirt pocket?
Yet as important as it would have been
to allow these stories to come forward, I
am afraid that this approach would still
have missed the point. We will never feed
the world; we will never solve
the massive problems of envi-
ronmental depletion or wide-
spread poverty if we hold as
our only model for human life
the American fascination with
personality. These questions
beg solutions that ask us to
temper our focus on the indi-
vidual story with a concern for
political and historical analy-
sis. Historical and economic
, , sometimes, interpretations of the current
war do not necessarily make
and in the most for compelling narratives _
they are not filled with plot
arcs that end with a dissolve to
a family's poignant embrace,
urgent ways, the bur they do justice to the full
casualties of war.
Journalists, who balance
their stories of America's
heroes with information about
how Saddam came to power
and what the lives of Iraqis will
be like after he and we are
gone, place the conflict and the loss of life
in its appropriate historical and political
context. There are times when we need to
know less about individual lives and more
about institutional and governmental
actions that have ramifications far beyond
any personal story. Sometimes, and in the
most important and urgent ways, the per-
sonal is not political. - Jefferson Singer
SINGER
important and
personal is
not
political"
Jefferson A. Singer is a professor of psychology
at Connecticut Collegeand a clinicalpsychologist
in Waterford, Conn. See related story page 5.
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Retiring faculty: 151 years in the classroom
Only five members of the CC faculty retired on
June 30, but collectively they had served the
College for 151 years.
PAUL FELL, Katharine Blunt Professor of
Zoology, began at CC in 1968. He has served on
the Library Committee, AAPC, Advisory
Committee, FSCC, PPBC and several terms as
department chair. He serves as a reviewer for
numerous journals, including Developmental
Biology and the Journal of Experimental
Zoology. His research and teaching interests
include reproduction, development and popu-
lation dynamics of marine invertebrates and
general zoology.
URSULA LOVE, associate professor of
German, joined CC in 1980. Her focuses
include the psychology and the pedagogy of
German literature from the beginning of the
20th century to the present. She has published
works on Wolfgang Koeppen and Peter Handke
and is on the review staff of World Literature
Today and Seminar.
DOUG ROBERTS, adjunct professor of
physical education and head coach of men's
hockey, began in 1979. He was the primary
coordinator for the introduction of men's varsi-
ty hockey as well as programs for youth hock-
ey, figure skating, women's and men's club
hockey and public skating. He has been active-
ly involved in fund raising for community and
college programs.
DAVID SMALLEY, Henry B. Plant Professor
of Art, came to CC in 1965 and for 10 years
served as co-director of the Ammerman Center
for Arts & Technology in the actualization of a
program that would use computer technology
in the arts and the creation of research part-
nerships with science scholars. He was at the
forefront of the Biennial Symposium for Arts &
Technology, a major international conference
devoted to exploring the links in the interdisci-
plinary world of arts, media, sciences and tech-
nology. His art has been featured in several
regional, national and international exhibitions.
His work has been commissioned by a number
of discerning collectors and the state of
Connecticut. Smalley's sculpture exhibits the
complex form and rich surfaces that reflect his
personal growth and professional standards.
His work is characterized by elegance, kineti-
cism and superb craftsmanship.
THOMAS STONER, professor of music,
began at CC in 1972. Stoner's article on Arthur
Farwell has been published by the journal
American Music. He has delivered papers on his
research of Farwell's music at the New England
Chapter of the American Musicological Society
and the Sonneck Society. His scholarship has
established him as an esteemed colleague
among his peers in the world of musicology, and
he has been highly commended as a distin-
guished member of the college community.
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At a party in the Cro's Nest April 24, the day she turned 62, several hundred
,ellow and former custodians, human resources staffers, carpenters, plumbers,
department heads and assorted friends gathered to help Frances Neal
celebrate her milestone.
Custodial supervisor Terry Potter summed it up when he hugged her tight
nd said, "We love you, Frances."
~
Neal, who joined CC in 1978, cleaned Cro for a quarter century. Her late
: usband, Gabe Neal, also worked as a custodian at CC, from 1969 to 1996. Each day sh~
rrived for work well before her shift's 4 a.m. start. After noon, she went home and rested. Thre~
days a week she then began her second day job over at the Coast Guard dining hall.
At a party at the Groton Inn & Suites on her official retirement day, April 25, among the legions
of family, friends, faculty and staff was Rick Ricci, the men's rowing coach who started at CC as a
custodian and has known Frances Neal since her first spring day here.
"She is a very warm, loving person," Ricci said. "Her expectations in you as a person bring ou
Ihabestjn y.ou_Day_af:ter...day,she is accnsisteot.source.ct positlze eoergy."'-" •
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pollutes young minds and lures them
into converting to a deplorable, "away
from home values," way of life.
In contrast to Mrs. Pacholczyk's high-
ly personalized tone, I would like to
resituate the debate on the intellectual
level and point out that some of the most
sophisticated, challenging work in con-
temporary scholarship is being done in
the field of "sexual studies" (not just at
Smith and Berkeley,with which I am, by
the way, most flattered to be associated).
Such research is in no way contagious;
one can write it, teach it or study it with-
om being or becoming a pervert; and it is
my firm belief rhat intelligent students
should be exposed to the smartest materi-
al, especially if they find it disturbing.
A crucial concept, which I am not sure
Mrs. Pacholczyk has grasped, is the
notion of "representation." Courses on
sexuality are not about real practices and
experiences but about the way sexual cate-
gories have been historically and cultural-
ly defined. The research on the "history"
of sexuality shows, indeed, that "sexuality"
is a recent, modern concept which needs,
as such, to be hiscoricized and relativized.
The purpose of such an analysis is not to
undermine the dominant culture but to
reveal it as, precisely, dominant.
Finally, Iwould be curious to know
the content of the "tough, challenging"
curriculum to which Mrs. Pacholczyk
refers. For if it is her intention to censure
any text that deals, more or less openly,
with desire, "libertinage" and prostitu-
tion, most of the "grands auteurs" whom
I imagine she reveres - Racine, Moliere,
Voltaire, Balzac, Flaubert, Maupassant,
Zola, Proust - will have to be excluded;
which leaves us, regrettably, with Les
aventures de Babar and Le petit Nicolas.
J
Catherine Spencer
Professor of French
Chair, Department of French
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Lost." How can we regain it? How can
each of you construct a world where obli-
gation and choice live proportionally with
one another, where communities provide
meaning rather than just conformity?
We talked a lot about that question in
our seminar. We examined many kinds of
communities; we studied the history of
suburbia and the transformation of city
neighborhoods; we considered the trade-
offs between homogeneity and diversity;
we looked at new towns built by Walt
Disney and others in the retro style that is
peculiarly misnamed "the new urbanism."
In our very first class each of us described
the communities where we grew up.
Somewhere in the middle of the semester
our theme was the interactions of race,
social class and politics in shaping lives and
places. It seemed natural to discuss the
small liberal arts college where we all lived.
All of you seniors might think about
rhe community you have experienced
these last four years. Our roots, we know,
go back to ancient Greece and Rome, for
in our ancient progenitors we find the
basis for liberal education, an education
that both transmits the traditions of the
past and the critical tools that allow each
student to construct his or her own origi-
nal world view. Our roots also may be
found in the medieval cloister that Lewis
Mumford so admired. The faculty, with
their lifelong commitment to the college
and the world of learning, do, indeed, still
bear many of the characteristics of the sis-
ters and brothers of the medieval cloister.
But there are more layers still that have
created the palimpsest where we live and
learn. There is the American Protestant tra-
dition of the self-governing congregation,
and the British sporting tradition that owes
its origins to the great public schools of the
19th century. There is the scientific spirit of
the faculty mentor and student apprentice,
a model in the liberal arts college that now
extends to every field of study. There is the
tradition of accomplishment in the cre-
ative arts. There is the tradition of the
New England town meeting and its par-
ticipatory democracy. Finally, and perhaps
our most admirable achievement, there is
a reaching out to the world in global
learning and public service.
In many ways our college is a model
for America and other nations of the
good community in the 21st century.
Your lives as students show how choice
and obligation can be balanced to create a
meaningful whole. Your college commu-
nity shows that people from many back-
grounds can not only live together but
engage one another and enrich each
other's lives. In shaping the community of
the college through self-governance, rea-
son and spirit, you have built a place you
will remember for the rest of
your lives. " we wanted to
fu we have learned from
the various incidents of racial
and religious bias that plagued
us this year, nor everyone sub- communities"
scribes to our collective vision
of community, and not every-
one expresses dissent in open and honor-
able ways. Differences are easy enough to
identify: creating new unities, new com-
munities, requires continuous work.
We had our last class session in my
house. It was a typically post-modern event
of pizza served on Lenox china with ster-
ling silver place settings, At first we all sat
in the living room and considered the
advantages and costs of what we charac-
terized as post-modern urbanism - the
McDonalidization of the world, the pack-
aging of the city as a theme park, the
increasingly separate worlds of the rich and
poor, united mainly or perhaps solely in
the virtual world of the new media. Then
we crowded around to get serious with the
pizza - yes, we all ate together, but chose
among five different pies, from up-mar-
ket artichoke and designer vegetarian to
down-home pepperoni. We are, after all,
products of our time.
Our discussion turned to the commu-
nities where the students themselves
would like to live and raise families. The
consensus view was that we wanted to live
in real communities. We desired them to
be diverse, pretty, and safe, places that
were exciting without being dangerous.
We all recognized that in a flawed world
such communities would necessarily be
based on exclusion.
In a society with increasing inequality;
where hardly half the people are voting citi-
zens, where crime is to be feared even in our
schools, where residents live in gated com-
munities or guarded high rises - lots of
people and lifestyles could have no place in
the communities where we want to live, I
remember commenting that the urban land-
scape is like a checkerboard. If some of the
checkers are broken and ugly you can move
them away, even out of sight
and mind, bur they will be no
less broken and ugly for that.
So, too, when we think of
broken lives and ugly envi-
live in real
ronments.
The fact is that we cannot
build a society in which
everyone can live in a nice community by
working only at the community level. We
all understood that in our class. The
daunting problem of changing the world
from above in order to change its urban
expressions provoked some of our most
lively discussions. How could we change
national policies and a global economy
that together shaped all communities?
Some of us thought it was always going to
be a hopeless task and the best we could do
is to construct nice places for people like us
to live. Others felt that the real work
would need to be through the political sys-
tem and would require a shift in the polit-
ical balance of power. Still others felt their
generation and its ideals would eventually
prevail.
I do not know what the future holds. I
do know that if anyone can make the
world a place that is more like Connecticut
College, the students in Sociology 418 will
lead the way.
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In March of this year, novelist Wally Lamb and
150 other writers, among them Julia Alvarez, Amy
Tan, Richard Russo, and Stephen
King, signed a petition to President
Bush that acknowledged "the tyran-
ny of Saddam Hussein" but asked
that "all diplomatic measures be
exhausted before we risk ending the
lives of innocent Iraqis and
American military." When the peti-
tion was published in The New York
Times, Lamb received an e-mail
from a reporter for a national news-
paper asking why he thought fiction writers knew
anything about war or had any of the answers. The
following excerpt is taken Lamb's May 18
Commencement speech ("What Do Novelists
Know?") in which he addresses that very question
and offers his listeners an inside look at his life as
the father of jared Lamb '03.
What do
fiction w-riters
know about
reality?
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ut what do fiction writers know, Mr. Journalist has e-mailed me to
ask. Why should anyone listen to them? Because, says Grace Paley,
''A writer must be truthful. A story is a big lie. And in the middle of
this big lie, you're telling the truth." Because, says novelist ]esamyn
West, "Fiction reveals the truth that reality obscures." "Why should-
n't truth be stranger than fiction?" Mark Twain observes. "Fiction, after all, has
(0 make sense."
Fast forward. It's 1984.Ronald Reagan, Boy George, breakdancing, big hair.
That new NBA rookie, Michael Jordan, seems so effortlessly airborne that it's as
if he's affixed Hubber to his sneaker bottoms. I'm 33 now. I've been both a father
and a fiction writer for three years; one calling has somehow unleashed the other.
..
You see, as I study my small son Jared and try to imagine who
he will grow up to become, I begin to get these characters'
voices in my head. I write down what these figments say and
start to worry about them and root for their safety as if they
were real. The catch is: I can only find out what's happening to
them when their voices spill from the pointy end of my Bic
pen Onto the loose-leaf pages in front of me. And as I work on
these stories, I defy as best I can that other voice of self-inflict-
ed doubt, which keeps whispering, Stop kidding yourself.
You're never going to get anything published. Get real. Get up
from that desk and mow the lawn.
But I've let the lawn grow and toiled away for three years
and now, in 1984, the phone rings. It's Lary Bloom, the editor
of the Hartford Courant's Northeast magazine. He wants to
publish one of my short stories - the one about the fat
woman, Dolores. When my conversation with the editor
ends, I hang up the phone and dance my wife around the
kitchen. 1 pick up three-year-old Jared and toss him so high
into the air that his head hits the ceiling. But, hey, it's okay
because it's one of those suspended ceilings with the light-
weight panels, so Jared's head isn't hurt; it just disappears for a
second. My short story is published on Easter Sunday. I drive
at dawn to the convenience store and buy three Hartford
Courants. For 10 minutes, I can't bear to look. Then I do look.
1 sit there by myself in the strip mall parking lot and cry like
an idiot. I am on my way.
Zoom zoom. It's 1999. Kosovo, the Clinton scandal, the
slaughter of students at Columbine High. My fiction has been
twice-touched by the magic wand of the Oprah Winfrey Book
Club, and so my character Dolores has relocated from my hard
drive to the best seller list. The troubled identical twins I've
worried into existence for my second novel have followed suit
and so 1 am preparing to take off on a cross-country book tour.
Meanwhile, Jared has metamorphosed from that airborne three-
year-oldinto a 6'2" high school senior, a near-man of 17. He
helps me heft my luggage out to the driveway where a purring
limousine waits. And as I'm driven away, I look through the
timed rear window at my child and, again, 1 am wet-eyed.
1see a young man co-authored out of love - a son who,
having moved recently into his adult body, is receding from
me, but who I once knew better than 1know myself- better
than he knew himself, certainly, because he has been, and in
my mind remains, that arm-flailing infant on the changing
table and the pot-bellied toddler in training pants. As he stands
there in the present moment, he cannot possibly know that he
is simultaneously, for me, the boy in the bowl cut clutching
He-Man and Skeletor. ... the Webelos scout in the untucked
uniform .... the cstcher of polliwogs in his squishy sneakers ..
the afternoon paperboy, the strap of his canvas bag crossing his
chest like a bandolier ... the zookeeper of a never-ending
domestic menagerie: turtles, fish, fiddler crabs, two "female"
gerbils - and their five or six hundred offspring. "Gee," one
of his middle school teachers had told him. "Youlike people
and animals so much, you ought to be a biology teacher."
But at 17, Jared doesn't know what he wants to be, or even
where he wants to go to school next year - Bates, Bowdoin,
Trinity, how's he supposed to know? Oh, and Connecticut
College is on his list. He likes that cross country coach down
there, that Coach Butler. And that Coach Wuyke, too. He
wouldn't mind running for those guys. But, hey, first things
first. He can't even think of what to write for his stinking col-
lege admission essay.
On my book tour, in city after city, the crowdscome out. Strangers who have read my novelsask me how I knew their lives, their flaws, theirfamily secrets. And, of course, I've known none
of these. I've only gone to work each day and
told the lie that I am someone other than myself: a wounded
girl trying to survive rape, an Italian immigrant with an ego
larger than Sicily, the frightened identical twin of a schizo-
phrenic brother. 1 have, each day in solitude, shucked my own
life and put on different lives so that I might move beyond the
limitations of my own experience and better empathize with,
better know the un-me, the other.
The novelist John Edgar Wideman has said, "I seek in fic-
tion some hint that imagination can change the world, that
the world is unfinished, a him that we are not always doomed
to make copies and copies and copies but possess the power to
see differently and the guts and good fortune ro render acces-
sible to others some glimmer of what our own souls experi-
ence. Stories, after all, are a gift. Unless we're willing to
imagine what it might feel like inside another skin, then we
are imprisoned in our own."
By the time the limo delivers me back home again two
weeks later, Jared has written his college essay."Dad," he says,
"can you check this for spelling?" And God knows, he needs it
continuedonpage 55
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Lessons
A young alumnus learns about forgiveness and not giving up.
by Tim Host '02
the dancer
Photography by Evans Ward
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On May 17, photographer EvansWard captured CC dancers Nile Russell '04 (left) and Francis Stansky '03 (right) in
the Myers Studio Theater in a piece choreographed by Art Bridgman/Myrna Packer.
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When President Emeritus
Charles Shain died on
April 13, alumni and
faculty recalled the many
ways he'd changed their
lives and the life
of the College.
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I LOVED President Shain, as did my classmates. He was a lovely,
congenial man whose gentle nature and excellent principles guid-
ed us through our college years and beyond. He often strolled the
campus paths. When we were lucky enough to "cross paths," he
would greet us with a smile that melted our hearts. We were in
love with him and all he represented, which was the best of every-
thing, in our estimation. So, as you can imagine, even after all
these years, it is with great sadness to hear of Charles Shain's pass-
ing. How blessed we were to have known him and been influ-
enced by him during those special years of our lives.
- Susan Cohn Doran '67
Remembering
ON THE AFTERNOON of November 22, 1963, we heard
about the ]FK assassination on the radio. Someone said, "The
President has been shot." More than one student asked,
"Who would shoot President Shain?"
- Elayne Zweifler Gardstein '67
I NEVER KNEW Charles Shain, as he had retired before I arrived
at Connecticut College in 1977. But I do have a memory of him
that comes from an unexpected place. My father was a union con-
struction worker, and he worked on the construction of Laarus
House during President Shain's tenure.
When I grew up in New London, the College and the city
were two very different worlds, separated mainly by class. So it
always stuck in my mind that my father would often tell me,
while I was attending ce, how President Shain would fre-
quently visit with the construction workers while they built
Lazarus House. At first, they didn't know he was the president
of the College, and he didn't make a point of telling them. He
just befriended them like "a regular guy." And that always
impressed my father.
- Peter O'Connor '81
MY PARENTS were Presbyterian missionaries in India and,
because they lived so far away, could not attend my gradua-
tion. When I went to the podium to receive my diploma and
shake hands with President Shain, he congratulated me and
added: "I know your parents would have wanted to be here
today." 1 was very touched by his remark and the fact that he
knew my parents could not be there. By the way, my mother
(Barbara Beach Alter) also went to Connecticut College: a
graduate of the class of 1942.
- Marty Alter Chen '65
CHARLES SHAIN
I HAVE WARM MEMORIES of per-
sonal interaction with President Shain, as
he made a point to come to our before-
dinner gatherings in our dorm living
rooms (my first taste of sherryl) I was
always proud that he was our president.
He was a "class act" and made each and
everyone of us feel our views and ideas
were important. He'll be missed.
- Cheri Kohler Saltzman 73
PRESIDENT SHAIN arrived on cam-
pus the same fall my class did, so he was
our president all four years. I found him
a fine man, certainly betrer than
Kingman Brewster, who gave our com-
mencement speech and told us what
fine Yalewives we could be! I had the
good fortune to run into President
Shain a few times in the past years up
here in Maine. I always saw him at the
Georgetown Fireman's auction, and
once went to hear him speak at a histor-
ical society meeting. As a child develop-
ment major, I really enjoyed his book
that he edited with his wife, Growing
Up in Maine, a collection of Maine
childhood stories. I shall miss him.
~ Marnie Cafe Kalkstein '66
IT WASAT THE END of my junior
year, 1962, when we learned the College
had found a replacement for Rosemary
Park. We all wondered who could possi-
bly fill her shoes! The introduction was
to be made at an all-campus meeting in
the auditorium and everyone went with
great anticipation and curiosity. There
was some degree of tension in the air,
and the place was packed. Mr. Shain very
casually strolled out onto the stage,
leaned against the podium, and said,
"This is my version of show and tell."
The auditorium rang with laughter, the
ice was broken, and we loved him.
I don't even remember the rest of
his speech.
My second anecdote occurred a year
later during my senior year in the spring
of 1963. I was chief justice of the
Honor Court. Seven seniors Cere in
the process of being forced to leave
because of various violations. Needless
to say, it was a stressful time for all of
us. It must have been very problematic,
to say the least, for the new president
of the College to have to deal with
irate parents and related issues. He
never once tried to pressure us to com-
promise our decisions. He treated us
with respect and allowed us our inde-
pendence. It was an invaluable learning
experience for us all. Toward the end of
the stressful meetings, he asked me
how I was doing, and I said I was
exhausted and just wanted to have time
to wash my hair. Several days later I
passed him in the crowded hall, and he
yelled at the top of his lungs ~
"Carolyn, did you wash your hair?" He
was lots of fun, too.
My third anecdote has to do with
how well he knew all of us without our
realizing it. There was a large meeting
of northeastern educators and Me.
Shain attended that meeting along with
the heads of high schools and other col-
leges. While there, he apparently
sought out the headmistress of the high
school I had attended, introduced him-
self to her and then told her he wanted
her to send more students like me. I am
not writing this to brag ~ but I had no
clue that he even knew what high
school I had arrended. The head-
mistress was so taken aback she called
me to tell me the story.
- Carolyn Boyan Raymond '63
www.conncoll.edu/people/shain/
MYSENIOR YEAR, 1971-72, my wife
and I were housefellows in Larrabee House,
one of few dorms with men. Some of the
younger male students had the clever idea
of removing and re-arranging the large let-
ters that identified LARRABEE
HOUSE. I was soon informed that
Larrabee was now easily identified as "LA
ROUE'S BAR." Ir seemed like a reasonable
sophomoric joke, and I just asked the guys
give me all the unused letters. No one
wanted anything lost or damaged.
Well, at lunch time I noticed that
Chuck walked by Larrabee on his way to
Crozier-Williams. He stopped dead in his
tracks and did a serious double take. For
a short moment, he had a
remarkably astonished look on his
face. Then he collected himself and
walked off to lunch. As one of the strong
leaders moving Connecticut College into
the era of coeducation, Chuck no doubt
anticipated that the campus would
become a different place. Bur it was
vividly clear that he never anticipated
this unauthorized renaming of a
dorm. But he didn't flinch or get excited.
He didn't roar into the dorm demanding
that things be put back to place. He did-
n't want names of culprits to be brought
to the campus justice system. He simply
walked off to lunch, no doubt informing
colleagues of the new name. After
lunch, a surprising number of
faculty members passed by the dorrn.
The guys responsible for this feat
brought all the letters to our room, and
a short while later, with the letters in our
closet, I was able to assure the inquiring
security guard that I was quite sure all
the letters were safe and would be re-
affixed shortly. For Chuck, it was one of
the unanticipated signs, literally, of a new
campus; the silliness of young men who
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Brownie, loyally attended all of our
Connecticut College Club events. When
I introduced myself to him at his first
event, he enthusiastically greeted me,
claiming he remembered me from our
campus days. 1 couldn't recall that we'd
had much direct contact, but it certainly
made me feel good rhat I had somehow
distinguished myself to him - maybe! I
will miss him greatly and will always
carry fond memories of the quintessential
college president.
- Anne Bonniol Pringle '69
Our little world, and the big world outside the College
wanted to have a good time and meant no
harm. But I'll never forget his first look of
astonishment as he contemplated "LA
ROUE'S BAR" on campus.
- Peter Vickery '72
Center for Ecological Research
Richmond, Maine
WHAT AWONDERFUL MAN he was
- the perfect image of what a college
president should be. It was always com-
forting to see him around the campus.
- Victoria Trefts '75
AS EDITOR-IN-CHIEF of Conn Census,
it was my privilege to have weekly meet-
ings with President Shain. He was deeply
interested in students' ideas, whether about
the Vietnam War or the campus contro-
versies over cars on campus and the three-
year physical education requirement. He
didn't attempt to control what we wrote
in the newspaper, but 1 usually came away
from our meetings with a larger and wiser
perspective. He was a model of the best a
leader can be - modest, good-humored
and kind. In a time when many of us
were disposed to question and resist
authority, it was just impossible to see
Charles Shain as a bad guy!
- Janet Matthews Tomlinson '66
CHARLES SHAlN WASA FRESHMAN
with our class, a fact which he said con-
nected him intimately with us. We were
all new at Connecticut College, he said at
our matriculation, and we would find our
way there together. He was a perfect pres-
ident for that time. The country was in
turmoil over Civil Rights and the escalat-
ing war in Vietnam, and, in the midst of
that, President Shain chose civil discourse
and respectful dialogue as a way beyond
hopelessness and despair. On a lighter
note, I remember fondly an event that
took place during one reading period,
that anxiety-ridden week that preceded
exams. The College decided to forego the
ritual of providing evening milk and
cookies in the dorms, and a large group
of students, infuriated by this outrage,
took to the streets, and marched to the
president's house. We carried a hastily
made sign demanding the return of milk
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and cookies. We were met outside the
president's house with a smile and assur-
ances that all would be restored by the
following evening. And so it was. We felt
effective and righteous. To his credit, he
did not make us feel ridiculous! He was a
gentleman and a man of his word. I am
grateful for the leadership he provided for
us then. OUf little world, and the big
world outside the College gates, was bet-
ter for having been touched by him.
- Ellen Hofheimer Bettmann '66
I WILL ALWAYSREMEMBER being
schooled by President Shain during a
Long Island Sound dredging expedition
with Professor Paul Fell's class. President
Shain personally demonstrated to me
the proper way to consume a raw oyster.
He threatened to not graduate me from
CC until I was able demonstrate to him
that I had mastered this task. To this
day, I always think of Charles Shain,
when I eat raw oysters and dams. By
the way, T was never credited for that
course on my transcript!
- Timothy E. Yarboro '75, M.D.
ONE FRIDAY AFTERNOON, I raced
from my last class of the week and took
the train to New York to meet my
boyfriend (now my husband,
Hank). Having skipped lunch, I went to
the dub car. Of course the only available
seat was next to Charles and Jo Shain. We
spent a delightful hour chatting about
our plans for the weekend. I was so mes-
merized by the experience that 1 don't
remember what I ate, but I marveled at
our president's selection of wine and
cheese that special afternoon.
- Elayne Zweifler Gardstein '67
DESPITE THE TUMULTUOUS TIMES
(the late '60s), Charles was a steady,
respectful leader who carried the College
through the Vietnam protest years, as
well as the strategic decision to go co-
ed. Urbane and handsome as well, he was
everything I expected a college president
to be! We alums here in Maine were priv-
ileged to have Charles among us after he
retired from the College and moved to
Georgetown. He and his second wife,
MY SINGLE PERSONAL interaction
with President Charles Shain occurred in
the first weeks of my arrival as a fresh-
man in the fall of 1973. Upon returning
from an evening of dedicated study at
the library, I was shocked to discovered
some drunken hooligans from the evil
Harkness dorm had knocked over a 30-
foot lamppost near the entrance ro Jane
Addams. The damage already done, I
recruited fellow do-gooders Matthew
Geller and James Litwin to sever the
electrical wires and safely srore the lamp-
post in the second Aoor dorm room of
Guy Morris. The whole dorm then wait-
ed in hiding for Guy's rerum. It was the
start of a successful career in prankophil-
ia that continues to this day.
Shortly afterwards, the Judiciary
Committee put the JA-3, as we became
known, on social probation and fined
us $50 for destruction of property. As
was our right, we appealed the fine (Q
President Shain. We protested that
since the lamppost was on the ground,
Out actions caused no further damage.
President Shain heard our appeal with a
stern expression. Despite the gravity of
the matter and the urgent crirninations
of the Judiciary Committee chair-
woman, he failed to maintain this
countenance and finally broke into
laughter. He waived the fine and
warned us to conduct all future pranks
out of his view. A just verdict and
advice well taken. I have no doubt that
he made more demanding decisions
with a similar mix of good judgment,
humor and care.
-Daniel Booth Cohen '77
gates, was betterfor having been touched by him.
THOSE YEARS were quite tumultuous.
Many changes were occurring, and
President Shain showed patience and wis-
dom as he dealt with the many political
controversies in our country that were
reflected on campus. There was, of course,
the Kent State incident that came from the
Vietnam protests. There were changing val-
ues and morals affect.ing faculty and student
views of what a liberal arcs education should
consist of There was also a rising environ-
mental movement with the first Earth Day
being celebrated on the College's campus, as
it was around the country. I was very
involved in the environmental movement
and played a role in organizing me Earth
Day celebrations on campus.
One of my fellow classmates, Margaret
Sheppard, and I became concerned over
the proposed expansion of the highway
access which involved cutting off a piece
of the campus just south of the museum.
We began a protest to stop the expansion
and save that piece of the campus and the
old trees which were growing on this sec-
tion. The controversy went on for some
time, and President Shain wanted to go
along with the expansion (there were like-
ly condemnation issues, so the president
may not have had much choice) as it
would result in additional revenue to the
school. Margaret and I created such a fuss
that eventually President Shain called us
into his office for a char. I recall that he
tried to reason with us in a patient and
kind way, without devalidating our
opinions. Unfortunately, he was up
against some very young and deter-
mined people. Finally, in exasperation,
he said, "Margaret and Barbara, you can-
not wrap yourself around every tree on
campus. Life will go on!"
- Barbara B. Guibord '73
I WAS in the class of 1970, in the days
when hitchhiking was more prevalanr,
although not always safe. My freshman
roommate (Diane Capidilupo) and J
wanted to go to Yale and, not having our
own transportation, decided to hitch-
hike. 1 was a bit apprehensive, bur when
a station wagon containing a man and
woman pulled up, J felt that it would be
all right. We got in, and the man, who
was the driver, asked us where we want-
ed to go. He did not rurn his head bur
kept looking straight ahead. He drove
for a little while, and then slowly turned
so that I could see his profile. At that
point, horrified, I realized that it was
none other than President Shain!
(Students were not allowed to hitch-
hike.) He calmly told us that he would
take us to Yale, but he never wanted to see
us hitchhiking again! That was the last
time I ever attempted to hitch a ride ...
- Elaine Hester '70
RICHARD LUKOSIUS, who taught in
the art department, told me when I came
to Connecticut College that I was one of
the first art students who had training in
calligraphy. Campus jobs at that time were
all paid the same flat rate, but he was able
to secure $10 an hour for me to hand let-
ter! address the Christmas cards that Mr.
Shain sent out as president of the college.
He was such a fabulous person! And
because he was extremely handsome, most
of the students swooned over him. So of
course my time in his office under this
rather unusual circumstance was much
envied by my friends!
- Kathleen McKenna '64
THE SIGHT of a Connecticut College
president weeping in public is not easily
forgotten. During an all-College assem-
bly called upon the death of Martin
Luther King Jr., Charles Shain was sud-
denly overcome with emotion. As he
continued to eulogize Reverend King, his
tears revealed a quality so characteristic of
President Shain: profound compassion.
- Otello Desiderate
Professor Emeritus of Psychology
ON JUNE 3, 1915, a rainy day in
Tamaqua, Penn., a male child was born
to Charles and Emma Louise Shain.
They called him Charlie.
Ic is interesting to note that on that
same day, Princeton held its 168th
Commencement; rain forced the cere-
monies indoors, but 277 seniors received
their degrees; among the onlookers was
a promising sophomore named Francis
Scott Key Fitzgerald. At the same time,
in New London, Conn., another birth
was taking place. Connecticut College
for Women had just admitted its first
freshman class, and its officers faced a
hard summer's work getting the new
buildings ready and a faculty assembled.
Those who believe in natal influences
will not be surprised that little Charlie,
whom we honored here today, followed
Scott Fitzgerald to Princeton and eventu-
ally found his way to New London to
become president of the College, which
got started the same year he did.
- Excerpted from an «informal cita-
tion" written byJohn Detmold, director of
development emeritus. After President
Shain was awarded an honorary L.H.D.
from Wesleyan, his associatesawarded him
an F H. T, a mock honorary degree fOr "firm
hand on the tiller. "
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MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR CHARLES SHAIN
PRESENTED AT THE FACULTY MEETING OF MAY 7,2003
CHARLES SHAIN, who was the sixth president of
Connecticut College, died in Maine on April 13 of this year. He
is survived by his wife of nineteen years, Samuella Ernier, with
whom he co-edited two anthologies, Growing Up in Maine and
The Maine Reader, both published in 1991 when President
Emeritus Shain was 76 years old.
Charles Shain was president of Connecticut College from
1962 to 1974, which means, first and foremost, that he led us
through the sixties. Just to refresh everyone's memory, that era on
the national scene was marked by the ongoing Civil Rights move-
menr, the assassinations of the Kennedy brothers and of Martin
Luther King J r., riots in urban centers, the
Vietnam War and protests throughout the
country. Meanwhile the baby boomers hit col-
lege campuses and, reflecting the national cli-
mate, student activism, with its sit-ins and its
non-negotiable demands for reform, reached
revolutionary proportions. If such activism rook
more polite and somewhat less confrontational
shapes, for the most part, on this campus than it
did elsewhere, that might well have been
because our students knew that they had ready
access to a sympathetic listener in President
Shain who would not reject their petitions out
of hand but would respond with thoughtful
consideration and always with an eye toward the
good of the College as a learning community.
His dialogue with that new breed of student leaders would even-
tually result in a far more meaningful role for students in shared
governance at the College.
He came to the job with superb credentials, having obtained
three degrees from Princeton University, including his Ph.D. in
American literature. During World War 11,he served as a combat
intelligence officer in the Army Air Force, received a Bronze Star
and attained the rank of major. He studied for a year at King's
College of Cambridge University and held teaching positions at
Princeton, the Los Alamos Ranch School in New Mexico,
Milton Academy and Carleton College. His book about F. Scott
Fitzgerald, published by the University of Minnesota in ] 961,
has been translated into many languages. He was a direccor and
trustee of the Day Publishing Company from 1969 ro 1990.
During his career, he received honorary degrees from Princeton,
Wesleyan University and Emerson College.
You have to realize that when Charles Shain assumed the
presidency of Connecticut College for Women, this was a very
different institution. We had parietal hours, calendar days,
Saturday classes, and were nor mat far removed from compulsory
chapel attendance. Then, suddenly, we were catapulted into the
psychedelic sixties. Change was obviously called for, and thanks
to Presidenr Shain's stewardship of his office, the College evolved
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in an orderly rather than a chaotic fashion. Looking back on that
period, he said, "I was glad to be in a position of leadership when
all those changes came about. We were all changed as well as
being in charge of change. We were changed because we were the
elements of change." In charge of change while undergoing
change: it was President Shain's openness to being changed and
his receptiveness to new ideas that made him, as Professor
Emeritus of Government Marion Doro recently said, the right
leader for the right time.
Things that we take for granted nowadays - RTCs;
Student Advisory Boards; Dean of the Faculty; self-designed
interdisciplinary majors; Cummings Arts
Center; Department of Dance; Department
of Anthropology; the teaching of the Chinese
language; Human Ecology; other programs
such as Asian Studies, Urban Affairs, and
Theater Studies that were the forerunners of
majors; student members of college commit-
tees; self-scheduled exams; and above all, of
course, coeducation - were not features of
the college that President Shain inherited
from his predecessor Rosemary Park in ] 962.
They were all innovations over which he
presided, and the college that we have today is
in large part the realization of his vision.
His nuanced style of leadership was
patient rather than aggressive, sensitive rather
than flamboyant. These were qualities appropriate to the diffi-
cult transition in the College's life that he managed. In 1969,
when 24 intrepid males enrolled in the class of 1973, the
College embarked on what would turn out to be one of the
most successful transformations of an all-women's college into
a coeducational institution. In retrospect, that move seems
inevitable, but at the time it required tact, courage, foresight
and decisiveness. Although coeducation will always be regard-
ed as the signature achievement of the Shain administration,
we should also remember that those years witnessed important
steps toward enriching our curriculum, diversifying our stu-
dent body and faculry and internationalizing our outlook.
When, in 1970, President Nixon re-escalated the Vietnam
war with his "incursion" into Cambodia, and when student
demonstrators at Kent State were fired on and killed by Ohio
National Guardsmen, campuses across the country exploded in
outrage. At Connecticut College, President Shain helped to
channel that emotion in constructive ways by authorizing the
student-faculty strike that shut down classes for four days near
the end of the academic year, replacing them with teach-ins
and community outreach. As it so happened, strike week was
immediately followed by Parents' Weekend, and given the gen-
erational divide of that era, President Shain had to take some
heat from parents who felt shortchanged by the cancellation of
classes. But he remained steadfastly supportive of students and
faculty, educating those parents about the relation of the col-
lege experience to the society at large. It had been, he told
them, "a week of much learning about the character of a cam-
pus, ourselves, and the world outside."
When he first came to the College,
the president's house was the building
that we now know as Unity House. The
story goes that on their first night in that
house, Charles Shain and his wife,
Josephine, turned on all the lights and
danced, while students (all female at that
time of course) gathered in the trees outside to watch. That
story mayor may not be true, but it is a fact that the Shains
revived the Charleston as a campus fad. President Shain played
the guitar, and he demonstrated that it was possible to sing the
opening lines of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales to the tune of
''April Showers." A5 his former Dean of the Faculty Phil Jordan
has observed, he "loved the pleasures of life [which for him
included gardening, sailing, and tennis] with great gusto ... He
was extraordinarily charming, amusing, interesting, thought-
ful." Phil Jordan, who went on from here to become president
of Kenyon College, said that he learned from Charles Shain to
"lighten up, enjoy the ironies of it ... He had a great fondness
for everything about academia, bur at the same time he had the
ability to see some of its more amusing aspects, and it was that
sort of spirit of enjoyment of the position of the presidency that
he certainly exemplified." In more formal language the trustees
of the College said the same thing when they voted unani-
mously to name our new library, which had been sited and
planned toward the close of his tenure, after him. These were
the words from their resolution on
that occasion: "Charles Shain's leader-
ship, always defined and assured, car-
ried the grace of humor and the
human touch that singles out a cre-
ative leader for greatness."
Morgan McGinley, editorial page
editor of The Day, wrote about him,
"His graciousness and generosity marked every contact with
people ... [he] was intellectually honest, not one to sugarcoat an
issue. But he was always, at his core, kind, generous and
encouraging." Take a look at the memorial Web site set up by
the College, and you will find those sentiments echoed, with
many illustrative anecdotes, by representatives of a whole gen-
eration of alumni. Finally, I myself, as well as other members of
this faculty past and present who were fortunate enough to
have served under President Shain, have memories and stories
that give enduring testimony to the decency, humanity, and
integrity of his character and his leadership.
we were changed
because we were the
elements of change.
Respectfully submitted,
Alan Bradford, Professor of English, May 7, 2003
CHARLES EDWARD SHAIN: A REMEMBRANCE
BY PHILIP H. JORDAN, JR., FORMER DEAN OF THE FACULTY
I FIRST MET CHARLES SHAIN when he arrived in New
London in 1962 as president of Connecticut College for
Women. In contrast to his predecessor, Rosemary Park, gra-
cious in manner but formidable in authority, Charles seemed
to the college faculty almost like one of us. He was an academ-
ic like us, but he challenged us mo. He was awfully good-look-
ing, wore clothes with style, was energetic, charming,
articulate, superbly intelligent, a full professor from a college
that we suspected was more prestigious, at ease with people in
a gentlemanly way. His speeches were fresh and thoughtful,
reRecting the Fitzgerald scholar and the English teacher but in
an idiom all his own. We could easily have disliked him from
envy or received him with the cold shoulder due a
Midwesterner in New England. But we soon learned that a
sense of superiority was not part of his nature. Charles had
enough ego to do his new job well but not the excess that
makes an egotist. At the heart of his job, he came to see and
disclose to us, was leading Connecticut College into a new era.
Charles Shain was a college president in times that became
tumultuous. And he seized every opportunity to turn the
tumult to Connecticut's advantage. In that way, without a
grand design but moved by humane instincts, the new era,
unfolded. Civil tights, feminism, America's engagement with
Asia, the youth and drug cultures, the questioning of single-
sex education, the war in Vietnam, anti-war protest, the
Bobby Seale trial in nearby New Haven - all of these move-
ments and events, these disruptions and upheavals of the six-
ties, became under Charles' leadership occasions for the
College to change and grow. His conviction that a first-rate
liberal arts college must shape education to serve the rising
generation, balancing the new and the inherited, became the
unifying principle of his presidency.
During his 12 years as president, Charles made the College
larger, built new student residences and an arts center, intro-
duced Asian studies and Chinese language, brought in black stu-
dents, helped found a consortium in the Northeast to exchange
students of the opposite sex (what to do until the doctor comes
on coeducation, he called it), then initiated coeducation at
Connecticut. He weathered student activism and canceled classes
for a teach-in after violence at Kent Sate and Jackson State,
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explainingall that to criticalparents and alumnae. He emancipat-
ed the College from feeling lesser than the more eminent Seven
Sisters, the "Heavenly Seven" we called them. His vision and
courage led us into striking out on our own, not waiting for reas-
surance from others' earlier actions but instead
taking the chances and responding to the
imperatives of the times. For the faculty, at
least the younger ones, the challenges and
changesof the timeswere exciting. I remember
finding confirmation of this heady mood 10
lines from the young Wordsworth:
Bliss it was in that dawn to be alive,
Bur to be young was very heaven
Charles, in his fifties, felt some of that
exhilaration too, but he must also have
found the times stressful and wearying. He
never admitted to that.
I came to know Charles closely after he
made me chief academic officer in 1969.
Campus unrest peaked in the years we worked together. In
those years, we decided on and carried our the admission of
men with the major adjustments that coeducation entailed.
Charles and the collegewere pressed and tested in ways neither
he nor anyone elsecould have predicted when he came in 1962
or during the first half of his presidency. Yetunder fire, he kept
his composure, his sense of humor, his personal warmth, his
powers of understanding and persuasion. All of us around him
learned from him how to rise above the battle yet not to disen-
gage, how to discern the moral aspects in an issue that seemed
purely political, and how to appreciate ironies and absurdities in
behavior without rancor, keeping our respect and affection for
the people involved. In evelYcolloquy with him, I felt like a col-
laborator in a worthy enterprise. During the Watergate crises,
when the Oval Office tapes came to light, I told Charles that it
was a pity our conversations in his president's office had not
been recorded. In contrast to Nixon, Haldeman and Erlichrnan,
the Shain-jordan talks were marked by intelligence, objectivity,
humane concern and generosity.
Charles' capacity for empathy - the kind that sees what is
at stake for the other person - and his capacity to persuade
because of his empathy were remarkable. I remember a tense
confrontation with a faculty member in his office. The profes-
sor came in representing the local chapter of the American
Association of University Professors to remonstrate against a
decision, which he said, traduced the faculty. (I don't even
remember what the decision was.) Charles heard him out,
staying pleasant in the face of stridency. Then he responded
quietly, explaining the context, the rationale and the purpose
of the decision. Before Charles could finish his account, our
colleague broke in: "Stop! Stop!" he said, "I'm beginning to see
the other side."
Charles retired from Connecticut College in 1974. I left the
next year, following his example, to become president of
Kenyon College in Ohio. He was the principal speaker at my
inauguration. Through my two decades in the job he remained
for me the model of a college president. But our friendship was
more than professional. Since the [ordans came to Maine every
summer we saw the Shains quite often after he retired and after
I did. I came to recognize what you all have
known, that the qualities and character of the
leader I admired were simply the qualities
and character of the man. His change of
venue from Connecticut College to
Georgetown changed Charles little if at all.
This is why so many of his former associ-
ates on the job remained faithful and fond
after the job was over. That is why so many
friends from his Connecticut College days
spoke with feeling at the news of this death,
why the newspapers have described his life
and career so fully, why the College will
memorialize him on Alumni Weekend this
May, when the 30th anniversary of the first
male graduates will be celebrated. When I
spoke recently to Barrie Shepherd, the college chaplain during
the Shain years, he asked me to give these words about Charles:
Intelligence, integrity and a generosity of spirit met and
combined so well in Charles Shain to produce a truly admirable
and lovable human being. We are the richer for having known
him and we cherish the memory of his friendship.
Another colleague at Connecticut College and friend of
Charles from Princeton days, William Meredith, one of the
major poets of our time, once said of Charles and me, "You
twOhave parlayed a good heart into something like real style."
When I called William about Charles' death, he wanted to
send something for this memorial. He chose one of his own
poems, remembering that both he and Charles had served 111
the American air forces in the Second World War:
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Airman's Virtue
After Herbert
High plane for whom the winds incline,
Who own but to your own recall,
There is a Rawin your design
For you must fall.
High cloud whose proud and angry stuff
Rose up in heat against earth's thrall,
The nodding law has time enough
To wait your fall.
High sky, full of shapes and vapors,
Against whose vault nothing is tall,
It is written that your torch and tapers
Headlong shall fall.
Only an outward-aching soul
Can hold in high disdain these ties
And fixing on a farther pole
Will sheerly rise.
"AN AFFINITY FOR PEOPLE"
REMARKS BY MORGAN MCG1N LEY, EDITOIUAL PAGE EDITOR OF THE DAY
AT TH E MAy 31 MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR DR. CHARLES SHAIN
ALUMNI AND FACULTY GATHERING IN HARKNESS CHAPEL DURING REUNION REMEMBER CHARLES
SHAIN WITH WORDS AND THE MUSIC HE LOVED.
THERE WAS NO MYSTERY to Charles Shain's success and
joy in life. Besides his intellect and character, he was just plain
fun to be near. I mean, whom would you rather be around?
Richard Milhous Nixon or Charles Shain?
People gravitated naturally to Shain because he was smart,
witty and, in more relaxed moments, loved to kick up his heels.
Listen carefully now and yOll can still hear him singing
"Walking my baby back home" as he left a patty.
But far beyond his penchant for enjoying a SCOfY or a rau-
cous good time, Charles Shain had a well-hewn serious side
that brought enduring gifts to the rabies of Connecticut
College and the larger community.
First, and it colored everything he did, was his affinity for
people and his kind-
ness to others, no
matter their station.
He listened attentively
when others spoke
and that quality led to
honest communica-
tion that made easier
his work at Conn and
in the city.
He rarely used his
fine intellect for pur-
poses of impressing
others. He understood
that a good idea doesn't
reqUIre pretense. It
simply works.
Charles Shain was
able to use these gifts in
effective and unobtrusive ways that made him especially skillful
in bringing people together.
He had carved our principles; he would not compromise.
His integrity proved as rock solid as the ocean cliffs of his beloved
Maine. Because people could count on him, they did so with
unswerving confidence and, as a result, good things happened.
Though Charles Shain did not playa direct public role in the
broader life of the larger southeastern Connecticut region, he had
a disproportionate influence on those events in another fashion.
His greatest i.nfluence came from 21 years as a director and
trustee of TheDay. In that role, he was able to live vicariously the
daily life of a writer, and he loved this experience. His pal, Attorney
Francis F. McGui.re, recruited him to The Day board, and the twO
liberal Democrats set our to make the editorial pages of the news-
paper, shall we say more enlightened, in their viewpoints.
The two struggled to win the paper's endorsement of
favored Democratic candidates, especially in national elections,
and sometimes they succeeded.
The larger good of this partnership, though, was a renewed
attention to making the news and opinion pages vigorous
reporters and commentators, respectively, regarding the impor-
tant local, state and national issues.
In part because of Shain's consistent attention to the quality
and strength of the paper's content, The Day became a much
better newspaper.
The Day was soon recognized for its fearlessness in pursu-
ing news stories and its courage in commenting on public
issues. I can make these remarks modestly, for Kenneth
Grube, my predeces-
sor, was running the
department for most
of that time.
Charles Shain loved
good writing, repon-
ing and storytelling
- especially the lat-
ter. His strong sense of
ethics and his concern
for sensible public pol-
icy helped to hold the
feet of The Days man-
agement, editors and
reporters to the fire.
I suspect Charles
never dreamed that he
would have the oppor-
tunity to help shape
the quality of the local newspaper and hence the quality of life
for the region. Bur once there, he loved the task, and he felt
great pride in making The Day a better publication and south-
eastern Connecticut a better place.
So it is that T feel confident that the poet William Butler
Yeats must have been thinking of qualities such as those of
Charles Shain when he said:
When such as I cast out remorse
So great a sweetness flows into the breast
We must laugh and we must sing,
We are blest by everything,
Everything we look upon is blest.
Bless you, Charles.
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Quaker Aesthetics:
Reflections on Quaker
Ethic in American Design
and Consumption
edited by Anne Verplanck '80 and Emma
Jones Lapsansky, 2003, University of
Pennsylvania Press, 394 pages, nonfiction
The notion of a uniquely Quaker style in
architecture, dress and domestic interiors
is a subject with which scholars have long
grappled, since Quakers have traditionally
held both an appreciation for high-quality
workmanship and a distrust of ostenta-
tion. Early Quakers, or members of the
Society of Friends, who held "plainness"
or "simplicity" as a virtue, were also active
consumers of fine material goods.
Through an examination of some of the
material possessions of Quaker families in
America during the 18th, 19th and 20th
centuries, the contributors to Quaker
Aesthetics explore how Friends during this
period reconciled their material lives with
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their belief in the value of simplicity.
Anne Verplanck '80 is curator of prints
and paintings at the Winterthur Museum
in Philadelphia. Emma Jones Lapsansky is
professor of history and curator of special
collections at Haverford College.
Physiology and the
Literary Imagination
Professor of English John Gordon,
2003, University of Florida Press, 295
pages, nonfiction
In his newest work, Professor John
Gordon, a member of the CC faculty
since 1980, traces the ways that changing
medical developments shaped the imagi-
nation of seven authors - William
Wordsworth, Charles Dickens, Gerard
Manley Hopkins, T.S. Eliot, James Joyce,
Dylan Thomas and Sylvia Plath. He
examines how perceived notions of med-
ical fact play out in their writings, whether
in the behavior of their characters or the
workings of their own lyric sensibilities.
Robert Bell, of Williams College, calls
the work "a majestic synthesis of scholar-
ship and criticism, illuminating the 'fictive
physiologies' of these writers with graceful
erudition and elegant vigor. His close
readings of the many different texts never
fail to surprise and inform."
Gordon is also the author of Finnegans
wake: A Plot and Summary and James
Joyce's Metamorphoses. He is working on
"Summa Contra Boring," a college writ-
ing guide based on a document of the
same name which, for several years, he has
been distributing to his lower-level
English classes.
Reconstructing Childhood:
Strategies of Reading
for Culture and Gender
in the Spanish American
Bildungsroman
Professor of Hispanic Studies Julia
Kushigian, 2003, Bucknell University
Press, 267 pages, nonfiction
A Bildungsroman is a novel mat traces the
spiritual, moral, psychological or social
development and growth of the main char-
acter from childhood to maturity. The
term, originally from German, translates
to "novel of education" in English. One of
the foremost examples of this genre is
Goethe's The Sorrows of 10ung "Werther.
David Copperfield and Jane Eyre also have
elements of the Bildungsroman.
"When a portrait of the artist/banker/
politician/doctor as a young man is altered
to reveal a female and/or lesbian/gay/mar-
ginalized/ middle-aged/insurgen t paradigm,
how do we adjust for the pushing of
CHlLDH--D
JULIA A. KUSIlIGIAN
boundaries, emptying of symbols and
hybridization of form?" In Reconstructing
Childhood, ProfessorJulia Kushigian chal-
lenges the notion of a unilateral analysis
of the Bildungsroman. Her interdiscipli-
nary, multicultural revision of the genre
attempts to free it from the constraints of
the European, white, middle-class patriar-
chal tradition, taking into account signifi-
cant cultural, gender, socioeconomic, eth-
nic, racial and generational aspects that the
traditional model excludes.
Kushigian, a member of the CC facul-
ty since 1985, is chair of the Hispanic
Studies Department. Her previous works
include Orientalism in the Hispanic
Literary Tradition: In Dialogue with Borges,
Paz and Sarduy and an edited collection
of essays, International Studies in the Next
Millennium: Meeting the Challenge of
Globalization.
Also published
Triple Threat
Jan COffiv(Nikoo and Jun McGoldrick '77),
2003, Mira, 394 pages, romantic suspense
A treasured Betsy
Ross flag is missing,
and FBISpecialAgent
Nate Murtaugh has
10 days to find it.
His search takes him
to the Philadelphia
art world and Ellie
Littlefield, daughter
of a notorious art
forger and a savvy
dealer of American antiquities.
Jan Coffey
~I
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Borrowed Dreams
May McGoldrick (Nikoo and Jim
McGoldrick '77), 2003, Signet, 373
pages, romance
Driven to undo the evil wrought by her
dead husband, Millicent Wentworth must
find a way to save her estate and free the
innocent people her husband enslaved.
Her only hope is a marriage of conven-
ience with the notorious widower, Lyon
Pennington, fourth earl of Ayroun, who
just may be the most handsome and car-
ing man she's ever encountered.
The first book in a new trilogy about
three Scottish brothers, Borrowed Dreams is
the newest releasefrom romance/suspense
authors Nikoo and Jim McGoldrick '77.
The Headcount Solution:
How to Cut Compensation and Costs
and Keep Your Best People
N Frederick Crandall and Mark J
WallaceJr. with Barbara Ballinger
Buchholz '71 and Margaret Crane, 2003,
McGraw-Hill 237 pages, nonfiction
The Headcount Solution offers business
managers cost-cutting alternatives to
downsizing and shows the practical steps
necessary to carry out unavoidable layoffs.
Check List for a Perfect Wedding:
The Indispensable Guide
for Every Wedding
Barbara Lee Follet and Loulie Hyde
Sutro '57, 2003, Broadway Books, 248
pages, checklist
For more than 40 years, Check List flr a
Perfect Wedding has been the resource of
choice for fiancees and their families. It
guides the reader through every stage of
preparation for their special event -
from announcing the engagement to
packing for the honeymoon. Loulie Hyde
Sutra '57 helped to reviseand re-write this
new, paperback edition.
baby daze: An Organizer for Tracking
Your Baby's First Few Months
2003, The Research Department Inc.,
Lynne Tapper '88 and Leland Brandt,
154 pages, logbook
Created by first-time parents Leland
Brandr and Lynne Tapper '88, this book
ismeant to help new parents keep track of
the mundane, but important, baby-relat-
ed details that sleep-deprived, "baby
dazed" parents can't remember. Available
at www.babydaze.ner, 800-207-2776, or
info@babydaze.net,
Advice from the Attic:
Perilous Pearls of Wisdom
on Beauty, Charm and Etiquette
Monica Dale '79, 2003, Hatpin Press,
160 pages, nonfiction
This book is a compilation of absurd and
often hilarious excerpts from antiquarian
sources - everything from the dangers of
bobbed hair to the charm of hiding intel-
ligence.Availableat www.hatpinpress.com.
The Shape of Dark
Sally Foote Martin '61, 2003, 2002, 1Sf
Books, 376 pages, fiction
Sally Foote Martin's first novel examines
high school life in an affluent suburb of
Portland, Maine. Martin, a retired high-
school English teacher, drew on her work
experience to pen this suspense thriller.
Transatlantic Triangle
Lois Sessions Spradey '51, 2003,
itlniierse, 195 pages,jiction
Travel writer and book reviewer Lois
Sessions Spratley '51 returns to the 1940s
in her first novel, which features a ship-
board romance.
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Jason Golub '98
Executive Director, Summerbridge at San Francisco Day School
Center will further enhance his students'
education. "There are a lot of intangibles
you learn through the circus," he says.
"Team-building, confidence, self esteem
and trust are all readily applicable to the
classroom but nor measurable in the
same way."
Golub's current job is a far cry from his
last, working on Wall Street as a litigation
attorney for Cadwalder, Wickens ham and
Taft, the oldest law firm in the U.S. He
" I never like to say I'm
fulfilling what I want to do,
because I always want to
do more"
began work at the firm in 2001 after COIll-
pleting his law degree at Colombia
University and passing the New York Stare
Bar Exam. His office was JUSt a block away
from the World Trade Center, and Golub
had been on the job one day and one hour
when the Twin Towers were attacked. "I
think 1 probably knew from the beginning
of that job that it wasn't where J was going
to end up," said Golub. "And that event
made everyone re-evaluate where they
should be in life."
Golub spent a year at the 400-person
law firm, working with minimal client-
contact. While he was appreciative of the
practical experience he received, he wasn't
where he wanted to be. "How law affects
people is what 1 was interested in."
Golub's main interest has always been
people. In law school, he focused on pub-
lic interest law and
human rights. During
his second year, he was
selected to participate
in Columbia's yearlong
Human Rights Clinic
and worked at the
Center for Constitutional
Rights, bringing SUIt
against the former pre-
truer of the Republic of
China for atrocities com-
mitted in Tiananmen
Square. He abo worked
for Human Rights
Watch, where he and a
colleague assisted the
advocacy director 111
writing an affidavit for
a case against Texaco.
THOSE WHO KNOW Jason Golub '98
might not be surprised if he quit the East
Coast and joined the circus. He didn't do
exactly that, but he did resign as a litiga-
tion attorney in New York City after a
year on the job. He also traded his
Manhattan apartment for a bachelor's pad
in Haight-Ashbury, San Francisco, where
he sits on the board of the Circus Center,
the only professional training ground for
circus performers in the United States.
But the former government major has no
personal interest in trapeze artistry or lion
training; he's in it for the children.
Golub IS executive director of
Summerbridge at San Francisco Day
School, a tuition-free, academic outreach
program. It provides inner-city children
with resources and enrichment opportu-
nities in hope that they will enter, and
thrive in, challenging
academic institutions.
There are 25 programs
nationally, and, of the
75 percent of alumni
Summerbridge has
tracked, 87 percent have
entered four-year colleges.
"Summerbridge is basi-
cally leveling the play-
ing field in education
and supplying students
with a lot of things that
private schools have:
small classes, personal
attention and advanced
curriculum," says
Golub.
He hopes his new
alliance with the Circus
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Golub also was awarded a scholarship for
the school's six-month Human Righrs
Internship, which he chose (0 complete in
Isranbul, Turkey. There, he worked with
the Helsinki Citizens Assembly, one of
the organizations charged with helping
Turkey align its domestic laws with inter-
national human rights standards so the
country could eventually )0111 the
European Union.
Anything involving social Issues has
always piqued his interest. "I like dealing
with other people's problems, seeing if I
can work through them," he says. His
work at Summerbridge involves just that
and, he says, it really isn't such a stretch
from the study of law. "Critical thinking,
working your way through problems, and
just seeing every side of an issue ... that's
more or less what law school teaches you,
and Ido that every day."
Golub's interest in effecting social
change in education comes partly from
his own background. He attended public
schools in Hamden, Conn., before receiv-
ing a scholarship (0 attend Hopkins, a
private high school. "Getting (0 high
school and being so far behind everyone
else makes you acutely aware of the differ-
ence in education systems," he says.
During college he spent two summers
working as a teacher for Summerbridge in
New Haven.
In addition to managing the nonprofit
organizarion, Golub trained for and ran
the San Diego Rock 'n' Roll Mararhon
(with a time of three hours, 31 minutes).
And, at 27, he is the youngest member
("by abour 20 years") of the City of San
Francisco's Mental Healrh Board. If that's
nor enough, he's also working on a novel.
Looking toward the future, Golub
would like to break three hours in the
marathon, rake time off for writing and
perhaps run for public office. "I never
like co say I'm fulfilling what I want to
do," he says, "because I always want to
do more." - Jordana Gustafson '01
For more information about Summerbridge
at San FranciscoDay Schoo!'visit www.sfds.net.
daily - whether it's canceling a per-
formance booking at the last minute
because the record label won't cover the
expense of flying in the band or switch-
ing a press day because the artist carne
down with a cold. "To be honest, there
are times throughout the day when I am
on the verge of tears ... but in a good
way," she admits.
Rebecca Rosen Shapiro '95
Director of Publicity, Shore Fire Media
, 'Shapiro has worked with
Elvis Costello, Shania Twain
and the Rolling
Stones "
"Perfect Pitch"
WHEN ASKED HOW she spends her
workdays, music publicist Rebecca Rosen
Shapiro '95 replies in three words, "Pitch,
pitch, pitch." A public relations power-
house, rhe 29-year-old Shapiro is responsi-
ble for pitching srories about the recording
artists that she represents to national mag-
azines and newspapers. Then there are the
performance bookings on shows like the
"Late Show With David Letterman." As
director of publicity for Brooklyn-based
Shore Fire Media, Shapiro has worked
with a high-powered group of perform-
ers: Elvis Costello (Shapiro describes him as
"awesome" and "hysterical"), Shania Twain
("very professional") and the Rolling
Stones, to name a few.
"We are always trying to come up with
clever, newsworthy angles about our
musicians to generate 'buzz' in the press,"
says the former English major and
Spanish minor. That "buzz" can be an
artist's single reaching top lOon the
Billboard 100 chart or the fact that the
original members of a band are reuniting
to celebrate an anniversary (like Duran
Duran, Shapiro's new diem).
Her 50-hour weeks include great
perks. Nor only does she meet and work
with famous musicians ("the best parr of
all"), she also goes to their concerts.
Shapiro has been to the Grammys, the
MTV Music Awards, the VH 1 Fashion
Awards and the Academy of Country
Music Awards. She also has attended a
"con of movie premieres." And chen there
are all those free CDs.
Bur the life of a music publicist is not
all glamour and glitz. Shapiro spends a
lor of time on the phone pitching scory
ideas to journalists. She also has to deal
with the inevitable crises that pop up
Shapiro credirs her undergraduate
years wirh giving her the skills she needs
in her fast-paced career. ''As an English
major, I spent the majority of my time
writing papers," she says. At CC - under
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the tutelage of her favorite professor, Alan
Bradford - she learned how to review lit-
erature, understand it, analyze it and turn
her findings into an essay. "Now I take a
situation with the media, look at it from
all different angles, ask all the right ques-
tions (will this benefit the client?) and
draft up memos for the artists, with rec-
ommendations based on the situation I
have just assessed."
What is Shapiro's advice to college stu-
dents looking to break into the biz of
music PR? "Secure summer internships
during college at places where you think
you might want to end up one day,
whether it's a film company, a magazine or
an advertising agency. The more experi-
ence you have on your resume in related
fields and the more you can say you have
already done, the more you'll stand out
from the crowd." .A5 a matter of fact,
Shapiro is supervising a CC intern this
summer, Rebecca Garland '05, a film
studies major. "It's a real treat to be able to
mentor a fellow alum," she says.
SHAPIRO WITH HER CLIENTS, ROCK NEWCOMERS lILLIX.
Although she travels frequently for
work - to Switzerland to oversee a mag-
azine interview or Miami to meet a new
client - Shapiro is a homebody at
heart. She loves to stay at home with her
husband, Peter, a filmmaker and former
owner of the famed NYC rock club,
Wetlands. She enjoys cooking and read-
ing and just finished a watercolor class at
New York University.
Looking toward the future, Shapiro
is hesitant to make any long-term
plans. "I love my job," she says. "I feel
challenged on a daily basis, and I con-
tinue to learn so much with each pass~
ing day." - Mary Howard
Frances Fremont-Smith Jia '79
Fleeing from SARS
Nan Lincoln wrote thefOllowing storyfOr the bar Harbor Times
MY SISTER, Frances Fremonr-Smith Jia,
returned home from Hong Kong with her
daughter, Grace, and their domestic
helper, Elena Deleon, more than rwo
weeks ago. Keep that last part in mind.
Frances has been living in China and
or Hong Kong for most of her adult life.
And like a smart, motivated Forrest
Gump, she has, in the past 27 years,
found herself front and center at many
of the momentous events effecting the
Asian world.
She was visiting in Beijing in Dec.
1978 when President Carter signed the
Normalization papers opening China to
the Western world and the beginning of a
market economy. Just graduated from
Connecticut College with a degree in
Chinese language and Asian studies,
Frances made a beeline to the Bureau of
Foreign Experts to apply for a job. She
was one of the firstWesterners to be hired.
While on the job - teaching English
and translating technical manuals, she
met and married a young English profes-
sor, Jia Li [un (L.J.) from a Beijing uni-
versity, and started her family. Eventually,
L.J. accepted a job with American
Express, which had just begun to estab-
lish branches in China.
They were living in Beijing, just a few
blocks from Tianamen Square, in June
1989 when the student Democracy upris-
ing occurred. Frances worked as a transla-
tor for ABC news during the event, and
also sent updates to The Bar Harbor Times
by fax. L.J. kept a lower profile, bur when
the goverment's intolerance of the situa-
tion erupted into bloodshed, Frances and
her family - which now included an
infant son, Eliot - fled to Hong Kong.
They have been living and working in
Hong Kong ever since, spending the sum-
mers and some Christmas vacations at
their home in Somesville, Maine.
The family - which added a daughter,
Grace, in 1994 - was present in 1997
when the British handed over the control
of Hong Kong to the Chinese after a cen-
tury of colonial control. And they were also
present when the first disturbing repons of
a new respiratory ailment called Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome or SARS
started appearing in the Chinese media.
"It was about a month ago," says
Frances. ''At first, we weren't too alarmed,
but when the case numbers started going
above 10 a day, we began to pay attention."
Still, she says, it did not change the
family's lifestyle all that much at first.
Frances went to work at the Chinese
International School where she teaches
Chinese and history; L.J. went to the Am
Ex office, and Grace went to her second
grade classes. Son Eliot is now a freshman
at Choate in Connecticut.
"Then one evening, L.J. and 1went to
the theater to see the movie 'Chicago,"
says Frances. "It was a weekend and nor-
mally there's a long line to get in, but it
was virtually empty. That's when we start-
ed thinking we should start restricting
those kinds of public appearances."
A few days later, with about 30 percent
of the students being kept at home by wor-
ried parents, the school closed. Three Stu-
dent trips to Mainland China, including
one to Cuang Dong Province, where it is
believed SARS originated, were cancelled.
Frances says the last two weeks before
she made the decision to leave Hong Kong
came to feel increasingly like "house arrest."
"My husband, who grew up during
the Cultural Revolution, would argue
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this point," she says. "He says compared
to those hard times, this is like heaven."
But, she says, it wasn't just having to stay
home, except for quick trips to the market
wearing surgical masks, that made life in
Hong Kong ultimately unbearable, but the
almost palpable tension that hovered over
the crowded city as the numbers of new
SARS cases escalated from lOa day to 40.
"If you remember that Hong Kong is
roughly the size of Mount Desert
Island, with a population of 7 million,
you can imagine what that must have
felt like," she says. "And even I didn't
realize how heavy the burden was until
we arrived in Chicago and they let us off
the plane. Immediately 1 felt this enor-
mous weight lift."
Although L.}. opted to stay on the job,
he encouraged his wife and daughter -
both of whom have had bours with pneu-
monia in recent years - to get out when
they could.
They left Hong Kong with Elena on
April 2 and finally made it home to
Somesville on the Sth - 11 days ago.
Those numbers are important because
the incubation period for SARS is two to
10 days. Frances, Grace and Elena all con-
tinue in good health.
"1 must say, though when any of us
had an innocent sneeze or cough there
were a lot of 'uh-ohs,' and only half jok-
ing," she says.
She says another thing she has found
only half amusing since her return to the
states is how most people immediately
step back when they hear she has just
come from Asia.
"My own son didn't want me to visit
him until the 10 days was up," she says. "1
do understand, though. It is scary espe-
cially when you only have partial knowl-
edge of the illness."
Frances says that thus far, she does
not personally know anyone who has
contracted SARS.
To date, there have been 3,169 diag-
nosed cases of SARS worldwide, accord-
ing to Assistant State Epidemiologist ]eoff
" the last two weeks before
she made the decision to leave
Hong Kong came to feel
increasingly like
house arrest"
Becket. Only 144 have died from the dis-
ease, and most experience a minor flu-like
illness. There have been 193 suspected
cases in the United States, including two
in Maine. All have recovered.
While researchers have still not pin-
pointed the responsible "Corona" virus or
developed a sure cure, Becket says they are
closing in on it through genome mapping.
They are coming up with better treatments
for the symptoms every day, and he says he
believes there will be a vaccine or treatment
sooner rather than later. Becket says that at
this point, neither the CDC nor the World
Health Organization is recommending
quarantining purely on the basis of travel.
"But if someone has traveled to a risk
area within the past 10 days and starts
feeling sick with a cough and fever, we
want to know about it," he says.
lives
FRANCES FREMONT-SMITH JIA '79, HER HUSBAND
L.J. AND DAUGHTER GRACE TOOK PRECAUTIONS
AGAINST SARS AT HOME IN HONG KONG.
Frances says many of the precautions
she was taking in Hong Kong are actually
the same ones you would use to ward off
a common cold - only more so.
"We take lots of vitamin C and Zinc,
stay out of range of coughing, sneezing
people and wash our hands frequently,'
she explains.
Of course, she acknowledges, the
stakes are a lot higher in Hong Kong if
you forget to wash your hands after open-
ing a bathroom door or press elevator but-
tons with your elbows or get yourself
sneezed on. Which is why Frances is seri-
ously considering not going back to Hong
Kong until they get the SARS situation
more in COntrol.
"We are keeping our eyes on the num-
bers," she says. "When it goes down to 10
new cases we think, oh well, maybe its
safe now. But then the next day it will be
up to 42 with nine deaths. My school is
supposed to reopen at the end of April,
but if the situation is still the same, Idon't
know who is going to attend."
She adds that she can POSt most of her
curriculum on the Internet and recerve
student's work as well.
Frances and her daughter are among
thousands of people who have fled Hong
Kong and China in the past momh.
"Those who can get out, who have a place
to go, are leaving," she says.
When my sister met me for lunch at a
restaurant in Bar Harbor the other day,
she spotted, at the next table, one of her
students from the Chinese International
School with her whole family.
"I was stunned - talk about your
small world," she says. "They had left
Hong Kong about a week ago and
planned to just travel around the United
States and Canada until they felt safe to
go home."
Later she says, when she recalled it had
only been six days since the family left
Asia, she washed her hands.
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Robert Lax 1915-2000
A poet, mystic and hermit is remembered by Robert E.L. Strider, Professor Emeritus of English
IT IS NOT A MAnER of general knowl-
edge that poet Robert Lax was a faculty
member at Connecticut College for a year
or (VIO in the late 1940s. Before his brief
tenure at CC is forgotten, I would like to
say a word or two about him and how it
came about that he was in the English
departrnenr at the college.
Bob Lax died ar age 84 in Olean, N.Y.
on September 26, 2000. An obituary
appeared in The New York Times on
October 24. It included a wonderfully char-
acteristic picture of him but made no men-
tion of his having taught at Connecticut
College. A member of the circle of friends
of poet and essayist Thomas Merton as a
student at Columbia, he figures promi-
nently in Merton's classic devotional book,
The Seven Storey Mountain (J 948). A
glance at the index reveals how prominent
a role he played in Merton's life and spiri-
tual development. Bob's upbringing had
been Jewish, bur under Merton's influence
he became a devour Catholic.
Bob was known as a minimalist poet of
distinction. He wrote for The New Yorker
and produced a number of volumes such as
The Circus of the Sun, which employed the
circus as a metaphor for Creation. For a
while, I believe, he lived with a family of
trapeze artists and even traveled around
Europe performing as a juggler for a time.
How did Bob turn up on the
Connecticut College faculty? In about 1947,
a member of the English department fell ill,
and the chairman, the late Dorothy
Bethurum, had to find a replacement. A
member of the philosophy department, Bob
Mack, suggested a cousin of his, who,
though untrained as a teacher, had done
some interesting writing. Lax, a 1938 gradu-
ate of Colwnbia, agreed to come for a term
or two. His new colleagues had no idea that
his joining the faculty would be not only
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memorable, but for one of us, unforgettable.
Perhaps the most curious fact about the
poet is that for 30 years he lived as a hermit
on the Greek island of Parmos in the
Aegean. A book tided Hermits, by Peter
France (St. Martin's Press, New York, 1996),
devotes an entire chapter to him. And in the
]990s, German filmmakers Nicolas
Humbert and Werner Penzel (CineNomad)
produced a video installation "Three
Windows: Homage to Robert Lax," that fea-
tured three films running simultaneously.
The poet occasionally had made trips to
Zurich to speak with his publisher, Pendo,
and had a number of small books under
their imprint. Some of the poetry and prose
often had only one word to a line. He once
sent me a book in which he had inscribed:
Bob,
How
I'd
love
to
see
you
In
Pat
Mas,
Bob
In 1988, my wife Helen, who is no
longer living, and I had made a trip to
Parmos and spent a day with Bob Lax.
His proverbial whimsy and general quirk-
iness were still with him. We shared lunch
and supper, and he showed us the cave up
the hillside in which, tradition holds, St.
John the Divine in his long years of exile
on Patmos experienced the vision that
became the Book of Revelation in the
New Testament.
Bob may have been a hermit, but he
didn't live in a cave or out in the open. He
had a shelter of some sort, and neighbors
and friends saw to it that he had food.
One of his habits was to walk along the
waterfront with a sack collecting fish
heads and leftovers from ships in the har-
bor to feed the many cats on the island.
He was well known to the island residents.
When we arrived on Parmos (by ship, for
there was no air strip), we found a hotel
and asked how we could get in touch with
Robert Lax. The manager said, "He will
turn up," and sure enough, there he was
by the middle of the next morning.
In 1998, r made a trip to Greece for the
principal purpose of seeing Bob Lax again.
From my hotel in Athens, Imade a reserva-
tion for Patmos on a ship, but within the
hour before my scheduled departure, the
hotel was notified that, owing to heavy
winds in the Aegean, the ship might not sail
for a day or so. There would be no guaran-
tee of my getting back to Athens in time for
my departure for Nairobi in a few days.
Iwas unaware that one could reach a
hermit by phone but managed to do so
and talked to Bob. He said he was disap-
pointed but that T should not even try to
come. The storm was of Homeric dimen-
sion, as described in the Iliad and the
Odyssey, and it might last for days. I too
was deeply disappointed. It would have
been our last visit.
Bob left Patmos in 2000 only at the mg-
Lng of his friends and family who did not
want him to die alone on Patmos. A few
weeks later, he died in the town where he was
born, Olean, N.Y. There is an archive of Lax's
work at nearby St. Bonaventure University.
Robert E.L. Strider taught English at
Connecticut Collegefrom 1946 to 1957 He
was Dean of the Faculty at Colbyfor three
years and served as CoLlege President there
from 1969 to 1979.
lives
POET ROBERT LAX ON THE GREEK ISLAND OF PATMOS,
WHERE HE LIVED AS A HERMIT FOR 30 YEARS
past
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Grant helps
students and
honors alumna
THE HORACE W. GOLDSMITH
FOUNDATION recently awarded
Connecticut College a $500,000 grant to
create the Virginia Slaughter Loeb '48
Endowed Scholarship fund. The fund is
named in honor of Virginia Slaughter '48, a
Connecticut College Trustee and also the
mother of Tom Slaughter '77 who serves as
one of the foundation's directors.
The
Virginia
Slaughter
Loeb'48
Endowed
Scholarship
w;I1 help
provide
need-based
scholarship
assistance to
talented and
deserving
students,
while its
name recog-
nizes and honors a dedicated alumna of the
College. Endowed scholarship funds such as
these assist the College in providing finan-
cial aid to Connecticut College students
who might not otherwise be able to afford a
quality liberal arts education. By endowing
the fund, the Goldsmith Foundation has
ensured that this assistance will be available
for many years to come.
Virginia Slaughter Loeb is pleased that
this fund will help Connecticut College stu-
dents. "It is so obvious to me that among the
greatest needs at me College are to increase
the endowment and to help students with
their financial requirements. Connecticut
College must attract excellent students from
all backgrounds who can benefit from the
Connecticut College experience and who
can help to build an even srronger commu-
nity. My family and I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to help promising students in this
way," said Slaughter Loeb. Martha Merrill
'84, dean of admission and financial aid,
echoed these sentiments when she said,
"This generous grant provides us with the
funding to ensure that we can both attract
and enroll a diverse set of extraordinary stu-
dents who contribute to the intellectual and
social fabric of the campus."
The Virginia Slaughter Loeb '48
Endowed Scholarship is a fitting tribute to a
woman who has made a lifetime commit-
ment to education both as a teacher and an
administrator. Slaughter Loeb is especially
aware of the important role scholarships
play in the lives of students as she developed
and administered a scholarship enhance-
ment program for The City University of
New York. In addition, through her work as
a Trustee of Connecricur College, she has
done much to enhance the educational mis-
sion of the College. Her commitment to
students is evident as she serves as co-chair
of the Committee on Student Life and
Enrollment Design and is a member of the
Executive Committee and the Student
Liaison Committee. "We are so pleased that
this scholarship will serve as a lasting legacy
to honor Ginny's ongoing dedication to
education for all," said Mark Lafontaine,
vice president for college advancement.
The Horace W Goldsmith Foundation
has been a strong supporter of the College
for the past 10 years. Their generous grants
have been designated to support a variety of
initiatives including the construction of
Freeman Field, the renovation of Silfen and
Harkness Fields and the endowment of the
William Meredith Assistant/Associate
Professorship. In addition, the Goldsmith
Foundation was instrumental in arranging
for Connecticut College to receive the liter-
ary papers of Pulitzer Prize-winning poet,
William Meredith, and having these papers
added to the Special Collections in the
Charles E. Shain Library.
Lambert Foundation
awards grant for
lecture series
THE JEAN THOMAS LAMBERT
FOUNDATION recently awarded an
$80,000 grant to Connecticut College to
fund an endowed lecture series and build
the endowment for the Goodwin-Niering
Center for Conversation Biology and
Environmental Studies. The lecture series
is named in honor of Jean Thomas
Lambert '45, an economics major at
Connecticut College who has maintained
a strong personal interest in environmen-
tal issues and has been a long-time sup-
porter of the College and the
Coodwin-Niering Center.
The Jean Thomas Lambert
Environmental Lectures fund
will be used to sponsor one or
more public programs each
year through the Goodwin-
Niering Center. The Lambert
Lectures will be free and
open to the public, and will
THE CLASS OF 2005 GOODWIN-
NIERING CENTER CERTIFICATE STU·
DENTS WILL BE JUST A FEW OF THE
BENEFICIARIES OF A RECENT GIFT
ESTABLISHING AN ENDOWED ENVI-
RONMENTAL LECTURE SERIES.
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also be integrated with the Center's under-
graduate certificate curriculum.
Robert Askins, director of the
Goodwin-Niering Center and professor of
biology, could not be more pleased with
this grant. "It will help the College bring
scientists, conservationists and government
officials to campus to speak about a wide
range of environmental topics. In addition
to providing general presentations for the
campus community and people in the sur-
rounding region, these speakers participate
in the seminar for our environmental stud-
ies certificate program. Our students meet
with speakers after public presentations,
discuss their topics in greater depth and
learn directly about the challenges faced by
land managers, agency officials, researchers
and conservationists as they attempt to
solve environmental problems. This is a
crucial part of the hands-on approach to
environmental issues
emphasized in the
certificate pro-
gram," said
Askins.
giving opportunities at Connecticut College
Established in 1999, the Jean Thomas
Lambert Foundation suppOrts a variety of
fields of interest, including education, envi-
ronmental and natural resource issues and
historical preservation. During this time,
the foundation has generously contributed
to Connecticut College with grants to pro-
vide suppon for the Environmental Studies
Program, establish a scholarship fund for
students interested in environmental studies
and help endow the Coodwin-Niertng
Center for Conservation Biology and
Environmental Studies.
Graduating
a new class
of trustees
EACH MAY, we bid farewell to the senior
class and get ready to welcome the incoming
class of freshmen students. So, too, during
this time, we thank the trustees who retire
from the board after providing years of
tremendous service to the College and
welcome the newest group of trustees
who will fill these vacated positions on
rhe Board of Trustees.
This year, the rotation of
Board members was especial-
ly notable as the College
honored Duncan Dayton
'81 for his work as chair
of the Board. [See srory
page 4J After 12 years on
the Board (including five
as chair), he steps down
with a notable record of
achievement at the College,
including leading the
College through a presiden-
tial transition.
t
The College also recognized several
other retiring trustees: Marna Wagner
Fullerton '56, Dede Buchanan Wilsey '65
P'91 and Adrienne S. Rumble '00. All
successfully completed their terms as
trusrees and provided invaluable service to
the College.
Although none of these trustees can be
replaced, their positions are being filled
with another group of stellar representa-
tives. Barbara Shattuck Kohn '72 was elect-
ed as chair of the Board of Trustees and will
be ably teamed with vice-chairs Jean C.
Tempel '65 and Frank M. Turner. In addi-
tion, we welcome the following people to
the Board: W Carter Sullivan '79, Thomas
Sargent '82 and Yevgeniy Tsifrinovich '03.
The new trustees will bring a wealth of
expertise and leadership with them. Sargent is
senior vice president and manager at Legg
Mason Wood Walker, Inc., an investment
firm specializing in investment advisory serv-
ices, securities brokerage and capital markers.
Sullivan is a panner at Brown Brothers
Harriman & Company, where he manages
the corporate banking department.
Tsifiinovich, a Connecticut resident born in
Russia, was elected as this year'sYoung
Alumni Trustee; he graduated magna cum
laude with distinction in his major field of
international relations.
The Board also awarded emeritus status
to six former trustees in recognition of their
service to and continued engagement in the
College. Anita L. DeFranrz '74, Sue B.
Mercy '63 P'91, Lyn Gordon Silfen '67,
Frederick P. Stratton, Jr. P '91'96, Dhuanne
Schmitz Tansill '64 and Virginia Eason
Weinmann '51 were elected trustees emeriti.
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Kresge Challenge
in full swing
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE SCIENCE
PROGRAMS have been creating a buzz
around D.C. these days. At least this was
the case at the recent Kresge Challenge for
the Sciences kick-off celebration hosted by
Bonnie Burke Himmelman '66. In the first
of several regional Kresge kick-off celebra-
tions, members of the Connecticut College
community gathered in Himmelman's D.C.
home to hear President Fainstein and
Stephen Loomis, Jean c. Tempel '65
Professor of Biology, speak about the sci-
ences at Connecticut College. Alumni were
impressed with the history of the sciences at
Connecticut College and the College's com-
mitment to science education.
As a result of rhis commitment, the
number of majors in the biological sciences
and associated interdisciplinary programs
continues to increase. The number of Stu-
dents who major in these fields doubled
between 1990 and 1996 and has been on
another upswing since 1999. Enrollments
have also increased as many students pursue
coursework to prepare for medical, dental,
veterinary schools or other health-related
postgraduate programs. These increases
emphasize the need for more laboratory
BONNIE BURKE HIMMELMAN '66, STEPHEN
LOOMIS, JEAN C. TEMPEL '65 PROFESSOR OF
BIOLOGY AND PRESIDENT NORMAN FAINSTEIN
GATHERED TOGETHER TO HELP KICK-OFF THE
KRESGE CHALLENGE FOR THE SCIENCES.
equipment, its maintenance and timely
renewal. To address these needs, the College
is working to raise an additional $1 million
in endowment for science equipment to ful-
fill the Kresge Challenge grant and raise an
overall $2 million for the sciences.
Ar the D.C. event, Professor Loomis
told alumni and parents about how
Connecticut College science programs dif-
fer from many other university/college pro-
grams; our students do hands-on research
where they operate the equipment them-
selves and are integrally involved in the
research process. At many other institu-
tions, faculty or hired assistants perform the
experiments for the students. As a result of
Connecticut College's direct approach to
science education, our students are much
better prepared overall. Professor Loomis
highlighted this fact and noted, "The expe-
rience and training that Connecticut
College students receive through this
hands-on research is on a par with many
graduate-level programs."
In order for Connecticut College to
maintain this level of advanced study and
research experience, the College is relying
on generous donors to support the Kresge
Challenge for che Sciences and secure an
endowed fund for the upgrade and renew-
al of scientific equipment on campus. As
of early July, the College has received
more than $400,000 in gifts and pledges.
The College has until February 2004 to
raise $1 million in endowment and com-
plete the Kresge Challenge for the Sciences.
The community
giving back
to the College
JUST AS Connecticut College students
give back to the community they live in,
the local community gives back to the
College in so many ways. Most recenrly, it
is through a grant from the Communiry
Foundation of Southeastern Connecticut.
The Community Foundation grant is
targeted coward Connecticut College stu-
dents with learning disabilities and helps
the College further its commitment ro pro-
vide a supportive environment for all stu-
dents. The Office of Student Disability
Services will use the grant of $1 ,600 to pur-
chase software that reads print and uses syn-
thesized speech, and a voice recognition
system that transcribes speech.
The Community Foundation is a non-
profit organization dedicated to building
community capital. By promoting local
philanthropy and funding local projects, the
Community Foundation aims to connect
the generosity of private donors with rhe
changing needs of the residents of
Southeastern Connecricut. Since its incep-
tion in 1982, the Community Foundation
has been a loyal and consistent donor to
Connecticut College, supporting primarily
menroring programs and other projects
through the College's Office for Volunteers
and Community Service.
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Honoring a man
who helped others
SEVERAL YEARS AGO, Edward
Daghlian, a retired dining services worker at
the College, created the Edward Daghlian
Employee Benefit Fund. This endowed fund
was established as a resource for hourly
employees of the College and is being used
by employees in need of financial aid assis-
tance, short-term, no-interest loans or as
awards for outstanding service and achieve-
ment. Last year, more than $8,500 was dis-
tributed from the fund to help Connecticut
College's hourly employees.
Earlier rh is year, Edward Daghlian passed
away at the age of77. He was honored at a
memorial service on campus, but his friends
and family wanted to do more. They contin-
ued his legacy with an outpouring of memo-
rial gifts to build the endowment of the
Edward Daghlian Employee Benefit Fund.
Friends, local civic organizations, employees
of the College and alumni all made gifts in
Daghlian's memory. Their thoughtful gifts
honor the life of this dedicated employee
and will continue to benefit the employees
of Connecticut College for years to come.
Students give back
AS THE SCHOOL YEAR wascoming to
an end, Connecticut College's Student
Government Association (SGA) realized rhey
had an additional $25,000 of unspent funds
in their budget. Rather than planning an
elaborate end-of-year celebration or some
STUDENT GOVERNMENT PRESIDENT, KURT BROWN
'03 (RIGHT), AND SGA PRESIDENT-ELECT RICHARD
GROPPER 'D4 (LEFT).
other event with these funds, they
thought about how they could best use
these funds to help Connecticut College
srudenrs in the future. They decided to
establish the Student Government
Association Endowment Fund. Income
from this fund will be allocated annually
by the SGA Assembly to a deserving
event, group or cause.
Commenting on the generosity of the
SGA's action, Mark Lafontaine, vice
president for college advancement, said,
"This gift represents an extraordinary
level of philanthropy on the part of our
students. Rather than spending the
money now, they chose to make a gift
that will benefit future students. To me,
this shows how Connecticut College's
system of shared governance fosters real
insti rurional vision."
Future generations of Connecticut
College students will benefit from this fund
that has been set up in perpetuity.
Bringing even more
good things to light
EACH YEAR, many of our alumni faith-
fully fill out corporate matching gift
request forms and help double, or triple,
the impact of their gifts to the College. We
are grateful to alumni who generously give
and to the companies who graciously
match their gifts.
A recent check sent to Connecticut
College from the GE Foundation's
Corporate Alumni Program shows just
how much of an impact these matching
gifts make. The check was for nearly
$96,000 and matches 13 gifts from alumni
and their spouses.
Matching gifts from more than 200
different companies continue to build the
College's resources. During the 2002-
2003 fiscal year, nearly $400,000 was
committed in matching gifts from more
than 400 alumni, parents and friends of
the College. These gifts are used to sup-
port the Annual Fund, build the College's
endowment and support capital and spe-
cial projects at the College.
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Senior Gifts
The following members of the Class of2003 contributed to the Senior Gift program. Connecticut College thanks them for their generosiry.
Anonymous (2)
American Studies 494Q
In honor of Profrossor Catherine
Stock
Megan M. Angelos
Sophie L. Archambeault
in memory of David Brown
Nate Avorn
Sarah Bagley
Justine A Baruch
Chrisry L. Bassett
In honor a/Sarah Alden Morgan
and Eleni Kotsonis hard work
and dedication throughout the
phonathon.
Elizabeth B. Bearman
Kimberly L. Bellavance
Adam C. Benzing
Osten Bemardez
In honor of Unity House
Sarah A. Besky
Laura Sea
Nina F. Brilliant
Kurt C. Brown
In honor of Russell Brown, Joel
Brown and Sandra Brown
Kevin P. Burke
In honor a/George 6- Louise
Burke and Brendan 6-Martha
Burke
In memory of Gail
Elena Camardella
In honor of Pietro o: Debra
Camardella
In memory of Elena De Venezia
Camardella
Megan E. Carleton
Jill N. Carmody
Kimberly Carron
In memory of Kevin Carron
Sara Castrignano
Tn memory of Anthony
Castrignano
Emily R. Cheffy
Brendan H. Chisholm
in honor ofJamie Chisholm
Sarah Elizabeth Clemens
in memory ofGreggory Scott
CLemens
Amy Cowgill
In honor of Will Dubiel
Andrew Creedon
Eben S. Cross
Emily R. Cuthbertson
In honor of James &Katherine
Cuthbertson
Rebecca H. Dibari
Jeremy A. Oobish
In honor of Aaron Dobish
William Dubiel, Jr.
Tn honor of COLLEGE.'.'.'
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Suzi Duncan
In honor of The Mighty Sailing
Team
Jocalyn E. Emslander
Scott Epstein
In honor of Paul & Trish Epstein
Jesse Erdheirn
In honor of the Class of2003
Rebecca Fagan
In honor of my family
Laura M. Fahey
Tn honor of Mr. & Mrs. j.
Douglas Smith
Erika M. Ferlins
In honor ofJohn o: Gerardine
Ferlins
Alexandra D. Fiorillo
In memory of Linda Goodrich
Clancy Galgay
Megan E. Gardner
Jonathan A. Garoza
David S. Garsh
Karen Geisenheimer
In honor of My Senior Ladies
Allison B. Gorsuch
in honor of Fran o- Ray Stark
Daniel Robert Greenblatt
In honor of Daniel Hawxhurst
Meredith E. Greene
Rob Greenleaf
Mary E. Griffith
Margaret A. Guernsey
In honor of Mr. & Mrs. David T
Guernsey, Jr.
Sean Hagan
Lauren C. Hartzell
Britton Haselton
In memory of Pat Ames
Dan Hawxhurst
in honor of Dan Greenblatt
Jonathan Healey
in honor of Paula & Tim Healey
Lindsey Hellmann
In memory of Thelma Hellmann
Chris Hensman
Tn memory ofCalistus A.
Christian
Alyssa Hitch
Elizabeth M. Huber
Rachel G. James
Serena B. Johnson
in honor of the ladies at Becker
House: Nancy P., Nancy L. and
Mary; and the Cheney ftmily
in memory of Linda Fay Carlson
and Ronald Darryl Johnson
Jay A. Kasparien
in honor of Armen & Maureen
Kasparian
EffieA. Katsamonis
Lauren Kellersman
Henry Kesner
In honor of Richard, Susan and
Samuel Kesner
Matthew Bellec Kessler
In honor of Emma Smarro
Abigail D. Kornet
in honor of Pokey Korner '66
Eleni Cynthia Korsonis
Tnhonor of Cynthia S. Castleman
and Cindy M. Castleman
Kathryn Kranz
In memory of Ellie Kranz
Cinras P. Krisciunas
In honor of Professor McKenna
Jared Lamb
in honor of William Wuyke
Courtney E. Lincoln
In honor of the Ski Team and
Equestrian Team
Amy Lindsay
Amy Beth Loveless
Kate Machemer
AsaM. Margolis
In honor of Stephen o:Ronda
Margolis
Micheal Robert Marvel
Maggie E. McDermott
Nathan E Mee
Vincent R. Merola
Libby Mirabile
In memory of my brother, Rich
Lara P. Mizrack
Sarah A. Morgan
In honor of the Cross Country
team and SATA Rome 2002
Shauna C. Moriarty
In honor of Peggy & Kevin
Moriarty
Alex Mroszczyk-Mcfronald
Breanne 1. Mulvey
Blain Namm
In memory ofPeggotty Namm
Doran '58
Vetri Janak Nathan
In honor of Maestro Piero Poclen
Taylor Neff
Mary Ellen Osbourne
Tn honor ofJohn erMary Lynn
Osborne
Lisette Parrelow
Chris Peters
In memory of Nugget
Erik Petzel
Kathryn S. Piotrowski
In memory of Clara iapoli
Maria T. Plachr
Alison Platt
Timothy Podkul
Lauren Ann H. Pond
Tn memory of Walton & Margret
Canedy
Rachael Ranger
Ben Reynolds
in honor o/Sparky
Lesli Catherine Rice
In memory 0/Eileen M. Rice
Katheryn Allison Rollo
In honor 0/Kim & Bob Rollo
Haley A. Rosenfeld
David Scherer
Wyley Scherr
In honor 0/ Lauren Sinclair
Sarah Schmidt
in honor ofProfissor Alcbermes
Chloe Schon
Rebecca Schweikert
Brian C. Sercus
Catherine M. Servant
in memory of Mary Ann Messier
J. Pike Severance
Katherine Sklarsky
in honor of Sarah Morgan
Daisy Small
in memory of James Daborn
Lauren F. Smith
In memory of Newton I Buren
and Helen C. Smith
Sarah G. Stauffer
Jay Steere
Erin M. Steiner
[n. memory of Frank C. Steiner
Mridula Swamy
in honor of my wondetfit!, sup-
portive family
in memory of my grandmother,
Savithri Swamy
Stanley J. Tartaglia, Jr.
Anna Trafton
Yevgeniy Tsifrinovich
Jessie Vangrofsky
In honor of Nancy & Howard
Vangrofiky
Margo Walerysiak
[n honor of Mark & Krystyna
Walerysiak
Adam S. Wallace
In memory of Rick Wallace
Stephen Wells
Melissa S. Wender
Sara Wilkinson
Sarah B.Willcox
Kimberly Wolske
Sally B. W'igh'
In honor of my Senior Girls
Patty Zerra
In honor of Professor Owen
Ashley Zucker
Wally Lamb
continued from page 19
checked. Seventeen years old and he's still spelling the word
"tomorrow" with two m's. Bur as I proofread, my acrenrion
shifrs from mechanics to content. I'm surprised - I'm moved
- to read that my son's essay, too, focuses on "the other": a girl
on the fronc page of last year's newspaper - an innocent l l-year
old Latina named Angelica who lived in our town and who loved
to dance and who was stalked, raped, and murdered by a
pedophile. Angelica and Jared were strangers (Q one another,
born seven years apart. What they had in common was that each
had walked the same steps of that paper route; each had played
at that polliwog-filled pond where Angelica's body was later
found. In his essay, Jared describes a solitary visit to the pond,
where a granite boulder has become a makeshift memorial to
Angelica. He writes: The rock appeared to be alive with color,
light, and movement. Pink rosary beads, purple flowers. Expired
candles coat the rock with blue, green, and orange wax and, on
the ground, a few flames still flicker with life. A plain white
sheet of paper is scorch-taped to the rock. In bold red letters its
one word sums up all my feelings: WHY?
Mr. Journalist, fiction writers have no answers, only ques-
tions, the most succinct and significant of which is: WHY?
Why, God, if You exist and are merciful, must our loved ones
be claimed by cancer, addiction, AlDS, mental illness, muscular
dystrophy, murder? ... Why, America, if justice is blind, do we
imprison the descendants of slaves in such disproportionate
numbers? ... Why must our poorest children get the poorest
education and our hungriest be denied a place at the banquet
table? ... Why, suicide bomber? Why?
Tough questions, graduates. Unanswerable, many of them, no
matter what your major - no matter what your grade point
average. And yet, we grope, we struggle to understand why. That
struggle, I believe, is what makes us not just human but humane.
And it can be a noble struggle when accompanied by a rejection
of the unacceptable, unimaginative status quo and an honest
effort to change things for the better. Bur how to improve an
imperfect world, an imperfect nation, our imperfect selves? That
question has occupied the minds of scholars, scientists, artists,
and activists throughout time - and has sometimes ... some-
times ... been the pebble in the shoe that becomes the unbear-
able pain that motivates good minds and generous hearts to
bring their gifts to the table, roll up their sleeves, and fix things.
Graduates, be a part of that. Find work that adds to the world
instead of depleting it. You owe that to yourselves, and to those
descendants whose DNA you store inside you, and to the
descendants of the un-you, the other.
Here we are back at the station - back in the uneasy pres-
ent. What's that line from The Matrix? "Welcome to the desert
of the real." .A5 for the future, you'll have to get there yourselves.
But before you depart, I offer you a modest travel gift: these few
things a father and fiction writer knows.
Aubrey, Vlado, Maylynn, Britt: In life, as in writing, voice is
crucial. Your voice bas been honed by your family, your ethnic
heritage, your neighborhood, and your education. It is the
music of your meaning in the world. Imitate no one. Your
uniqueness - your authenticity - is your strength.
Sarah, Oslec, Miranda, John: Make yours a life story which
is character-driven, not plot-driven, character being defined as
the way you behave when there is no one else in the room to
judge you. Don't fear that silent room. Solitude will guide you if
you remain strong of character.
Meghan, Justin, Alex, Joe: Learn to love the editing process.
Listen to criticism, welcome it with gratitude and humility, but
beware the false critic with a covert agenda. Make mistakes, lots
of them, reworking draft after draft after draft of your continu-
ing story. Your errors will be educational, and if your pencil out-
lives its eraser, then you'll know you're getting it right.
Clancy, Becca, Mridula, Jose: Regarding plot - the twists
and turns and episodes of your life - outline as much or as lit-
tle as you like, bur expect surprise. In fact, invite surprise. Each
Make yours a life story which is
character-driven, not plot-driven.
time you begin some next chapter, your composition of yourself
will be at risk. Bur that's okay - that's good - because you will
not live fully if you never displace yourself "Writing a novel is
like driving a car at night," E.L. Doctorow once said. "You may
be able to see only as far as your headlights, but you can make
the whole trip that way."
And finally, Jared, a personal word to you: You have been a
most enjoyable child to raise. Level-headed, playful, kind to
others, you've made few missteps, and no unforgivable ones,
with the exception of that time you rented that white tux, tails,
and top hat for your senior prom. As you prepare now to board
the bus - to take the Freedom Ride down to New Orleans to
teach biology in one of the most forsaken school districts in the
nation - please know that your family loves you and is proud
of you and the work you've chosen. Keep in mind that the best
teachers are the ones who love the student as much as the sub-
ject matter - the ones who stop speaking long enough to lis-
ten. Teaching will teach you, again and again, that you are the
other and the other is you, despite the barriers we erect and the
bombs we drop. Draw strength from the knowledge that educa-
tion will break the backs of poverty, disenfranchisement and
violence; that war is never inevitable but only a terrible failure of
the imagination; and that love is stronger than hatred. As it says
so beautifully in Corinthians:
As a child, I saw it face to face
Now I only know it in part
Fractions in me of faith, hope, and love
And of these three, love's the greatest beauty
So, Jared, vaya con Dios. Be well. Be safe. And know that, in
the end, I wrote these words not for Mr. Journalist but for you,
and your classmates, and Angelica, together .•
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phonies in Sarasota and Venice, and
baller. With a new set of friends, I
am very content to stay put, though
I will visit Sue at the ranch in OR
soon. J am delighted that Wendy is
moving to New England after more
than 20 years in Munich. Sue, Jon,
Wendy and granddaughter Jessica
were here after Easter, a treat ro
have all my family in one place. I
send my blessings and affection ro
all my classmates.
40 Class Notes Editor, CC:
ConneetiCill College Magazine. 270
Mohegan Ave., New London, CT 06320
lllvhow@conncoll.edu
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Your classmates would love to hear
ji-om you. TOshareyour news, write to
your class correspondent using the
deadlines listed in the box 011 the left·
If there is no correspondent listed fOr
Y0ltr class, please send your news to:
Class Notes Editor, CC Connecticut
College Magazine, 270 Mohegan
Ave., New London, CT 06320.
29 Class Narcs Editor, CC:
COl/lleeticut ColLege Magazine, 270
Mohegan Ave., New London, CT 06320
mvhow@conncoll.edu
75TH REUNION June 3-6, 2004
31 Correspondent: Jane Moore
Warner, 1550 Portland Ave., #\316,
Rochester, NY 1462\
34 Correspondau: Ann (Andy)
Crocker Wheeler, Sakonner Bay, 1215
Main Road, ApI. 301, Tiverton, RI
02878
70TH REUNION June 3-6, 2004
35 Cerrespondau: Sabrina (Subby)
Burr Sanders, 33 Mill St., Unit 4£,
Wethersfield, CT 06109
36Class Nares Editor, CC:
Connectimt CaUege Magazine, 270
Mohegan Ave., New London, CT 06320
mvhoW@conncoll.edu
The Class of '36 sends condolences
to Mary Beattie Harmon, who
lost her husband, John, an orchope-
die surgeon and retired Air Force
colonel, on 1120103. Mary lives in
Fan Worth, TX.
37 Correspondent: Betty Corrigan
Daniels, P.O. Box 444, Gates Mills, OH
44040
38 CfJrrespandelJt: Mary Caroline
(M.e.) Jenks Sweet, 865 Central Ave.,
Apt. A404, Needham, MA 02492
I (Me Jenks Sweet) am proud to
announce that my oldest son,
Charles Dolan, professor and for-
mer head of the U. of Wyoming's
Department of Civil and Architec-
tural Engineering, is the first recipi-
ent of the H.T. Person Chair in the
history of the U. of Wyoming's
College of Engineering. The ap-
pointment began in Jan. Charles
will be charged with initiating pro-
grams and activities to further
strengthen teaching and learning at
the college.
39 Co/"respol/de!lts: Betsy Parcells
Arms, P.O. Box 118, Marion, l\.1.A 02738
and IkHrice Dodd Fosrer, 3730 Cadbury
Circle, Apt. 704, Venice, FL 34293-5291,
beab2@,wl.com
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Elizabeth Andrew Helming's
daughter sent me a nice note. Betty
resides at Village Gate in Farming-
ton and has one great-grandson,
Cade. Her cat is her constant com-
panion. She hopes all is well with
her classmates.
Barbara Myers Haldr enjoyed
the warmer weather in Venice, FL,
this winter and spring. She looks
great.
We are sorry to report that Jan
Jones Diehl's husband, Gene, died
suddenly of pneumonia on
Christmas night. He had been blind
and had Alzheimer's. We send our
sympathy, Jan. She is still living in
Sun City, FL. Jan sent an issue of the
CC magazine with co-correspon-
dent Betsy's picture in it to Betsy's
roommate, Betty Coe Miller. Betty
had said in that same issue rhac Betsy
hadn't changed at all.
Hannah Andersen Griswold's
children and grandchildren are all
doing well in education as students
or leaders, from medical school to
elementary. "It doesn't seem possi-
ble that I have lived in Avery
Heights for 10 years!"
Barbara Myers Haldr writes,
"I am very happy here in the
Adirondack region of NY despite
31 days of subzero temperatures
and 98.7 inches of snow! I had over
four feet of snow all winter and
could not get out any door at the
rear of the cottage!" She made sev-
eral trips to visit her daughter in
Gloucester. Her son and family live
25 miles away in Granville. "I do
not miss the heat in FL but do miss
my friends there." As I write,
Barbara is here in Venice for a week,
and I will see her tonight and at
other times!
Co-correspondent Betsy writes,
"Chuck and I feel the rare privilege
of being in the South during one of
the most brutal winters in decades.
At least 20 family members have
come to visit, returning restored and
invigorated. We also welcomed the
seventh great-grandchild in Jan. We
send much love and blessings to all."
Betsy and I have read Carol
Lehman Winfield's book, YtJga in
the Morning, Martini at Night -
delightful reading with good advice
for seniors. Do try to buy a copy.
I, Bea, am busier than ever with
indoor exercise classesand pool aer-
obics, lectures, trips to opera, sym-
41 Co/"respolldents: Henrietta
Dearborn ''<farson, 6060 Currituck Rd.,
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949 and Kay Ord
McChesney, 1208 Horizon Lane,
Medford, OR 97504
After much writing and phoning,
Kay and I (Henrietta Dearborn
Watson) managed to come up with
some news for our '41 classmates:
All is well with Meg Robinson
Manning and family (luckily), even
though it takes rwice as long to do
whatever they do (isn't that the
rrurhf) - at least they do it! Their
large family (four kids and eight
grandkids) keep them plugged into
world affairs and family hilarity.
One granddaughter (Naval Acad-
emy and now a Marine) is overseas,
and twin granddaughters are
spending their junior year in Italy.
A family wedding in .M.A last fall
took three days because of the fun
they all were having.
Ethel (Happy) Moore Wills
has moved to the small village of
Northport, MI, and her son and
daughter-in-law moved into her
former home on Lake Michigan. A5
a class agent, Happy has been in
touch with quite a few of our class-
mates and attended a rninireunion
at Ann Rubinstein Husch's house
in St. Louis. Ann was "Minihahi'
in the freshman pageant at CC and
~eft after her freshman year. Happy
LS fine and active in her community
and church.
Priscilla Duxbury Wescott~
Huber took a fall trip by car from
San Diego to Great Falls, MT,
where Lewis and Clark made a long
portage along the Missouri. They
also stopped in Coeur d'lIene, ID, a
beautiful area with lots of art and
music. In March, Dux had a hip
replacement at New England
Baptist Hospital in Boston. We
wish you a speedy recovery, Dux.
Thanks to Ginny Chope
Richmond, who sent in the follow-
dassnotes
iog news: Sarah Kohr Gregory is
fine and keeps busy with communi-
ty activities and traveling to visit her
son and daughter in Chicago and
LA. Marjorie Wicoff Cooper's
grandson was married in Dec.
Marjory keeps in touch with Mary
(Holly) Holohan Waldron. Eileen
Barry Wtlderotter and husband
have moved from Ann Arbor to
Grand Rapids, MI, and are enjoy-
ing life in a retirement center there.
They celebrated their 60th wedding
anniversary with all nine children
present! Sadly, Ginny learned that
Eleanore Balderston Hoeffel died
suddenly in late Feb. Ginny and her
husband visited the Cleveland
Clinic to find out about a hip oper-
arion for him. We wish him well.
Thea Dutcher Coburn still
enjoys her Elderhosrels and signed
up for some in the spring. She had
dinner at Duncaster, a residential
community in Bloomfield, CT,
where Betty Burford Graham and
Janice Reed Harman (along with
husband Jerry) live. Burf reads a lot
and plays bridge, and Janice says
she has substituted skiing and golf
for bridge. Thea had a busy year
attending art lectures and conrinu-
ing her civic endeavors. She spends
eight months a year in Suffield and
is in Kennebunk Beach, ME, the
rest of the time. If you drop in to
see her (which she recommendsl),
you may catch sight of former
President Bush fishing from his
boat in front of Thea's cottage! In
the fall, she goes to Hartford
Symphony concerts, plays bridge
and goes to movies and dinner with
friends (some busy lady)!
Lois Altschul Aaron and 1
(Kay Ord McChesney) played
"telephone tag" for almost a week
but finally made contact. She is in
Cleveland and has been for many
years, having graduated from Case
Western Reserve. Lois and I discov-
ered that we both married
Dartmouth men! She and her hus-
band lived in Hanover for a few
years and ran an inn there for three
of those years. Lois has a daughter
and grandchildren nearby. Another
daughter and granddaughter are
out of state. Lois is in touch with
Sally Kiskadden McClelland, who
lives in Great Barrington, MA.
Barbara Berman Levy and her
husband are not traveling anymore,
bur she keeps busy.
Emmabelle Bonner Innes is a
caregiver for her husband. She is
nor traveling but enjoys her chil-
dren and grandchildren who are
nearby. She also plays bridge and is
active in line dancing. Emmie and
her husband live in the same house
they moved into when they were
married. (To one who has made
some 35 moves since marriage, that
is a miracle of sons! - Kay)
The class sends deepest sympa-
thy to the families of Eleanore
Balderston Hoeffel, who died on
2/25/03, and Betty Neiley
Cleveland, who died on 10/12/02.
Editor's note: Mary Lou
Sharples Swift's husband, D,:
Charles Swift, is the author of Dar
Days, The Early Yearsin Tanzania.
The title of his book was listed incor-
rectly in the Spring issue of this mag-
azine. Our apologies to the author
and Mary Lou.
42 Correspondent: Jane Worley Peak,
Vinson Hall, Apt. 306, 6251 Old
Dominion Dr., Mclean, VA 22101
You all remember our classmate
from Sweden, Ingegerd Anderson
Yngstrom. Her husband's cousin's
daughter, Louise Yngsrrom, was an
American Field Service (AFS)
exchange student in '60, and lived
with an American family in Aurora,
IL. Eloise Stumm Brush was
chairman of the local AFS commit-
tee at that time. Ingegerd wrote to
Srummy when she realized that her
relative would be living near and
working with Stummy. Ingegerd
brought Scummy up to date on her
activities since graduation. There
was no way she could return to
Sweden in the middle of World
War TI,so she did a year of graduate
work at Smith College. She worked
as a secretary for a while before
returning to Connecticut College
to be an assistant in the library's ref-
erence department. In '46, life
began ro get back to normal, and
she took the "first Swedish liner
going eastward in regular passenger
travel." The next year she went to a
graduate school oflibrary science in
Stockholm, and there she met her
husband, Eric. They married in '48,
and had two children, son Lars in
'51 and daughter Sigrid 18 months
later. During the subsequent years,
several CC faculty members made
their way to the Yngsrrom home,
bur apparently 1, your class corre-
spondent, was the only classmate to
visit her. 1 spent a day and a night
with her at her country home in '60
and had a delightful time. My visit
was written up in our column in
the Connecticut College Alumnae
News at that time, just in case any
of you still have the Winter 1960
issue in your files. Stummy was
cleaning recently and, in going
through an old AFS file, found the
letter that Ingegerd wrote to her
•
Karen Renzulli '99 and Erin Largay '99 cap-
tured rhe 2003 ISAF Team Racing World Championship in
Auckland, New Zealand, in February. The Camel tandem
are a part of a six-person team that qualified for internation-
al team racing by placing second in U.S. competition.
Renzulli, who is working on her master's degree in psycholo-
gy at CC, served as assistant coach to Jeff Bresnahan for the
2001-02 season. Liz Hall '01 also competed in the regat-
ta. Hall, Renzulli and Largay were each All-American mem-
bers of rhe Camel sailing squad rhat placed third at the
National Championships three years ago. Some other
Camel graduates had some strong performances in the pre-
Olympic trials. Greg Skidmore '99 finished first in
rhe Finns. Meg Gaillard '95 placed firsr in rhe Europe
Dinghies. CC senior Amanda Clark finished rhird in the
470s field.
Marcia Phillips McGowan '64 was honored wirh
Eastern Connecticut Stare University's 2003 Distinguished
Faculty Award. McGowan, who has raughr English at
ECSU for 23 years, was selecred for rhe award by a poll of
university professors. She is a scholar of feminist criticism,
feminist pedagogy, women writers and women's studies.
Tyler Volpe '02 was recognized for outstanding per-
formance in all phases of u.S. Navy recruit training at
Recruit Training Command in Great Lakes, IL. Recruits
are taught seamanship, military regulations, close-order-
drill, first aid and naval history.
Karen Dearborn MFA '86 received rhe 2003
Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundarion Award
for Distinguished Teaching from Muhlenberg College.
Dearborn is associate professor of dance and head of the
dance program at Muhlenberg, where she has been on
the faculty since 1993. The award is given to a full-rime,
tenured faculty member who shows excellent teaching in
the classroom, evidence of commitment to improving
his or her teaching ability and personal concern for stu-
dent learning.
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when Louise came to the U.S. and
got to know Scummy Louise and
Stummy still keep in touch at holi-
day time, and I hope that Scummy
will find out from Louise where
lngegerd is now.
June Perry Mack and her
grandchildren sent their annual
Valentine's Day card, always de-
lightful, wirh photographs of all of
the "grands." There were rwo wed-
dings this past year. Cecily Mack
and Jason Diffin were married in
Mayan Maui, with the bride's hair
entwined with flowers and the
groom sporting a traditional lei.
Then McKendree Key and Gareth
Mohan were married in September
in NYC June's big news was that
she sold her house in Glencoe and
moved to an apartment lJ1
Clearview, 11. Describing the year's
events in freeverse, she wrote, "And
never farther will I roam/ Until the
next event!"
Nancy Pribe Greenfield and
husband Bill have decided to stay
in their comfortable home in
Colorado Springs, even though BiD
has trouble breathing at that alti-
tude. Every few months they take a
vacation at a lower elevation. This
spring, they took a cruise from Los
Angeles down the coast of Mexico
and Costa Rica, through the Panama
Canal, and disembarked at Fort
Lauderdale. This summer, they will
spend a couple of months at their
vacation home in northern MI with
four generations of their family!
In Portland, CT, Bill and
Connie Hughes McBrien (an
Irishman and a Damn Yankee -
her description') celebrated their
55th wedding anniversary on
12/13/02. They have five children,
four boys and a girl. The first three
boys are married and have pro-
duced six grandchildren.
Virginia Martin Pattison, of
Seattle, WA, switched from singing
alro to tenor in her church choir,
because there were toOmany of one
and toOfewof the other. She is now
known as "the best looking tenor in
the back row of the church choir."
Ginny is proud of that accomplish-
ment at age 83.
43correSPondent: Jane Storms
Wenlleis, 27 Pine Avenue, Madison, NJ
07940
Congratulations to Austin and
Elaine Wagner, who celebrated
their 60th wedding anniversary in
Aug. "Allthe kids came with assort-
ed grandchildren and great-grand-
children. It was a three-ring circus!"
Traill Arnold Kenety has lived
in Cockeysville, MD, for many
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years. She has twO sons and four
grandsons. This winter, she provid-
ed 20 pounds of apples each week
to the deer on her property. Part of
her land was developed as an
orchard over the years but then
taken over by the deer for feeding
grounds. One of her sons is in DC
and the other lives out West. Her
health remains good, for which she
is most thankful.
Priscilla Barley, in North
Scituate, RJ, has retired from her
career in physical therapy. She has a
lifelong interest in West Highland
terriers and now has twO 10-year-
old dogs who keep her company.
Aside from the normal aches and
pains, she is in good health and
enjoys life.
Heliodora de Mendonca, who
lives in Brazil,continues to translate
books and plays, give lectures, and
teach seminars on Shakespeare. She
"retired" about 15 years ago but is a
professor emeritus at the university
where she [aught. She says that she
now works three times as hard as she
did before retirement. Heliodora is
divorced and has three daughters,
four grandchildren and one great-
grandson. She also is a drama critic
for the main paper in Rio. "You
cannot realize how much, at all
times, CC has been in my heart."
Louise Daghlian Belcher and
Stephen have three sons. One is in
DC, where they are, and the other
rwo are in PA and ME. The
Belchers travel less than they did,
but find much to do dose to home.
Louise has had a lifelong commit-
ment to various museums, and that
does not change.
Amy Fleming Chatfield has
four children and eight grandchil-
dren. One family is in northern MI,
near her in Leland, and the other
family is in Cincinnati. Amy volun-
teers and is on three exciting boards.
She spends a great deal of time gar-
dening. She plans a trip to OR and
to see the Lewisand Clark trail and
the Columbia and Snake Rivers this
summer. She says "hi" to all of us
and says that her trip to New
England lastOct. was very nostalgic.
Thelma Gustafson Wyland is
working hard to complete an MFA
in writing at Spalding U. in her
hometown of Louisville, KY. She
enjoys the program and also the
contact with students from around
the U.S. and two foreign countries.
She hopes to be finished in OCt.
Recently,she took a two-week cruise
on me intracontinental waterways
from Amelia Island, FL, to
Charleston to give herself a break.
She attended Reunion in May.
Jean Kohlberger Carter, in
Tenafly, NJ, did not attend
Reunion because her grandson
graduated from Princeton that
weekend. Her other happy news is
that her granddaughter, Jenny
Madsen, will be a freshman at CC
this fall. Jean came to my home
(jane Storms Wenneis) for a
luncheon in honor of Connie
Smith Hall's move to a retirement
community In Lancaster, PA.
Kackie Johnson Anders, Hilde-
gard Meili Van Deusen, Barbara
Murphy Brewster and Evelyn
(Fliv) Silvers Daly also attended.
Memories were stimulated, and we
all felt young again.
Claire Peterson Kincaid, in
Williamsburg, VA, also missed
®eunion but would enjoy a note or
phone call. (I have her number.)
She is toO weak to travel, due to
intense chemo, but has no signs of
cancer now. She has been in VA for
many years and enjoys local activi-
ties.
Carolyn Thomson Spicer has
lived in Asheville, NC, since 1985.
She is now in a retirement commu-
nity enjoying the conveniences but
also the independence of a cortage.
After CC, where she majored in
drama, she attended Northwestern
Radio School and was a radio
announcer before her marriage.
Over the years, she lived in homes
with large gardens and became an
avid gardener. Now she still has her
Rowers but has the convenience of
others doing the heavy outdoor
maintenance. Carolyn says that the
varied interests of her husband have
given her a rich life and memories
that add to her happiness.
44 Correspondents: Elise Abrahams
Josephson, 7006 Upland Ridge Dr.,
Adamstown, MD 21710,
ncilelise@ao1.com and Alice Anne Carey
Weller, 423 Clifton Blvd., E. Lansing, Ml
48823
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Frederica Giles Reily and her hus-
band are still "moving and collect-
ing jokes. Can still laugh some of
the time with our aging process."
For three years, husband Eustis has
had posrherpetic neuralgia (PHN)
left over from a bout with shingles.
Mary Ann Griffith Reed took
a cruise on the Rotterdam in Sept.,
cruising from NY, around Nova
Scotia then down the St. Lawrence
to Montreal. Good Stops along the
way, and the food was excellent.
Frances Smith Minshall's
grandson Werner is a second lieu-
tenant in the U.S. Marines, sta-
tioned at Quantico in VA. Two
grandchildren graduated from col-
lege in May - Vanderbilt and the
U. of Virginia - a.nd rwo from
high school. One granddaughter is
going to Princeton to play lacrosse.
Franny had a fine trip to England
with former members of Congress.
She saw parts of Westminsrer not
open to the public plus the queens
Golden Jubilee exhibition ar
Buckingham Palace.
Elinor Houston Oberlin is
functioning again after an arthritic
Rare-up and foot surgery. "1 am
editing a book for the residents here
[The Fountains in Palm Desert,
CAL funny memories and anec-
dotes." Granddaughter Elinor, a
CC senior, was in Italy last semes-
ter. Ellie hopes to attend her gradu-
ation and perhaps Reunion '04.
Lila Sullivan Murphy writes,
"Aren't we lucky to still be here?"
She went to Ireland in June and
spent a week in FL in Jan. Her fam-
ily is well. "Life in Newport is
always busy."
Edith Miller Kerrigan wrote
of her retirement at the end of '02
after 27 years as executive director
of the Springfield (MA) Public
Forum lecture series. This will give
her more time in FL plus allow for
more visits to far-flung family. "I'll
miss the contact with some brilliant
celebrity speakers. It's been a won-
derful journey."
All is well with Suzanne
Harbert Boice and her family.
They cancelled a trip to Turkey for
9/15/01 and have remained closer
to home ever since. Recent trips
included CO, VA and the Bahamas.
She and Nelson are looking forward
to their 60th anniversary.
After losing her husband, Jerry,
two years ago, Mary Kent Hewitt
Norton sold her house in Annapolis
and moved near her daughter and
family in Spokane, WA. "I live in a
spectacular community of graduat-
ed living, with my own little house
and great neighbors. Still recovering
from auto accident 10 years ago.
Getting excellent treatment."
Betty Monroe Stanton is 81
and active. She volunteers, helping
first-graders read. She also taught
English as a Second Language to
refugees from the Congo,
Afghanistan and Iran. She lives near
three of her four children. One son
is with her temporarily. "Good to
have a man about the house." Betty
is much impressed with the sophis-
tication of the CC magazine.
"Rivals Harvard's."
From Ethel Sproul Felts in
Miami, "Finally 1 am in a writing
mood. Turning 80 somehow
dassnotes
changed things. Right now, my son
and older daughter are visiting from
Monterey, CA, and Toronto,
Canada. The weather is heavenly."
Nancy Troland Cushman
writes that lifetime care became
more necessary with each year, so
she and John are in a U.S. Army
retirement facility, which has peo-
ple from other services also.
Lois Hanlon Ward has adjust-
ed quite well to life in a senior com-
munity. She's active in the welcom-
ing and landscape committees. She
also plans seminars for a club, is
treasurer of her garden club and is
president of a group that studies
antiques. "Not us." She and son
Mark took a 4,OOO-mile tour
through UT, CO, WY and ID in
Aug.
The New }Ork Times Sunday
2/] 6103 edition contained an arti-
cle about Jonathan Sheffer, son of
our deceased classmate Betty
Rabinowitz Sheffer. He is "the
artistic director of the Eos
Orchestra, an eight-year-old classi-
cal ensemble known for playing the
forgotten music of famous com-
posers. "
Last year, Ellie Abrahams
Josephson had a great family
reunion with all her children and
grandchildren. In Dec., she and
Neil celebrated their 59th anniver-
sary. Talented grandson Cameron,
whose mother is Miriam Josephson
Whirehouse 75, and also a class
correspondent, is art school bound.
"We expect he'll be a real star!"
Nice Carey Weller and
George, who finally retired at age
81, enjoyed an East Coast trip in
Feb. and March. They had "heart-
warming visits" with Elisabeth
(Libby) Shore Birdsell, meeting
two of her grandchildren and their
mother in PA, and Ellie Abrahams
Josephson and Neil in their hand-
somely furnished retirement home
in MD. During the same trip, Alice
and George watched granddaughter
Emily McCoy, a Brown U. junior,
swim at Princeton in the All Ivy
Meet. They later toured the UPenn
campus with freshman grand-
daughter Anna Guarneri.
Sympathy of the class is with
Mona Friedman Jacobson, who
lost her husband, George, on
4/1103. Their doctor son oversaw
his father's care at the end.
The children of Jean Klingman
Myers - Pam, Phil and Jay -
wrote that their mother died on
3/1102. We send them our sincere
condolences.
45c017't'SPondent: AnnLel.ievre
Hermann,1803 TurbanCourt, Fort
Myers, FL 33908-1619,
hermph@aol.com
Liza E!eoff, the recipient of our
Class of'45 Scholarship in honor of
Dean Burdick, has written to us
again! She graduated in June with a
major in English and a minor in
medieval studies. She is also certi-
fied to teach grades one through
six. In the fall of her junior year,
Liza studied medieval romance at
Oxford in England. This past fall,
she taught in elementary schools in
New London and Old Lyme and
now is hoping for a teaching posi-
tion in the Connecticut area. The
purpose of her writing at this time
is to express her sincere gratitude to
our Class of '45 for having spon-
sored her college education.
Liza, if you read this as a young
alum, please know that we are
proud of your accomplishments
and wish you well in the future. We
will be watching for your name in
the Class of'03 news!
Barbara Avery jubell comes
from OH to Sanibel Island for six
weeks. She shares her stay with
friends and family. Her big news
this year is a new granddaughter,
now five months old! Her other
granddaughter is a sophomore at
Loyola, and her grandson is a soph-
omore in high school. Barb shared
news of Georgine (Gidge) Downs
Cawley. Gidge lives in Bristol, CT,
and occasionally goes on cruises
with her husband and children.
Despite his stroke, her husband and
she still love to travel.
Mariechen Wilde.. Smith
spent time in Punta Gorda this
winter "putting a period" on the
large number of yearswhen George
and she lived there. Upon return-
ing, she learned that George
Jacobson, husband of Mona
Friedman Jacobson '44, had died.
Mariechen and Mona are living in
the same NC retirement communi-
ty.
Mary Ellen Cunne Cooper's
grandson made the baseball team
freshman year ar Eckerd College in
FL. Her granddaughter was spend-
ing the semester abroad in
Australia, and another grandson
was married last Aug. Currnie rides
her bike two miles every day when
it is above forty degrees. She exer-
cisesherself and her border collie.
Natalie Bigelow Barlow and
her daughter recently took a trip to
CA. Nat visited her granddaughter,
a senior at Stanford, and went to
San Rafael to see her first great-
grandchild, Gabriel Norman. "I do
the routine of volunteering, church,
community and social activities and
try to stay in touch with class-
mates." She reminds us that our
60th reunion is coming in less than
two years!
Jeffrey Ferguson wrote, "Hey!
What a winter! The snow left my
deck in ME on March 18 after rwo
days ofsnow-eating' fog. I still can't
get to my Aagpoleor compost pile,
but cardinals and chickadees are
singing spring songs and skunks are
appearing." Jeff spent a week whale
watching west and east of Baja
California and saw lots of hump-
backs, greysand one finback. A very
young baby (four to six weeks) grey
whale spent hours playing with the
boats and coming up to be petted.
Elizabeth Payne Shannon
shared her excitement about volun-
teering at the Denver Art Museum
and the fact chat the same architect
who was selected to design the new
WTC in New York, Daniel
Libeskind, has designed her muse-
um's expansion building. Betsy's
three children and assorted grand-
children are fine and "life is good."
She is an active member of the
Colorado Connecticut Club and
met President fainsrein at a recent
meeting.
Wtlda Peck O'Hanlon lives in
FL and went further south for a
cruise up the Amazon. It was a great
trip, but nothing like she expected.
A highlight was visiting the opera
house at Manaus. She found the
traveling difficult. "That and the
stock market may be turning me
into a homebody!"
Margery Rogers Safford, her
husband and Max, who is half Jack
Russell terrier and half whippet,
have moved across the street to a
condominium in Williamstown,
MA. Although her husband is
wheelchair-bound with spinal
problems, Midge swims and walks
daily. They have nine grandchil-
dren, eight boys and one girl, ali Iiv-
ing in the Cleveland area.
White Plains is still home to
Bernice Riesner Pepper, but they
enjoyed four and a half months on
Singer Island, FL They will be on
Martha's Vineyard in July and Aug.
Bunny hopes to be able to catch up
with CC friends while there. Her
happy news is that her son's widow
remarried in late March. Their six-
foot-four, ]8-year-old grandson was
best man.
Virginia Bowman Corkran
sent further information about the
Naples Preserve, "a remarkable
piece of open space in the heart of
•
Naples," which she has helped to
save and develop.
Marjorie Lawrence Weidig sent
brief notes from Cape Cod. Beverly
Bonfig Cody, Ethel Schall Gooch
and she had lunch together in Feb.
to celebrate their increasing ages.
Marje saw Mariechen Wilder
Smith in Chapel Hill this fall, talked
with Nancy Mayers Blitzer, who is
still in NY, and had a great timewith
Margot Hay Harrison, who livesin
Hilton Head. Elizabeth Seisson
Dahlgren was having a FL vacation
and cruise with her daughter.
Marjory Miller Bloomfield
has written so beautifully, "1 am so
deeply saddened by the passing of
Patty Hancock BlackaU, our class-
mate and my dear friend. Her loy-
alty, not only to CC but to all of us
who knew her, will remain an inspi-
ration always." I hope you all saw
the tribute to Patty on p. 43 of the
Spring issue.
Thanks to all contributors.
Cheers, Ann!
46 Correspondent: Patricia Smith
Brown,9 Richard Rd., Lexington,MA
02421
We would love to hear from more
of you, bur thanks to those of you
who answered the cards.
Nancy Platt Sands sent a note
that her husband, Stan, passedaway
in Aug. '01. The following [an., she
moved to an apartment, which she
loves, as she knows many people
nearby. Contact the alumni officeat
800-888-7549 for her address if
you would like to write and say
hello. She enjoys good health and
spends winters at her house in
Phoenix. She is planning a Mediter-
ranean cruise (hopefully) with her
daughter, her husband and their
three children. She looks forward to
our 60th reunion.
Ethel Lawrence VVoodbury
would like you to know that she
and her husband, Henry Allen,
have a three-bedroom, rwo-barh
condo in Dillon, CO, that they
hope to rent more often, winter or
summer. Let her know if you are
interested.
Ann Beecher Underwood
sends greetings to her college
friends and would love to hear news
from you. She hasmoved to an inde-
pendent apartment in a "lifetime
care" facilityin Lenox, MA. Contact
the alumni office (800-888-7549)
for her new address. She is going on
another Elderhostel, this time to
Chincoteague to see the wild ponies
and to study at the marine consor-
tium. Her family is fine. Daughter
Charlotte Underwood-Miller '71
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still lives on the family place with her
husband and rwo boys. One is in col-
lege and the other in seventh grade.
Barbara Caplan Somers trav-
eled to Budapest, Prague and
Vienna for the opera. She does vol-
unteer work for [he mentally ill and
the elderly. She is also passionate
about the need for affordable hous-
ing and isworking on that, too.
Now I am the bearer of sad
news for those who have nor heard.
On Jan. 18, Valmere Reeves Lynn
had open-heart surgery in Atlanta
for an aneurysm bur did not survive
the operation. The memorial serv-
ice was in Dawsonville, GA, and
Muriel Evans Shaw sent me a copy
of the eulogy given by Val's daugh-
ter, Mary, and a copy of the service.
I am so moved by the words, I take
them out and read them again and
again. They will stay with me. The
class sends deepest sympathy to
Bob and rhe family.
47 Correspondent: Margaret Camp
Schwartz, 2624 Bomr Hill Road,
Endicott, NY 13760
MargarerSchwarras'juno.com
Ruth Zahn Brandt enjoyed a
Metropolitan Museum of AnI
North Carolina PreservationSociety
cruise down the Danube, Rhine
and Mein rivers in Aug. '01. \Xfhile
cruising, she met Jenny Campbell
Herbert '64.
48 Correspondents: Nancy Morrow
Nee, 4345 25rh Sr., San Francisco, CA
94114, poIlyam@earthljnk.ner
The Class of' 48 has many intrepid
travelers. I guess we are going and
doing while we're still more or less
hale, hearty and here. For example:
Leonard and Ginny Giesen
Richardson spent two great weeks
in Sicily last fall and in March '03
visited Peru, Ecuador and the
Galapagos.
Polly Amrein, who always
prefers to travel solo, arranged a
month-long trip rhis spring to
Chile, including Patagonia and
Easter Island (a very long plane
ride), where she spent five days.
I (Nancy Morrow Nee) also
have been busy flying around in
recent months. I went to Los
Angeles to see "The Girl of the
Golden West" and to visit the Getty
Museum complex. Then I traveled
to NYC (more opera and theater).
Lastly, I Aew to Morocco, my sec-
ond trip ro that endlessly fascinat-
ing country. We followed the
labyrinthine ways of the Pes
Medina and me Marrakech souks,
camped out in the Sahara, and
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explored Berber encampments and
desert villagesand the kasbahs of the
High Atlas Mountains.
Max and Phyllis Barnhill
Thelen spent three weeks in Feb.
'03 discovering some of the won-
Phyllis Barnhill
Thelen's ('48)
commemorative
scuIpture of the
• made
of newspaper
clippings about the
tragedy, received
both local and
national praise.
del'Sof India. Phyllis is involved in
remodeling a house in Mendocino,
CA, satisfying "a lifelong desire to
build something." Her commemo-
rative sculpture of the World Trade
Center rowers, made of newspaper
clippings about the tragedy,
received both local and national
praise. She is the founder of Art
Works Downtown, an art center
with studios, housing, shops and
galleries in San Rafael, CA, which is
in its very successful fifth year. In
June '02, Phyllis was awarded an
honorary doctor of humane letters
by Dominican U. in San Rafael -
a richly deserved honor.
Fran Farnsworth Armstrong
enjoys her new home in Evergreen
Woods, North Branford, CT, where
she can be near her daughter, son
and granddaughters. She is savoring
the "spectacular four seasons" in
New England, but misses the 12-
month garden of hibiscus and
bougainvillea that flourished on her
balcony in Marin County, CA. She
traveled with her "significant other,
Bill," to New Brunswick and Nova
Scoria and hopes to revisit all her
friends in Northern CA in the next
few months.
Virginia Rusrerholtz Attridge
has moved to Irving, TX (near
Dallas), where she has family. She is
very happy rhere and recommends
it highly. She would love to hear
from anyone living in or visiting the
general area.
Carol Hulsapple Fernow sent
in the following, "Last Jan., before
taking off on a Caribbean cruise, I
spent five days seeing friends in the
Palm Beach area. Best of all, I stayed
with Emmy Gaskill Veenstra, who
spends the winters at her house in
'Iequestra and summers at the place
in MI that has been in her family for
several generations. We hadn't seen
each other for almost 50 years.
Would we still have things in com-
mon? Humor? Values? Political
views?Come to that, would we even
recognize each other? I arrived at 4
p.m. Em had champagne chilling.
and we finally went to bed around 1
a.m., which answers the questions!
Haven't laughed so much in ages."
Many thanks to Shirley Nichol-
son Roos for her great efforts as
class correspondent and for her
good advice and help in reporting
news of classmates. So please, all of
you out there, follow her example
and send me your news and views.
For those of you who have
advanced beyond pen and paper
(unlike me), Polly Amrein has con-
sented to be my electronic amanu-
ensis. You can, therefore, e-mail her
at the above address.
49 Correspondent: Joan jossen Bivin,
6505 Carninito Northland, La Jolla, CA
92037
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Lee Berlin Lehman's daughter,
Laurie, had a baby boy, Alexandre
Joshua. Lee went to Miami to be
there for the birth with "scads" of
Laurie's French in-laws. Laurie was
married a year ago at the Ritz-
Carlton on Key Biscayne. Jennifer
Judge Howe and Ollie and Sue
Brenner Geller were there for the
wedding. Lee had a recurrence of
breast cancer, which had been in
remission for eight yeats. She
learned of a wonderful clinic in
Arlington, TX, and she and Bill
took an apartment there. It's been
slightly over a year, and Lee shows
great improvement. She plans to
return to La Jolla soon.
Sue Brenner Geller still does
lots of watercolor painting. She has
shown her work in several £a1leries
d h" 0an art sows. But I really enjoy it
more for t~e fleasure of being out-
doors, camong with my artist
friends." After many years of travel-
ing with Jack to Endocrine meet-
ings all over the world, their travel
has been cut back to family nips.
They took the whole gang to A.K
last summer. They both have had
knee replacements. "Our tennis
days are JUStnice memories now."
The couple enjoy golf instead. Jack
is partially rerired and does consult-
ant work.
Gretchen Van Syckle Whalen
wrote about a round-robin letter
that has been circulating among a
group of'4gers since graduation. In
the spring of '49, the fourth-floor
Harkness seniors decided to contin-
ue their college friendships with a
round-robin letter. A package of let-
ters is sent in a specific order to the
group. \Xfhen an alum receives the
packer, she takes out her old letter
and adds a new letter before mailing
it off to the next recipient. Fifty-
four years later, this round-robin let-
ter is still making its rounds. The
original group consisted of
Margaret (Pooh) Ashton Biggs,
Mabel Brennan Fisher, Jane
Broman Brown, Judy Kuhn
Johnson, Estelle Markovits
Schwartz, Barb Norton Fleming,
Jeanie Pierce Tayerle, Connie
Raymond Plunkett, Lois (Lucky)
Siller Victory, Marge Stutz
Turner and Dutch Van Syckle
Whalen. Anne Glazier later
joined the group and Jane Broman
Brown died in '92.
Durch writes, "The letter, with
its many included pictures and
newsworthy items, represents dec-
ades of our bonding as we wrote
abour boyfriends, jobs, careers,
degre.es, engagements, marriages,
vacations and babies. We wrote
about our children growing up and
repeating those very same cycles
that we had experienced. In due
time, we wrote derails about grand-
children, volunteer work, travels,
retirement, illnesses and even the
deaths of beloved family members."
50 Correspondent: Christine Hole
Kurtz-White, 220 Great Hill Rd.,
Tamworth Village, NH 03886
kun-lwhire@earrhlink.ncl
Here we are at the end of probably
one of the most phenomenal win-
ters we've had in the Northeast.
Hope you enjoyed it as much as we
did in NH! Now, we are really
re~dy for spring! The first green I've
Wlt.nessedsince last summer are my
tulips poking their sturdy leaves up
through the mucky soil. lr does
occur t<:,me ~hat, by the time you
read this, we II be basking in the
summer sun.
classnotes
Anyhow, join me in catching up
wi rh a few of our classmates!Ann
Gehrke Aliber and Jim are still
spending winters in FL and sum-
mers in Ml. They celebrated the
birth of a new grandchild this year,
making nine total. They are still try-
ing "to bat golf balls around, take
dog Maggie for many walks and
read a lot" They enjoy being able to
get around and learn what's going
on in the world.
Ludmila (Em) Komeck
Sabatiuk shares her sad news that
husband Andy passed away in June
'02. They were fortunate to share
54 years of marriage, three children
and three grandchildren. All of the
children and grandchildren live
nearby and are a source of support
and joy. The class sends sympathy
ro Em and her family.
Lois Papa Dudley lays claim to
being a "bionic" woman: she
endured a hip replacement in
March '02, preceded by a knee
replacement years ago. Despire all
rhar, she srill enjoys tennis, golf and
swimming and continues with an
active real estate practice! A son-in-
law served as a deputy mayor of
NYC during the Sept. 11 tragedy.
Five grandchildren, ages 6-13,
assure that their joy is everlasting
and effervescent.
Jane Wassung Adams sends us
the sad news chat husband, Bob,
died on 12/2/02 after 52-plus years
of marriage. Janie is blessed with
rhree great daughters, rwo of whom
are close by, eight grandchildren
and wonderful friends and neigh-
bors. Jane now lives in historic
Frederick, MO, and offers an open
invitation to visitors. She is retired
from real estate and volunteers with
the Frederick County Historical
Society, her community civic asso-
ciarion and various church and
community programs The class
sends sympathy to Jane and her
family on their loss.
Joey Cohan Robin, who has so
generously shared her beautiful
musical talent with her classmates
over the years, wrote to inform us
that Mary Louise Oellers
Rubenstein died in Feb. after a
brave and difficult fight with can-
cer. Joey played Schubert's
"Impromptu" Op. 90, No.3 - a
piece that Mary Lou loved - at her
memorial service. Joey describes the
beamiful service and the witness by
her many friends and colleagues of
Mary Lou's life as a caring mother,
wife and friend, who made a
rremendous impact on her commu-
nity. The class sends sympathy to
Mary Lou's family and friends.
Ruth Zahn Brandt '47 and Jenny Campbell Herbert '64 met on a cruise down the
Rhine, Mein and Danube in Aug. '01. See '47 notes for details.
The class also extends deepest
sympathy to Mary-Haven Healy
Hayden on the death of her hus-
band in Jan. '02.
51Correspondent: Naomi Salir
Bimbach, 1165 Park Ave., New York, NY
10128
Beverley Benenson Gasner is well
and happy after a remarkable trip
to the tiny country of Bhutan, nes-
tled somewhere between China and
India and somewhat encircled by
what used to be Tibet. Bev traveled
with two chums, whose luggage
consisted primarily of Johnny
Walker White Labe1. (I'm allowed
to report char.) Bev describes a
preindustrial society, where people
wear native dress by the king's
decree. (Bhutan is the last Buddhist
monarchy in the world.) She tells of
a gorgeous country of "pine forests
that go up to the sky," terraced rice
paddies, waterfalls and Himalayan
peaks in the background. You can't
Bake out on a trip to Bhutan. Many
roads were only recently paved. No
Ritz-Carlrons around and it gets
very cold ar night. You sleep on
boards, not real beds. Bev said that
at night, she and her companions
would shout, "Time to go to
board." She fell in love with their
guide and had to pray to rhe coun-
ty's many Tanrric Buddhist gods as
her little group careened around
righr turns and up steep mountains
on roads without guard rails, as her
friends sang out, "Are we having
fun yet?"
Two more classmates on the
move: Barbara Wiegand Pillote
and Bob, after 40 years in their for-
mer home, have moved to a com-
fortable, new, two-bedroom-plus-
den apartment, still in MD, over-
looking a golf course. The Pillotes
were in NYC in Jan. to see and
meet Paul Newman in "Our
Town." Their niece was the produc-
tion stage manager of the play. Nice
to have such a niece.
June Jaffe Burgin and Leonard
moved from rheir home of 30 years
ro a "landominiurn." They are still
in Cincinnati, where three of their
children live. Daughter Lynn and
family live in Portland, OR, where
the Burgins visired for Thanksgiving.
Helen Pavlovich Twomey sadly
reported the death of Nancy Vail
Wilson's husband, Leonard, in Jan.
Leonard, an executive in the food
industry, was active in many com-
munity organizations. The Wilsons
have lived in East Falmouth, MA,
for the past five years.
Should any classmates have
anything ro say, to share or to
recount, please let me know. There
can be no column wirhour you. Do
something interesting so you can
re11 us about it. Even make some-
rhing up if you have to. Peace!
52 Correspondents: Eleanor Sou ville
Levy, Unit 804, 5902 Mr. Eagle Dr.,
Alexandria, VA 22303,
plevy75213@aol.comand Patricia Ahearn
Berger, 3 Cordonia Tree Cr., Hilton
Head, SC 29926, patbuzz@aol.coll1
This edition of our Class Notes
contains news gathered at Reunion
last year as well as more up-to-date
information on our classmates.
Ellie Souville Levy and hus-
band Paul moved from Hilton
Head, SC, back to the DC area in
Alexandria, VA. Ellie is looking for-
ward to renewing old friendships in
the area. She will continue as class
correspondent, working closely with
Pat Ahearn Berger. Please stay in
rouch with us through phone calls
and e-mail.
Mary Harrison Beggs, our
class president, recently visited
Betsy McLane McKinney. Betsy
signed on again as class agent to
suppOrt Sue Rockwell Cesare, who
•
has agreed ro be class agent chair for
the next five years. Thank you,
Bersy and Sue.
Now the news from Reunion
'02: Pat Wardley Hamilton is
ready for her next interesting trip
this summer. She has several loca-
tions in mind. One will be a trip to
Newfoundland with Earthwatch,
an environmental organization. She
also plans to sail across the Arlanric
to Namibia in southwest Africa.
There she win help care for chee-
rahs. Keep LIS posted, Pat.
Hope Hayman Fremont also
has travel plans for the summer.
She'll be going on a helicopter hik-
ing and kayaking tour in AK in
Aug.
We received a lovely, long e-mail
from Ann Busker Penfield. She
took a trip to Italy lasr year, but she
said the big news is that she's gone
back to work! She retired in '97
from her position as library director
at Middlesex (CT) Communiry
College but ended up serving as
presidenr of the library board. Since
last Aug., Ann is once again in
library work as interim director,
which she is enjoying very much.
She also signed on to manage a ren-
ovation projecr at the library in
Rockvi11e, CT, and will supervise
the final stages of the project. In her
spare time, she studies Italian. Ann,
keep up the good work!
Mary Ann Rossi's daughter,
Lynn Brackenridge, received an
award for her outstanding leader-
ship and accomplishments as presi-
dent of Gareway Homes of Greater
Richmond, Inc., a nonprofit organ-
ization rhat provides transitional
living for individuals with
schisophrenia, bipolar disorder and
depression.
Ginger Dreyfus Karren stays
very busy with her bed and break-
fast business in NYc, right across
the street from Lincoln Center. She
has accumulared many friends over
the years through her business and
loves living in such a stimulating
place with opera, rhearer and cham-
ber music just right across the
street! Ginger is also doing some
psychological counseling with chil-
dren. Her best times are when she
visits her four grandchildren in Los
Angeles and Dallas.
The Class of 1952 extends our
sympathy to the family and friends
of Libby Myers Irse, who passed
away on 3/8/03. Libby had a won-
derful time at Reunion last year
and went on to enjoy sailing last
summer.
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53 Correspondents: Joan Fluegelman
Wexler, ]6 Steepletree Lane, Wayland,
MA 01778 and Sue Weinberg Mindlin,
4\ °1 Wesr 90th Sr., Shawnee Mission,
KS 66207, sue@mindlin.com
We are writing these notes twO
months before our 50th reunion.
We know how much fun it will be
to see you and how sad we'll feel to
miss those who couldn't make it-
and those who've passed away. In
the next issue you'll see a whole
article about Reunion weekend.
Our Kaine Gold edition is terrif-
ic!So much hard work was done by
the editors, Marion Skerker Sader
and Leta Weiss Marks, as well as
by their helpers, Christine Gomes
Regan, Joan Fluegelman Wexler,
Jane Muddle Funkhouser, Nina
Davis Jackson, Diana Jackson
Mather, Sue Brown Goldsmith
and Sue Weinberg Mindlin. The
e-rnails and snail mails were Hying
like mad for several months, while
we coordinated all your wonderful
information. There may have been
others who helped. Forgive us the
omissions and know how much we
thank you!
Although retired,Alice Dreifuss
Goldstein still keeps an acrive
schedule doing volunreer work and
traveling. Allie speaks in schools
about the importance of tolerance
based on her own experience in
Nazi Germany during the '30s. She
has visited Israel recently and pops
in on grandkids allover the coun-
try.
Joan Fluegelman Wexler and
Jerry enjoy their winter home in
Sarasota. Joan has given up tennis
for golf and is improving rapidly, as
we knew she would! She found
time to enjoy analyzing all our
responses to the 50th reunion ques-
tionnaire while entertaining house-
guests in FL, taking classes and
playing golf.
Joyce Helssenburtel Neill and
Clark recently sold their 100-year-
old Wellesley, MA, home and
moved into a contemporary in
Falmouth. Joyce is busy with bridge
(which she perfected at CO), gar-
den dub, book dub and a great sail-
boat that Clark refinished and
refurbished. They have three boys
and two darling grandchildren.
Leta Weiss Marks' investment
group was featured in The Wall
Street Journal on 3/19/03, and she
was pictured discussingwhat stocks
not to buy! Her grandson recently
did a film internship in Romania
on location with "Cold Mountain,"
starring Oscar winner Nicole
Kidman. Leta's son and daughter-
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in-law (both CC graduates) are liv-
ing in Romania, where he is posted
with our State Department.
Jane Graham Pemberton and
Jack have children living allover the
world, and they are all such achiev-
ers in a myriad of fields. Jack has
retired as a professor at Amherst but
is kept very busy doing curatorial
and research work on African life
and art. They travel extensively.
Elaine Fridlund Lester reports
that her daughter, Nancy Lester du
Tertre, has written a book on porce-
lain boxes to be published by
Abrams in Sept. Elaine's 9-year-old
granddaughter, Celine, has a bit
part in the movie "Catch Me if You
Can." Celine plays the part of a lit-
tle girl in a plaid dress skipping
down Park Avenue in NY asking
Leonardo DiCaprio if he's really an
airline pilot.
Special thanks ro Leta Weiss
Marks, who has done a wonderful
job ascorrespondent for the last five
years.We welcome Leta's successor,
Joan Fluegelman Wexler. Keep
sending your news. E-mail is so
easy,and the poSt office does a great
job of getting your information to
us as well. Don't think what you are
doing is trivial. We all want to hear!
54-correspondent: Lois Keating
Learned, 10 Lawrence Sr., Greenlawn,
NY 11740, L5arned@ao1.com
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Save the date! Our Annual Class
Minireunion will be held at noon
on Thursday, Aug. 14, at Mat-
takeese \'0larf in Barnstable Village
on the Cape. Sally Ashkins
Churchill and Ann Heagney
Weimer are in charge.
Sally and her husband traveled
to ME this winter. Her SOil has
moved from TX to Danville, CA,
near San Francisco. Sally'sdaughter
is usually in Boston but has been
living in England.
Joan Feldgoise Jaffe keeps in
touch with Nancy Blau Lasser,
Nancy Weiss Klein and Mariann
Fisher Hess with lunches and din-
ner and over the phone. ''Alliswell."
Jan Adams is recovering from
two hip-replacement operations
this winter - one after the other.
She sold her condo in Hingham,
M.A, and bought a condo on Cape
Cod near her old family home in
Falmouth. Jan sees Peggy DeTar
De Bard. We send Peggy our sin-
cerest condolences on the recent
death of her mother, who was 95.
Ann Heagney Weimer sent me
a notice of the death of Phyllis
Keller Granberg's husband, Rev.
Ted, in Dec. oflung cancer. He had
been associated with Presbyterian
churches in Elizabeth and Trenton,
NJ. During his retirement, he
stayed involved with the seminary
and was writing a book. Phyllis lives
in Beach Haven, NJ, on a barrier
beach and enjoys being part of a
local garden club that does environ-
mental work. She gets to NYC and
is in touch with Maggie King
Moore.
Sue Green Richards is still
involved with her Master Gardener
business and is on the board of the
counry (Westchester, NY) arbore-
tum. Elmer is still working part
time, and they had a wonderful trip
west to OR last July for the
National Championships, rowing
their (Thistle) sailboat. "We took
our time and did Lewis-and-Clark,
Oregon-Trail and continental-rail-
road sightseeing." They also enjoy
their four thriving grandchildren
,who live nearby - three boys in
one busy household - and their
retreat in the Adirondacks.
fu for me, Loie Keating
Learned, I've been visiting you! In
Dec., I lunched with Jeanne Knisel
Walker in Kenilworth, CT, where
she is close to a niece and the
library. Her son, Alan, and his wife,
Andrea, who are in NYC, visit
often. Alan is now a production
manager at the Museum of Natural
History. Jeanne went to AZ in the
fall to visit a friend from high
school.
In March, 1 saw Ann Dygert
Brady at her new digs in Sarasota,
FL. Besides loafing on the lovely
beaches, 1 watched her grandson,
age 8, pitch three innings of a Little
League game, his dad coaching
from the sidelines.
Enid Sivigny Gorvine is in a
new condo in Punta Gorda, FL.
She is vice president of the Edison
Ciry Community College Board of
Trustees! Enid has cut back some-
what on her other local activities.
"Last fall, T took a weeklong
Elderbosrel trip down the Rhone
on a new barge, with a few days in
Paris beforehand." They finished up
in Provence for three days. "During
our many museum and artists' stu-
dio stopS, I thought of Prof.
Mayhew. T enthusiastically recom-
mend their trips - even III
wartime."
55 Correspondent: Joan Barkon
Antell, 12 Greenwood Lane, Wesrpoft,
CT 06880, jantellts'snet.nct and Mimi
Dreier Berkowitz, 8 Ridge Farms Road,
Norwalk, CT 06850, harryb2@jx.net-
com.com
Your class correspondent, Nancy
Brown Hart, is retiring due to fam-
ily commirments. She received
communications from Cinnie
Myers Young, Bev Stevens Prakelr
and Marilyn (Skip) Smith Noll.
Skip is now living with husband
Walter in that wonderful town,
Picrsburgh, PA. Also, she has been
in conracr with Mary Lou Moore
Reilly, Helen Quinlan and Judy
Pennypacker Goodwin. All are
well and full of thoughtfulness. It
seems wonderful to Nancy rhar
women she knew for four years or
less nearly 50 years ago are still her
good friends.
Martha Corbett Hutter recent-
ly visited with Carole Chapin and
Gretchen Hurxthal Moran.
Martha's daughter, Sarah Hutter
'86, married Andrew Hess on
8/16/02. A picture from the recep-
tion appears in the Scrapbook sec-
tion of this magazine.
Joan Barkon Antell and Mimi
Dreier Berkowitz will act as inter-
im correspondents. It would be nice
if someone in the class would kind-
ly volunteer to take on the job alone
or with another classmate. Joan and
Mimi are already doing so much.
Some personal news from Joan,
"J was one of 140 women statewide
to receive the Ruth Steinkraus
Cohen Outstanding Women of
Connecticut Award 2003. There
was a ceremony in Hartford on
March 4 at the Bushnell Theater
with Connecticut Lt. Gov. Jodi Rell
as keynote speaker. Also among the
140 recipients was Claire Gaudiani
'66, although she did not attend the
ceremony. This is the third, pre-
sumably final, time the award will
be given. It was also given in '76
and '87."
The Class of '55 sends sympa-
thy to the family of Polly Moffette
Root, who died on 12/29/02 in
Burlington, VT. Bev Stevens
Prakelt sent along the obituary
notice with a personal reminiscence
of seeing Polly at a craft show dis-
playing her bird carvings. The obit-
uary included the following: "Polly
was remembered as a wonderful
mother and as an artist. She loved
music and nature." We send sympa-
thy to her family and friends.
56 Correspondents: Edith Fay Mroz,
2075 Sharon Hill Rd., Dover, DE 19904,
wcmroz@snip.netandJanAhlborn
Roberts, P.O. Box 221, East Orleans, MA
02643, jarjrr@Verizon.com
Laura Elliman Patrick, Joyce
Bagley Rheingold, Prudi Murphy
Parris, Jill Long Leinbach, Marie
Garibaldi, Marge Lewin Ross and
Sue Martin Reardon all gathered
classnotes
on ] 2/18/02 at the Trustees Dining
Room at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art for a holiday cele-
bration. Marge writes, "If anyone
would like to join us in '04, please
call one of the '03 attendees."
57 Correspondeni: Elaine Diamond
Berman, 72 Sranron Lane, Pawcatuck,
CT 06379, rbermantesner.ner
Anne Mullican Lent writes
from her home in northwestern
MT, "Travel is one main focus for
my husband, Charlie, and me.
We're avid birders, and each year we
travel in our motor home to the
Southwest during migration time.
We write journals and take many
Rower, scenery and wildlife pic-
tures, which we conveniently dump
onro our 'traveling' laptop." This
year, the Lents journeyed into Baja
for a month or so before visiting
their usual haunrs. Anne and her
husband love their rural life and
always welcome friends. Her chil-
dren live in WA and WY.
Nancy Pollak Beres keeps busy
working for Arrreach, a group asso-
ciated with the Whitney Museum
of American Art in NYc. Nancy
gives slide presentations on art for
school children in the NYC public
schools. She has been learning to
play bridge with the encourage-
ment of Joan Schwartz Buehler.
She recently attended a piano recital
given by Sylvia Pasternack Marx,
with whom she plays tennis. Since
her three grandchildren are living in
NY, Nancy gets to see rhem fre-
quently.
Elaine Manasavit Friedman
and Bob's son, Jamie, was married
to Alison Needle in NY on March
15. Jamie is managing director of a
financial firm, and Alison is vice
president of marketing for HIp,
both in NY. Elaine and Bob had a
fabulous trip to Russia with Elaine's
sisrer, Anita Manasevir Perlman '50,
last Aug. and Sept.
Judy Coghlin EI-Shakhs and
her husband bought a condo in Fe.
Lauderdale, where she saw Cynthia
White Smith. Son Tamer works as a
photographer in Venice, CA. Son
Hisham and his wife are engineers
in CT. They have two sons, Semen,
6, and Malek, 4. Daughter Muna
teaches social studies in Berwin, PA.
Munas husband, David, has a
record label and clothing line.
Lucie Hoblitzelle Iannotti
writes, "Larry and I have been
retired in Branford, CT, for five
years. We are both on the board of
a not-far-profit that does elder care.
He is president of the board, and I
chair a committee charged with
Judy Van Law Blakey, Carolyn McGonigle Holleran and Mary Hope Missimer
McQUiston, all members of the Class of '60, met recently at the Log Cabin Restaurant
in Lancaster, PA.
investigating new ways of structur-
ing our funding - boring but
essential. I volunteer at Connect-
icut Hospice one day a week and
am in charge of lectors for our
parish, St. Mary's in Branford,
where 1 also sing in the choir."
Sue Krim Greene's daughter,
Leslie, and her husband, Ben Smith,
had a daughter, Mollie Suzanne, in
March. Helene Zimmer-Loew and
husband Mark Schneider made
their annual trip to CO to stay with
Sue in Feb. Sue writes, "My winters
are becoming ridiculous - for a
retired person, that is. Not only am
I teaching skiing and implementing
the ski school customer satisfaction
research, but I am coordinating
Keystone Ski & Ride School's
Women Programs - various ski
and ride (i.e. snowboarding) clinics
for women taught by women - an
increasingly successful program." Sue
traveled to Bhutan and Myanmar
after ski season in '02.
I promise to include your news
ASAP in our column. We all love to
hear about our classmates, so please
keep those cards and e-mails com-
lllg.
58correspondellt: Judith
Ankarsuan Carson, 174 Old Harbor Rd.,
Wes(pon, MA 02790,
jcarsontsmcganer.ner
Roswitha Rabl Classen has three
grandsons and still teaches English
to young Germans from Russia
(who have returned to Germany
after several generations). She also
gives classes in English and
American literature to seniors.
In Lima, Peru, Patricia Steiger
Salazar thoroughly enjoys teaching
advanced English in a private boys'
school. She is fortunate to have five
grandchildren, all living in Lima.
Last year, she visited a son living in
Medellin, Colombia, and returned
with her husband to Buenos Aires,
where they had lived for seven years
in the 70s. They celebrated the
New Year with family in San
Francisco.
59 Correspondents:Virgini<l Reed
Levick, 10 Sargent Ln., Atherton, CA
94027, dggl@aol.com and Joan Peterson
Thompson, 451 Coni! Way, Portola
Valley, CA 94028,
joanprhornpsonrs'earthlink.ner
45TH REUNION June 3-6, 2004
Marty Stegmaier Speno, our
reunion chair, urges us to attend
our 45th reunion at Reunion '04,
June 3-6. Mark your calendar (in
print large enough to seel). Send
your thoughts and ideas about
reunion to Marry at
espenots'prodigynet. We'll be hear-
ing more from Many and her
committee.
Sandra Sidman Larson retired
from her job as director of the ADC
Foundation and corporate commu-
nity relations at ADC Telecom-
munications last Dec. "A friend
called it 'retirement.' 1 like that. 1
am definitely planning on 'refir-
ing." To celebrate her 65th birth-
day, Sandra traveled to India and
then, as an added bonus, received a
wonderful gift from her son Drew
and wife - a week in St. Thomas
with their family. Sandra reports
that she is still writing poetry and
getting some published.
Lucy Allen Separk retired last
June. "1 miss the people but not the
hassles of whether the kids behave
or pass their standardized tests."
Her energies now go into tap danc-
ing lessons; she premiered with the
senior citizens' group at local nurs-
ing homes. She still sings in her
Sweet Adeline chorus and skis. To
keep her brain moving, she has
become the family guru for digital
pictures, computer projects and
Web pages.
Jan Bremer Sturgis lives in St.
•
Louis, where she spends time with
her kids and 10 grandchildren. ''I'm
sure .Ioo~ng forward to our next
reunion!
Years ago at CC, Lolly Espy
Barton and Lee Dauch Kramer
carne upon Oscar Wilde's poem,
"The Ballad of Reading Gaol,"
written in 1897 while Wilde was in
jail. Recently, Lolly put the poem to
music, adding the following words,
"Each man kills the things he loves.
/ By each let this be heard. / Some
kilI in the name of destiny. / Some
kill in the name of God." Lolly says,
"Nor a year has gone by that I
haven't thought about some of
Wilde's words as I observe people
and nations hurting each other."
Lolly's work, "Let This be Heard,"
scored for chorus and string quar-
tet, premiered on 2/25/03 and was
performed by the Princeton Singers
and the Cultural Arts String
Quartet.
Diane Miller Bessell played a
parody of Martha Stewart in a
recent musical put on by the
Sausalito (CA) Women's Club.
Mary Morse Kulawik is a
docent at the museum of history
and art in Anchorage, AK. "Today
my tour was canceled because of
high winds, and the elementary
school principal wouldn't allow the
class to walk to the bus stop! All
Alaskans are eager for spring with
its welcome daylight."
Barbie Quinn Flynn wrote in
Feb., ''All is fine in still very snowy
CT: Two weeks ago, we welcomed
our second grandchild, a boy, born
to daughter Laura and her husband,
Matt. Dan and I took a trip to
Africa in Nov., where we met Dan's
sister from Australia. We then went
back with her to Australia to visit
family." Barbie is on the boards of
her local art museum and commu-
nity development organizations.
Joella Wedin joined Diana
Rebolledo in the Campo dei Fiori
in Rome for Diane's 65th birthday.
Now that's celebrating in style!
Dale Woodruff Kong is back
in the U.S. after living in Phnom
Penh, Cambodia, for 10 years. She
imported used clothing from (he
U.S. for resale in wholesale markets.
"It was 10 years of adventures,
including one coup d'etat." Dale
married Samnang Kong in May
'0 1. They lives in Keene, NH.
We are sad to report that our
classmate, Olga Santos, died of
cancer on 1/28103. Many of you
will remember Olga for her Latin
spirit and exuberance (she was born
in Cuba). She was a philosophy
major at CC but left before gradu-
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acing to be married (see CC obitu-
ary column in this issue).
60 Correspondent: Nancy Waddell,
6575 Sraars Rd., Clinton, WA 98236
nancyw@whidbey.com
61 Correspondam: Brent Randolph
Reyburn, \8 Cedar Hills Dr., Wyoming,
Rl 02898, embrent@aol.mm and Nancy
Cozier Whircomb, \9 Starbuck Rd.,
Nantucket, MA 02554
62 Correspondent: Kay Srewarr Neill,
P.O. Box 1\26, Layrcn, VT 84041,
kstew@davisbh.org
63 Correspondents; Roberta Slone
Smith, 16 Greene Dr., West Windsor, NJ
08550, Robena63@aol.mmand Bonnie
Campbell Billings Wauters, P.O. Box 58,
Stowe, VT 05672, bsq22@aol.colll
Teed McConnell Poe has remar-
ried and celebrated a second
anniversary with a wonderful man
who came into her life unexpected-
ly. Together they have six children.
Teed has four grandchildren and
continues to live in Atlanta. She
says life is busy and happy. She is
now three years out from her last
chemotherapy and believes that
good health is such a blessing.
Lonnie Jones Scharer reports
that her CC education gave her the
confidence to go out and meet the
world - and that is precisely what
happened. Her most recent job was
that of senior vice president of
design for The World, a 43,000-ton,
new-concept ship now sailing
around the world with 107 private-
ly owned homes. It's a community
at sea, no timeshare and not a cruise
ship. For the duration of the project
('97-02), she lived in Norway, coor-
dinating the design and outfitting
the decks of apartments, guest
suites and public spaces. She even-
tually lived onboard the ship when
it was under construction in north-
ern Norway. She is now luxuriating
in the opportunity to be at home
with husband Dave, who is still
employed by the State Department.
They have three wonderful kids
and rwo grandsons in Boulder, CO.
Becky Holmes Post writes that
their third and last offspring, Doug,
was married on 12/01/01 in
Bethlehem, PA, to Christie Trotter.
Both of Doug's rhen-Beyear-old
nephews were in the wedding.
Bethlehem is a wonderful town,
especiallyas one nears the Christmas
season. Doug and Christie now live
in Southern CA, as he attends busi-
ness school at USc. The rest of
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Becky's family lives near her, and
she considers herself very lucky.
Judy Judson Kitson and David
decided to give up their "old
charm" antique house for a more
conventional one in Saybrook, CT.
The last two years have kept them
busy with weddings: daughter
Carolyn Tan '91 married an
Australian from Sydney, and oldest
son Jeffmarried a San Diego native.
They have also been active singing
in a choral group, Capella Cant-
orurn, which promotes classical
choral works along the eastern CT
shoreline. They sang with the group
in late April at Carnegie Hall,
where they performed the same
Beethoven mass that Judy sang with
the CC choir 40 years ago.
Theodora (Thea) DracopouIos
Argue and husband Cliff had a year
of traveling to see family and
friends and to attend business,
church and social events. Their
older daughter, Christina, and her
husband live in San Jose, CA, and
their younger daughter, Irene, and
her husband reside in Troy, ML
They see them all often during the
year. Thea is still active with church
activities, the bookstore and the
church history book.
Heather Axelrod Alberts
writes that her Better Than Ever
training program for the Tucson
Half Marathon on 12/8/02 was a
huge success.There were more than
500 participants who trained for
three months and raised over
$200,000 for ovarian cancer
research at the Arizona Cancer
Center. Fifteen family members
and friends from across the country
came to Tucson and joined in this
growing event.
Karin Johnson Dehlin and
Bruce have moved to New Port
Richey, FL, where they are enjoying
condo living in a senior develop-
ment. Daughter Lori and family
live in S. Riding, VA, and son Dale
and his family live in Canyon Lake,
TX. Karin and Bruce welcome any
visitors who come to FL.
It is with deep sadness that we
report the death of Diane Lewis
Gately on 3/20103. The class
extends its heartfelt sympathies to
her family and friends.
64- Correspondent: Sandra Bannister
Dolan, 1 Canberra Cr., Mystic, CT
06355, bbdol@conncoll.edu
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Jenny Campbell Herbert enjoyed a
Metropolitan Museum of Artl
North Carolina Preservation Society
cruisedown the Danube, Rhine and
Mein rivers in Aug. '01. While cruis-
ing, she met Ruth Zahn Brandt '47.
Shirley Rozen Fried. of
Bethesda, MD, recently retired
from her job as an itinerant teacher
of mainstreamed hearing-impaired
students. She is delighted to have
more time to do the things she
likes, including spending time with
her first grandchild, Callia, born
to son Dan and daughter-in-law
Esther. She also enjoys visiting son
Andy, who recently graduated from
the U. of Maryland with a degree in
computer science.
Retirement seems to agree with
Penny jaekle, who lives in Port
Charlotte, FL. "I'm taking watercol-
or and decorative painting lessons.
I'm not velY good ar the decorative
painting, but I'm quite awful with
watercolors!" She is active in the
Charlotte County (FL) Republican
Club, Peace River Republican
Women's Forum and a social and
philanthropic organization called Ye
Noble Krewe of Parnhair.
Janet Grant came to Mystic
from Jaffrey, NH (where she is the
head of everyrhingl), to celebrate
my 60th birthday. She and Willa
Schuster '67 threw a splendid bash
for me. Janet and her sister wrote
(and sang) a touching song, "Old
Friends," which screams out to be
sung at our 40th reunion next year!
I recently had lunch with Platt
Townend Arnold. Her older
daughter, Sara, lives in Coral
Springs, FL, with husband Kelley,
son Liam, 3-1/2, and baby Garrett,
born 3/24/03. Daughter Maggie is
married to Martin Roberts, a Aight
navigator at Randolph Air Force
Base in San Antonio. They have
one son, Augustus, born 9/16/02.
Platt and husband Dave are still
happy in their lakefront home in
East Lyme, CT, but have become
adept at long distance drives to see
their family! Note: Platt most defi-
nitely do~s 1.1Otlook grandmotherly!
Email IS a great way to submit
material for this colwnn. Do it now!
65 Correspondent: Susan Peck
Robinson, \ 73 Wirherall Ln., Manchester
Center, \IT 05255, rerobccsover.ner
Carole McNamara Malcolmson
writes from Cambridge, MA, that
her son, Geordie, will graduate in
May with a degree in mechanical
eng.ine~ringan~ hopes to find a job
designing surgical/medical devices.
Her dau~~ter, Hazy, who graduated
from juilliard as a bassoonist, will
enter law school in the fall. She
hopes to focus on arts and entertain-
ment law. Carole is in the midst of
writing her dissertation at the
Harvard Graduate School of
Education and is in developmental
psychology. In jan., she spenr a week
at a Mexican spa with friends, one of
whom was Suzanne Leach Charity.
Leslie Settterholm Curtis and
husband Tim came to VT to ski in
March and stayed with me over the
weekend. In April, Bettina Hesse
Bepler was also a skiing guest at my
house. Tina had recently rerurned
from Sarasota, FL, where she and
her family celebrated her mother's
90th birthday. It's great to remi-
nisce with these old friends and ro
talk about my late husband, Paul,
who enjoyed visiting with my
Connecticut College friends.
Your correspondent, Susan Peck
Robinson, traveled to Northern
Ireland for three weeks lare in Jan. to
visit my first grandchild, Mukunda,
son of my Hare Krishna son and
daughter-in-law. There's no way ro
explain the feeling of holding your
first grandchild. We traveled within
Treland as my son attended the Irish
Arts Council Meetings for the first
glass conference to be held in
Treland. It will be in the fall in
Waterford. My son is a glassblower
and very active in the Council. I
have JUSt returned from a stay in
Sarasota, FL, where I had a great visit
with Kirk Palmer Senske '64 and her
husband, Bill, in St. Petersburg. I
would love ro have a co-correspon-
dent for our class. Any rakers?
66 Correspondents: Polly Lucas
Pierce, 30 Pierce Rd., Deering, NH
03244, piercek@conkneLcom and Betsey
Staples Harding, roo Box 702, Jackson,
NH 03846, sphardingrs'aol.com
Lee Johnson Stockwell wrote, "I
am enjoying semireciremenc as a
publishing consultant in VT. For
some reason, 1 find myself working
more rather than less. I see
Caroline Davis Murray, Kate
Curtis Donahue, Bridget
Donahue Healy, Jan Davison
Peake, Jane Brown LaPrino,
Terry (Muoy) McNab Rixse, Jill
M,cKeivie Neilsen, Debby
Nichols Losse and Susan Mabrey
~aud '68 fairly regularly and occa-
sionally hear from Fran Mitchell
Smith. We find nothing has
changed from when we were
dwelling in Jane Addams. Unfor-
tunately, our most recent reunion
(March 9) was for the memorial
service of Barbara Sachner Crimes
'67. She was a wonderful friend and
roommate, and we will all miss her.
Lil Balboni Nolan '67 was also at
the service. Most of us hadn't seen
her since college."
Cynthia Miller is a composer
classnotes
and teacher of composition and
theory at Minnesota State U. and
Ball State U. She is very active as a
composer and is fulfilling two com-
missions, one for flute and guitar
for the Harris-Coates Flute and
Guitar Duo and a piece for clar-
inetist Caroline Hartig. Cynthia's
husband, Raphael Crystal, is also a
composer and is on the theatre and
dance faculty at Ball State. They live
in Muncie, IN.
Liane Stearns Gowen wel-
comed her first grandchild, born in
March to daughter Elizabeth and
son-in-law Bob in Arlington, MA.
Liane's husband, Richard, coaches
the Quaboag Girls' Varsity
Basketball Team. The team won the
central Massachusetts champi-
onship and will be headed toward
the state championship game.
Renee Huppert Sosland
received her M.Ed. in guidance and
counseling after graduating from
Cc. She has been working at
Susquehanna U., since '86, as a
counselor for a state-funded pro-
gram for disadvantaged students
and as a teacher in the English
department. Husband Philip (to
whom she has been married for 35
yearsl) is a denrisr. They have two
sons and a daughter.
Roxey Platte has two sons,
Tucker and Eben. She has worked
in advertising, marketing and tele-
vision and did graduate work in the
'70s in international marketing
management. She then went back
to school in the '90s to get an
MSW from Boston U. She is in pri-
vate practice as a psychotherapist,
with a specialty in group therapy.
Since graduating from CC, she has
lived in Marblehead, MA, and just
bought a little house on the water.
In her spare rime, she is an artist, is
deeply involved in chamber music,
and is on the board of the Rockport
Chamber Music Festival.
Mary Blake Bicknell loves
being an archivist at Wellesley
College. Previously, she was head of
special collections at the
Massachusetts State Library. Her
fourth grandchild was born in mid-
April. She and husband William are
"edging toward retirement." She
hears from Betsy Livesey Taguchi
and Marney Cale Kalkstein.
Karen Stockman Stothect lives
in San Antonio for pan of each year
with husband Neil Maurer. They
have two grown children who are
native Texans. For 25 years, she has
carried out archaeological and
ethnographic research in Ecuador,
recently designing exhibits for a
regional museum there. She pub.
lished a co-authored report in the
journal Science (in the Feb. 14 edi-
tion) on the domestication of
squash in ancient Ecuador. She also
writes papers on religious expres-
sion in pre-Columbian an and
other archaeological topics.
Elizabeth Leach Welch
became a grandmother in Sept. '02.
Granddaughter Adelaide was born
to Elizabeth's daughter, Kate Welch
'95, and son-in-law JT Straub '92.
They live in Philadelphia. Elizabeth
and husband Tom moved back to
the New England area from
Annapolis and are living 1Il
Marshfield Hills, MA.
Adair Albee Hendrickson
wrote, "I am still working three
days a week as a resident services
coordinator in an elderly housing
complex - and am loving it. I
went to Ireland for a week in Nov.,
but my travels have mostly been to
Sarasota, FL, where both my chil-
dren (Kelly,35, and Craig, 26) live.
1usually visit four to six times a year
and have just returned from attend-
ing the birth of my second grand-
child, Nova Lin, on March 4. 1
missed our last reunion - which
killed me - because my first
grandchild, Van Lee, was born on
5/27/01. See you in '06!"
67 Correspondent: Andrea Hricko,
2506 21st Sr., Santa Monica, CA 90405,
ahrickcrs'usc.edu
68 Correspondent: Phyllis Benson
Beighley, 6 Old Mill COUH, Columbia,
SC 29206, cindyI232@yahoo.com
69 Correspondent: Judi Bamberg
Mariggio, 1070 Sugar Sands Blvd. # 384,
Riviera Beach, FL 33404,
jgmariggio@beIIsourh.net
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Zoi Aponte Fedor and family are
spending additional time III
Portsmouth, NH. She and John
did lots of skiing and attended the
Winter Carnival in Quebec. Still,
she was excited by the arrival of
spring. "We can finally see our
yard!"
Nina Berman Schafer has
turned from a philosopher to a poet
- "rwo sides of the same universal
issues, that's all." She keeps in touch
with Sandy Bodmer-Turner,
Bonnie Eidler Hayes and Faye
Green Steacy.
Constance Hassell, Clotilde
Luce and Carol Bunevich met for
a "fantastic" NYC weekend in Dec.
Constance is an attorney with the
U.S. disrricr attorney in Honolulu.
Clotilde is a freelance journalist in
Miami, and Carol is managing
director of Fieldstone Capital, a
fixed-income boutique in NYc.
Babette Gabriel Thompson, a
volunteer guide at Mortis
Arboretum at UPenn, is enrolled in
Temple U. School of Horticulture's
master gardening program. "This
segment is landscape architecture,
and I now recall why 1hated geom-
etry." She continues to look for a
retirement area that is pesticide and
herbicide free with good water. She
welcomes classmares' suggestions.
Martha Harris Walton is offi-
cially an empty nester. Nicholas is
at Whearon College. Nathaniel is at
Tabor. Alethea is a doctoral candi-
dare in epidemiology at Harvard
School of Public Health. Dave Jr.'s
family includes a second child, and
Ken has a baby girl. Michael rook a
new position at Sprint.
Lynne Hugo enjoyed an '02
reunion at the CT home of Karen
Young Bonin '68 with Sharon
Mairson Odle '68, Noelle Tournier
Anson '68 and Carol Andrews
Williams '67. "It took us some time
to get into Knowlton (locked up for
the summer) and Grace Smith, bur
we did and gOt our 'then-and-now'
pharos. We hadn't been together in
35 years, bur the years melted
instantly."
Dagny Hultgreen Griswold
broke a bone in her foot and missed
Out on skiing last winter. She works
as a commercial appraiser to help
pay tuition for Heidi, who is on the
dean's list at Saint Michael's in VT
and loving it. "Becky is in ninth
grade, so we will never retire! We
have two grandchildren thanks to
Harry's three sons."
Anne Hutchinson continues as
an MPH (international health and
development) student at Tulane in
New Orleans. "I have survived
Mardi Gras and my return to acade-
mia after 34 years. Next year at this
time, I hope to be somewhere in
Africa in health care policy.The kids
(twins Ben and Emily are in college,
and [en serrled in Pittsfield, MA)
and husband Gene are supportive of
my time away from the Berkshires.
Looking forward to returning to
spring and dogs in New England
but have enjoyed year-round kayak-
ing and biking in LA."
Sally Rowe Heckscher attend-
ed the National Conference of the
American Daffodil Society in
Asheville, NC, this spring and con-
tinues on the board of the John L.
Magro Foundation, which offers
scholarship opportunities to college
students in the arts (especially
•
Counter-clockwise from left: Carol
Andrews Williams '67, Lynne Hugo '69,
Karen Young Bonin '68, Sharon Mairson
Odie '68 and Noelle Tournier Anson '68
on 6/1/02 in Knowlton dorm, where
they all lived together in '66-67. See
'69 notes.
opera) and the sciences.
Pam Schofield hosted 18
fourth-grade girls for Analise's lOth
birthday in [an., a "dance" parry. "I
had to go to bed to recover!Walter,
Analise and 1 love our 'new' house
in Watertown - we moved in '00,
and I'm still not totally unpacked!"
Kris Stahlschmidt Lambert's
spring alumni/development trip for
Mitchell College prompted a Lake
Wonh, FL, breakfasr with Lynne
Cooper Sitton, Ann Tousley
Anderson and your correspondent
that stretched past the lunch hour.
It's great that some of us have a
chance for the occasional visit. A
major occasion for visiting will be
our 35th reunion next June! If
you're new to e-mail or have
changed your address, write to me
and expand your CONNection.
70Correspondent: Myrna Chandler
Goldstein, 5 Woods End Rd., Lincoln,
MA 01773, mgoldst@massmed.org
71 Correspondent: Nancy James, 10
\'{fhinier Drive, Acton, MA 01720-4524
72 Correspondent: Deborah Garber
King, 548 Martakeeserr Sr., Pembroke,
MA02359
73Correspondents: Nancy Jensen
Devin, 1365 East Main Rd., Portsmouth,
Rl 02871, najdevrs'aol.coru and Mary
Ann Sill Sircely, P.O. Box 207, Wycombe,
PA 18980, masircely@sircely.com
74Correspondents: Anne Swallow
Gillis, 1261 Harcourt Ave., Seaside, CA
93955, revasgrs'rnbayner and Ellen
Feldman Thorp, 13712 South Fort St.,
Draper, UT 84020, lazy.ee@juno.com
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Weekly reports that Diane is a for-
mer wrirer/ediror who worked in
publishing before having three sons
(Rab, 12; Nicholas, 10; and Evan,
8) with husband Bob Berry. Diane
sees Mary Wright Benner occa-
sionally for lunch.
Allison Davis Macfarlan has
moved ro New Haven and works
for Yale'sinformation security office
(as of Aug. '02).
Mark Teschner is entering his
14th year casting ABC's "General
Hospital" and recently won the '02
Artios Award for Outstanding
Acliievcrnenr in Casting. Mark also
received an Emmy nomination for
casting in 'Of..
Leah Goessling's landscape
architectural business celebrated its
l Zth anniversary. The business spe-
cializes in large-scale residential
projects, church gardens and earth
sculptures. Leah has been published
locally and nationally in newspa-
pers and magazines!
Andrew Rodwin lives III
Acton, MA, with his wife, Denise,
and three kids. He is a director of
engineering for Cisco Systems.
"Last weekend, we had a minire-
union at Janet and Matt Tyndall's
home in nearby Boxborough, MA.
AJso present were Peter Bellotti '78,
Barbara Paul Bellotti, Sam
Gibson '78, John Atkins and Evan
Stone (plus spouses). We do this
annually (well, sort of), and our
wives are kind enough to put up
with it."
Benjarn.in Sperry is still teach-
ing social studies in the Cleveland,
OH, public schools and is happily
married with two stepdaughters
(ages 17 and 13). He is doing grad-
uate study in history at Case
Western Reserve U. and is active in
church work. One highlight of the
past year was his study in Greece
last summer on a Fulbright
Scholarship, but a low point during
the trip was "breaking my ankle
while strolling to yet another Greek
museum!"
.S~eve.Gutman has been happi-
ly living In Los Angeles since '85.
After se.veral less-than-idea] experi-
ences with underfunded (if not des-
~er~te, dot-corns) he's back in pub-
bshm~ an? printing, spending most
of his time working with the
Dodgers. He's living in Studio City
wi~h his :wi.feof 15 yeats, SaJJy,and
swltch-hlttlllg, solid-fielding sons
Alex and Sam (ages 12 and 10).
There was a wonderful article in
The Boston Globe's food section on
March 26 chronicling the redesign
of Sue Denny's kitchen. Sue and
husband Christian Nolen are avid
David Russel! sent greetings from
his home in Tokyo,Japan, and a fun
e-mail photo of himself, his wife
and their two sons (ages 12 and 3).
Sherry Alpert runs her own
public relations consulting practice
and writing/editing business in
Canton, MA. She recently got a lit-
erary agent for her novel SiJ:Passages
Through Temporary Insanity.
Class Correspondent Ellen
Feldman Thorp, of Draper, UT, is
entering the Susan G. Kamen Race
for the Cure for the fifth year to raise
funds for breast cancer education,
screeningand treatment projects.
Class Corresondent Anne
Swallow Gillis would appreciate
hearing from other classmates who
have worked in the domestic vio-
lence prevention field and have
developed resource connections
with local faith communities. Her
pastoral-counseling center is initiat-
ing a project with the local
Monterey County Health Depart-
ment, aimed at training clergy and
local congregations in family vio-
lence prevention. Contact her at
revasg@mbay.net.
75 Correspondents: Miriam
Josephson Whirehouse, PO. Box 7068,
Cape Porpoise, ME 04014,
casablanca@adelphia.ner and Nancy
Gruver, 2127 Columbus Ave., Dulurh,
MN 55803, nancyg@newmoon.org
Married: Robert Utter to
Constance Kilgore, 4/12/03.
Robert Utter and Constance
Kilgore were married in April in
Stonington, CT. Robert is presi-
dent of Calvary Music School in
Stonington and a former owner of
The Westerly Sun. His wife is a
painter and former director of the
Maritime Gallery in Mystic.
76 Correspondents: Kenneth Abel,
334 W. 19th Sr., Apt. 2B, New York, NY
10011, kenn616@ao1.comandSusan
Hazlehurst Milbrarh, 5830 S. Galena Sr.,
Greenwood Village, CO 80111,
ThcShmoo@alum.conncoll.edu
David Alden is now dealer-relations
manager with the Ford Division of
the Ford Motor Company and has
relocated to Bloomfield Hills, MI.
Nancy BeUantone writes from
Boston, "My graphic design agency,
MOVIDEA Inc. (which I run with
my husband Peter Calipault), just
turned 20 years old. We had a huge
party at Locke-Obers in Boston and
feel blessed to have had a successful
business for so long. We continue
to race sailboats competitively and
travel as far as our purse strings will
take us (Chilean Patagonia was the
farthest, so far)." Nancy recently
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met CC athletes Dara Zall Kelly '92
and Julie Mueller '92.
David Palren is helping the
College raise some funds for our
class, and his goal is IOv-percenr
participation. Help this guy out,
everyone! In late March, Dave
wrote from Madrid, where he was
visiting son James Palten '04, who
was mere for the spring semester.
He had an excellent time sightsee-
ing and visiting. Dave was looking
forward to seeing alums at CC on
April 26; the soccer ream plays its
annual game after the Conn-Colby
lacrossegame. He recently bought a
bicycle from Suburban Sports in
Berlin, CT, owned by Keith Nappi
'73. Dave, Mark Warren '75, John
Alderman, Steve Cohan 78 and
others plan several bike rides this
summer.
David Mclaughlin and Susan
Bacon Mclaughlin '77 are doing
well in Costa Rica, where they
moved in '79. David is working for
Chiquita Brands as senior director of
environmental and social perform-
ance and is traveling the world
reviewing agricultural issues. Son
Jonathan attends Columbia U.
Timothy is at Phillips Exeter, and
Holly attends the Country Day
School in SanJose. Susankeeps busy
with family and is involved in school
and community projects. They hear
occasionally from Todd Cody,
Krisry Vaughan-Cody '75, David
Alden, and Robert Huebscher.
Bernard. McMullan is atrempt-
ing to balance family, volunteer and
professional work. His four chil-
dren, ages 11 to 16, remain daily
joys and challenges for him and his
partner. Each attends a different
schoo! on a different schedule with
no buses, so many family meetings
occur in the van! Although he con-
tinues his program evaluation prac-
tice, most of the past twOyears has
been focused on volunteer and
quasi-volunteer activities. He re-
mains a member of the Trenton
Board of Education and most
recently accepted the role of direc-
tor of carhedral resource develop-
ment for Trinity Cathedral in
Trenton. His immediate job is to
oversee a floor-to-ceiling facelift of
much of the entire cathedral com-
plex. Simultaneously, he is charged
with fundraising for both the
cathedral and Trinity Episcopal
Academy. Classmates are welcome
to Stop by Trenton and get a free
tour!
Nancy Hershatter ran into Guy
Morris at Citibank in Bronxvilleon
a Saturday afternoon in March. It
was a gorgeous spring day, so they
walked a couple of laps around the
Bronxville school track while chat-
ting. Nancy and family are enjoying
their new home in the hills above
Danbury, CT. A major highlight of
the spring was a visit from twO
friends that Nancy had made while
spending her junior year at
Wesuninster College in Oxfordshire,
England. These British friends had
never seen the States, and it had been
28 years since they and Nancy had
laid eyes on one another!
Pat Dingle reviewed books in
the Dec. '02 and Feb. '03 editions
of NAEA News, a publication of the
National Art Education Association.
In Dec., Clarion U. purchased sever-
al of Pat's computer graphic works
for display in their library.
77 Correspondents: Kimberly-Toy
Reynolds Huh, 1000 N. Lake Shore Dr.,
Apr. 405, Chicago, IL 60611,
KimToy@aol.com and Paul (Pablo)
Fitzmaurice, 4017 Evans Chapel Rd.,
Baltimore, MD 21211,
rwiplo@prodigy.net
78Correspondents: Carrie Wilson,
31 Brookview Rd., Holliston, i\1A 01746,
snewbold@aol.com and Susan Calef
Tobiason, 70 Park Terrace East, Apr. 4I,
New York, NY 10034,
srobiasonts'webrv.net
79Correspondents: Christine
Fairchild, 7 Jonathan Sc., Belmont, MA
02478, cfairchild@hbs.edu and Christine
Martire, 715 Pine Street, Unit 5,
Philadelphia, PA 19106,
chrismartire@earthlink.net
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Married: Christine Martire to
Stephen Moss, 1/4/02.
Born: to Jeffrey Siegel and
Patty, Jodi Danielle 2/28/03.
As you can see from the above,
I, Chris Martire, married Steve
Moss in Las Vegas at the start of
'02. No, not the local Elvis Chapel,
but in a white gondola on the
Grand Canal in Venice (a.k.a., the
Venetian Hotel). It was just the two
of us, and we loved every minute!
We're living in Center City,
Philadelphia, where we both have
jobs in publishing (different com-
panies~. I recently saw Jeff Siegel
and his new daughter, Jodi (con-
gratulations'), Christine Fairchild
and Jim DeLucia '78.
Diane Hovenesian , along with
her brother, Jay, has opened the
Healing Well Studio in Medfield
MA. It specializes in "hands o~
healing work, empowerment work-
shops and Alexander Technique
instruction." The local Hometown
classnotes
cooks and entertain frequently. The
article was a wonderful tribute to
their culinary commitment and
thoughtful design sensibility.
80 Correspondents: Elizabeth Hardie
Nelson, 12 Church Street, Bristol, VT
05443, chnelson@together.netandTony
Littlefield, 220 Washington Ave.,
Chestertown, MD 21620,
Tony.Littiefield@washcoll.edu
Born: to Jonathan Elkin and
Amy, Isabel Bess 2/6/03.
Jonathan Etkin and wife Amy
thoroughly enjoy parenthood and
fawn over new daughter Isabel,
named for their fathers. Amy is a
lifelong Martha Graham dance stu-
dent and works as a Martha
Graham Dance Center administra-
tor. She can't wait to enroll Isabel in
dance classes (a little bit down the
road). Isabel has already attended
her first minor-league baJlgame in
Amy's hometown of Lakewood, N],
and Yankee Stadium is not far off!
T, Beth Hardie Nelson, am on
a pilgrimage to get more classmates
to send in news, especially those we
haven't heard from in years! If any
of you know the whereabouts of
classmates who have become dis-
connected from the college, please
send their addresses to me or have
them e-mail me directly. Thanks!
As for me, I saw one of my fresh-
man roommates, Amy Kohen
Cohn, and her family in Miami
Beach, FL. I had a wonderful time
visiting and thawing our after a
long, cold wimer in VT.
Susan Durfee Thulin and hus-
band Ed Thulin '78 have been in
Jackson Hole, WY, for the past 15
years. They have three children:
Madeline, 11; Natalie, 9; and
Walter,S. Susan paints and occa-
sionally teaches art at the local
community college. Ed runs Ever-
green Management and Partners
with his brother and father. The
company builds and manages
housing in the area.
Tim Demspey has been work-
ing with various companies, help-
ing them with their marketing
strategies and programs. He left
Lotus/IBM, where he had worked
for 12 years. Tim is looking forward
to returning to teaching someday
and to our next reunion. Son Ian is
in eighth grade, out of braces and
leads his basketball team in scoring.
He's looking forward to an entire
summer at Camp Pemigewasset in
NH. Son Sam, 12, is in sixth grade
and making high honors. Wife Pam
enjoys taking care of the boys.
Scott Hafner enjoyed catching
up with Bates Childress when he
was out West for business. Scott has
also been in touch with "Francesca
and that New Orleans Clam Girl
Margaret." Scott and his brother are
now managing partners of Hafner
Vineyard. SCOtt continues to serve
on the board of directors of the
Horizons Foundation 10 San
Francisco, the nation's oldest (24
years) gay and lesbian community
foundation. He and partner Bill are
co-chairing a capital campaign for
Pacific School of Religion in
Berkeley, where SCOtt has been on
the board of trustees for eight yeats.
He's been chair of the board for the
past year.
Tom Beuscher is the stepfather
of three - Jeremy, Molly and Jake
-all of whom are grown. Wife
Ann is an internist in Houston.
Tom is principal of the middle
school at the Awry International
School, also in Houston. He teach-
es English to eighth-graders, coach-
es a season of basketball, volleyball
or soccer each year, and takes the
students camping.
Susi Behrens Wtlbw is a part-
time clinical social worker in
Charlottesville, VA. "I do a bit of
everything from counseling to case
management. My specialty is work-
ing with deaf folks. Yep, I finally
learned to sign." Her dog, Happy,
was with her until '90 and lived to
be 15. "More people remember her
than they do me! I still laugh when
I think of all of my supposedly dear
friends stealing her and getting her
all crazy in the library." Susi now
has three dogs, including a border-
collie-mix hearing dog, Cassie.
Daughter Cora will be a high-
school senior next year and is look-
ing at colleges. Son Tobey will be in
high school next fall. "Where did
the time go?"
Wendyll Brown lives in Man-
hattan with husband John and
daughters Ellie, 6, and Caroline- S.
"Four years ago Iwalked away from
my company designing home fur-
nishings to devote myself fully to
my painting career."
81Correspondents: Jeffrey
Michaels, jmichael@capaccess.organd
Laura Allen, 232 Summit Avenue, Apt.
W103, Brookline, MA 02446,
lallen@essexinve5r.eom
A blast e-mail to classmates pro-
duced an outpouring of responses,
not all of which could be printed in
this edition due to space limita-
tions. Watch for more notes in the
Fall issue.
Born: to Peter Mello and
Jenny, Luke Andrew 3/3/02.
Charlene DiCalogero has JUSt
released her first CD, "Of Armor
and Old Lies: Odyssey Songs Vol.
1," a collection of songs based on
characters and scenes from Homer's
Odyssey (see and hear it at
amphibiouswrecks.com). Check
out the "Lives" section of the next
issue for more information about
Charlene.
Bill Malinowski is in his lZrh
year at The Providence journal,
where he is a member of the news-
paper's four-member investigative
team. His most recent assignment
was covering the federal investiga-
tion of former Providence mayor
Vincent "Buddy" Cianci Jr. Bill and
wife Mary Murphy, a Providence
journal photographer, have a 9-year-
old daughter, Molly. Bill hears from
Herb Kenny '80 and wife Barb
Marino Kenny and Wayne
Malinowski and wife Karen
Lanphear, who have a son at Vassar.
Mary Medbery Giordano
teaches a combined fifth-and-sixth-
grade class at Saint Mary Star of the
Sea School in New London. Mary
and husband Tony live in Ledyard
with Anthony, 15, and Ashley, 8.
Ashley attends the Regional Multi-
cultural Magnet School in New
London, where many CC educa-
tion majors are student teaching.
Sadly, Mary lost her mother, Jane
Emerson Medbery, last Oct. The
class sends condolences to Mary
and her family.
Lisa Kingman Bass lives in Sf.
Louis, MO, with sons Daniel, 16,
and Jeff, 14. Lisa is a vice president
and operations manager for Stifel
Nicolaus, a Midwest regional bro-
kerage firm. She sees Susan
Oleinik Scherck and Lama Miller
Greenberg, who also live in St.
Louis.
Eric Carlson moved from
south FL to Knoxville, TN, last
summer with his wife and rwo
daughters. He took a new job as
chairman of the department of
maxillofacial and head and neck
surgery at the U. of Tennessee
Graduate School of Medicine.
Rusty Spears is directot of
product management at Travelers
Insurance Company in Hartford.
In Ocr. '01, he and his family relo-
cated to CT from Seattle, where he
worked for SAFECO. They have
been enjoying life back on the East
Coast, catching up with fellow CC
alumni in the area and volunteering
at events on campus.
Talie Ward Harris is a psy-
chotherapist and life coach in private
practice in Falmouth, ME. She also
writes grants for Maine Audubon,
and, until last year, worked with
Gillian Schair '94. Talie and hus-
band Joel, an investment analyst and
ponfolio manager, have three chil-
dren, ages 15, 13 and 8. Talie finds
time to work on her novel and keeps
in touch with Demi Voudowis
Frawley and Shelley Robinson '82.
David Waldman lives in
Rochester, NY, where he is chair-
man of radiology and a professor of
radiology and surgery at the U. of
Rochester. He specializes in inter-
ventional radiology. Wife Cheryl
helps tun a daycare program for
infants with special needs. They
have twO children, Ben, 13, and
Rachel, 15.
Gretchen Halpert is president
of the New England Chapter of the
Guild of Natural Science
Illustrators. The chapter will hold
this year's exhibit at the CC Library.
(See the Fall '02 issue of CC:
Connecticut College Magazine for
more information on Gretchen's
career.)
Shane O'Keefe and Lisa
McMahon O'Keefe live in Walpole,
NH, with sons Eamon, 8, and
Francis (Mackey), 4. Last Dec.,
Shane became municipal manager of
the town of Rockingham and village
of Bellows Falls, Vf after serving as
the director of planning and com-
munity development of Brattleboro,
VT. Lisa is a clinical social worker
and child and family therapist in
Keene. They also have been raising
sheep and chickens for several yeats.
Shane and Lisa keep up with Blake
Taylor, Jenny Wiles Balser, Kurt
Meinen '79, Aaron Cohen '82 and
Richard Hazzard '82.
Tom Seclow left the advertising
business in '99 to join Spencer
Stuart as an executive recruiter. His
focus is senior level searches in the
consumer, media and entertain-
ment industries. Tom and wife Ann
live in San Francisco with their
daughter and two sons. Tom keeps
in touch with Rick Gersten and
Norman Livingston and enjoys
being a West Coast admission aide
[o,CC
Jamie Popkin is head of
Gartner Research Asia Pacific and
Japan. He and wife Greta Averbach
MA '81 will be moving to Tokyo
with Maddy, 12, and Sam, 8.
Contact Jamie at jpops123@ao1.com
or give him a call in Tokyo.
Jon Mayer, wife Beth and 4-
year-old Will are living through the
remodeling of their cottage near the
water in Mamaroneck, NY. Jon is
director of motor sports for Fila
USA and travels around the world
to various car and motorcycle races.
Beth is vice president of all product
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Born: to Joanne Knowlton
Gabriel and Steven, Christopher
Knowlton 3/31/03.
Congraruiarions to Steven and
Joanne Knowlton Gabriel on the
birth of Christopher in March. He
joins big brother Jack, 2.
In April, David Murphy and
wife Kathy returned from Guang-
zhou, China, with Jessica Jie
Murphy (nee Yang jie), w.ha w~
born in Cuangdong provlllee In
June '02. Jessica and 4-yea,r-old si~rer
Lily Jiang Murphy (born JIl Jan. 99
in Chongqing, China, and adop~ed
in March '00) can be seen sporung
CCT-shirts in and around St. Louis.
David is director of marketing com-
munications for Computerized
Medical Systems, a radiation oncol-
ogy software company.
85 Correspondent: Lisa Lcveggi
Boner, 174 East 74th Sr., Apr. 4A, New
York, NY 10021, j.borter@\vorldnct.arr.ne[
Jane Rowan Windell's husband,
Jim, has published a bO,ok,
Conquering Postpartll!n Depress:on,
with Perseus Publish mg. Jane IS a
speech and language therapist with
the Royal Oak, MI, public schools,
working with elementary students.
Son Jonathan, in eighth grade,
enjoys church activities, playing the
tuba and learning Chinese. He
recently participated in a mini-UN
conference at the U. of Michigan,
where he "represented" China.
86 Correspondent: Barbara
Malmberg, 560 Silver Sands Rd., Unit
1303, Easr Haven, CT 06512,
malmberg2@aol.com
Married: Sarah Hutter to Andrew
Hess, 8/16/02.
Sarah Hutter married Andrew
Hess in Aug. '02 in New Canaan,
CT. Though a thLlndersto~m
threatened the wedding, the skies
parted and the sun was shining for
the ceremony. Alumni in atten-
dance were Clem Burt '87, Kitty
Ijams Butt, Brenda Kramer
Coutinho, Margaret Schwartz,
Chris Rempfer, Jackie Newman
Eshet, Wt.ll Conroy, Meg Felton
Staunton, Angela Thompson
Busch, Jonathan Latimer and
Martha Corbett Hurter '55, moth-
er of the bride.
development ar Ellen Tracey. Will
has rhe good fortune of being
Duncan Dayton's godson.
Carina Celesia Moore lives in
CA with husband Tom and twO
daughters. She is manager of a
training and development depart-
ment at the U. of California. In her
spare time, she continue.s .to play
fiute with a variety of musicians and
performs in a Hure sextet. Carina
and her sister, Tiana Celesia '88,
manage to arrange several co.ast-to-
coast visits yearly and find time to
visit the CC campus.
After spending 20 years living
and working in NYC, Peter Mello
and wife Jenny moved back to
Mattapoisett, MA. Their first chil~,
Luke was born in March. Peter IS
executive director of the American
Sail Training Association (ASTA), a
nonprofit organization in Newport,
RI. ASTA is best known for organ-
izing Tall Ships events across No~th
America. in '04, the TaH Ships
Challenge Series will come to New
London as part of the International
Children's Conference on the
Environment, which will be hosted
by Cc. The Challenge also will vi~it
Baltimore, Boston and Nova Scotia.
Lisa Gersumky Ceberrh, is
senior finance counsel at the
Export-Import Bank of the United
States in DC. This year, she han-
dled the closing of a power project
in Morocco and the financing of 13
aircraft to an Irish air carrier, and
she undertook a pulp and paper
restructuring project with an
Indonesian debtor. She has been
traveling monthly to London t?
negotiate a term sheer. for an. 011
pipeline in the Caspian regIOn.
~rhen not traveling for work, Lisa
and husband Paul fly their small
plane around the mid-A~lant.ic
region. They flew .co Florida 1~1
April to attend an arr show. She IS
still working on her instrument rat-
j ng and hopes to be certified later
this year.
Michael Wubw has lived in
Yarmouth, ME, for the past 17
years. He manages his own small,
residential construction company.
Michael and wife Bonny have two
sons, Nicholas, 6, and Lucas, 18
months. There is an active CC
alumni group in Portland,. and
Michael has become good friends
with a number of alums from rhe
Classes of '41 through '95, includ-
ing Susan Arno~, Sar~ Bloy and
Libby Orzack Fnedman 80.
Ric Rose MFA '81 is still teach-
ing, dancing a.nd performing at t~e
U. of Florida. He sends a special
thanks to Leslie and Ara for the
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Tatiana Lopukhin'82 adopted Sophia Anna in Norgorod, Russia. See '82 notes for details.
wonderful time at last year's World Centre for the Baha'i Faith,
Paula Fotopoulos and family
moved to the South Island of New
Zealand in March '01. They live in
a small seaside town north of
Christchurch. Paula would love to
hear from CC friends ar
pforowparadise.ner.r-z, especially
Anne, Beth, Karen and Alix.
Janine Prazza Garvey lives in
Blue Bell, PA, with husband Jim
Garvey '79; Emily, a high-school
sophomore; Megan, a seventh-
grader; and Brian, in fifth grade.
The kids all attend the William
Penn Charter School. [anine works
for McNeil Consumer & Specialty
Pharmaceuticals (a division of
Johnson & Johnson) as director of
sales administration, OTe sales.
reU1110n.
Brooke Perry Pardue and hus-
band Tom have twO boys, Matt, 9,
and Sam, 4. Brooke has worked for
AEGON Insurance Group part
time for the last seven years. This
past year, Brooke and Tom's main
focus has been on Sam, who was
diagnosed with rhabdomyosarco-
ma, a soft tissue cancer . .As of Dec.,
after many rounds of chemothera-
py, the tumor is gone, and his prog-
nosis is excellent. Brooke would
love to hear from other classmates
at bpparduers'aol.corn.
Linda Gwwitz Mogren works
for a suburb of Chicago, managing
the city's engineering department,
usinz her law degree on a limited
basis~ Husband Eric is on sabbatical
from Northern Illinois U. while he
finishes a book on the DeKalb
County Farm Bureau. Son Leif 14,
had a bar mitzvah last May.
Daughter Claire, 11, loves horses
and is an accomplished rider. The
Mogrens took a family trip to
Europe for two weeks in April.
Don Weller and wife Suzan
went on an early March trip to AZ,
where they visited seven national
parks and monuments. Last y~ar,
they hiked in UT and CO With
Suzan's brother and his wife. In
May, Don rode in the Great Five
Borough Bike Tour in NYC. When
nor enjoying the great outdoors,
Don works at Pfizer in Croton, CT.
Barry Hyman lives in Glencoe,
IL, with wife Jamie Carmell and
daughters Laura, 14; Liza, 12; and
Hilary, 9. Jamie works for a hedge
fund management company, and
Barry is a partner at Gould &
Ratner in Chicago, where he prac-
tices energy law and business litiga-
tion. Barry still plays basketball and
keeps in frequenr touch with fellow
CC teammate Bill Malinowski.
After living in Ha.ifa, Israel, for
nine years while serving at the
82 Conrspoudents: Deborah
Salomon Smith, 236 Lori bile, Norwalk,
CT 06851 and Eliza Helman Kraft, 3707
NE 17rh Ave., Oakland Park, FL 33334,
ejhguigley@aol.com
Congrars to Tatiana Lopukhin,
who adopted Sophia Anna on
9/21/01. Sophia and Tariana live in
Moscow, where Tatiana is the assis-
tant principal of the Anglo-
American School. Sophia is 2 and
"a bundle of energy and love."
Peter Bernson, wife Kim
Jaeckel Bernson '83 and daughters
Emily and Claire had a nice visit
with Liza Helman Kraft in Ft.
Lauderdale on their way ro the Keys
to swim with the dolphins.
83 Corrapondenr. Elizabeth Grecne
Roos, 5 Buchan Road, Andover, MA
01810
84- Carrespondenu: Lucy Marshall
Sandor, 253 Katydid Ln., Wilton, CT
06897, lueysandor@aol.com;Sheryl
Edwards Rajpolt, 17 Pheasant Ln.,
Monroe, cr 06468, srajpolr@us.ibm.com;
and Liz Kolber, 400 Easr list Sr., 5L,
New York, NY 10021, lizkprinc@~ol.coln
87 Correspondent: Jenifer Kahn
Bakkala, 51 Wesson Terrace,
Northborough, MA 01532
JKBandP@~ol.com and Jill Perlman
Pienkos, 103 Barn Hill Lane, Newington,
CT 06 Ill, jrperlman@sneLnet
-
classnotes
Born: to Kate Wrnton Poley and
Steve, McDonald Thatcher and
Decker Amesbury 11/27/01; to
Karen Moran Selkey and John,
William Moran 3/4/03; to Michael
Schadick and Susan, Shira
12/29/00.
Bettina Morrish teaches high-
school history at Sayre School in
Lexington, KY, and one of her stu-
dents was just accepted early deci-
sion to Cc. Bettina has been mar-
ried to Philip Harling, whom she
met at grad school in Princeton, for
12 years. They have rwo children,
Nathaniel, 6, and Nicholas, 2.
Bettina and her husband enjoy
keeping up their house, which is
nearing its 100th birthday.
Nancy Harvey Healy and her
husband are approaching rheir
ninth anniversary. Daughter Gwen
just finished kindergarten, and son
Trevor starts preschool this fall.
After nearly three years as a sray-at-
home mother, Nancy accepted a
parr-time position as regional
health education coordinator with
the New York State March of
Dimes. Contact her at
n eh 527@earrhlink.net.
Eduardo Castell and Jennifer
Croke live in Brooklyn, NY, with
their twO boys, Carlos, 6, and Alex,
2. Eddy has been deputy comptrol-
ler for external relations for New
York City Comptroller William C.
Thompson Jr. since Jan. 'OJ.
"Between the long hours at work
and the two boys, we don't get to
see Conn folks as much as we'd like,
bur e-mail does keep us in touch."
Michael Schedick is rabbi of
Temple Emanuel in Grand Rapids,
MI, which is the fifth oldest
Reform temple in the U.S., found-
ed in 1857. He and wife Susan have
a daughter, Shira, born Dec. '00.
Patricia Kooyman has gradu-
ated from the New York College of
Osteopathic Medicine and is begin-
ning internship training in
Westchester County, NY. Her
training included an extra year as a
predocroral teaching fellow in
osteopathic manipulative medicine.
Patti and husband Geoffrey Kidde
have two sons, Ethan, 6, and
Devin, 4.
Scott Lowell, who plays Ted on
Showtime's "Queer as Folk," is
spending the summer in Los
Angeles before heading back to
Toronto to shoot season four of the
show. "The 'six months in LA.lsix
months in Toronto' lifestyle I'm
leading leaves me feeling a little
rootless and has definitely put a
crimp in my eternal quest for The
One-and-Only Future Mrs.
Lowell,'" he writes. "Hopefully,
she'll wait for me until my life is
somewhat back ro normal." Scott
has also appeared in Showrirne's TV
movie "On the Edge" and in
numerous commercials and theater
productions in Los .A.ngeles.
Jill Perlman Pienkos reportS
that all is well. "I'm still working at
the Connecticut Department of
Labor - I can't believe I've been
Sarah Wilson '89
is hiking the
awareness and
funds for
pancreatic cancer
research.
there for 15 years! My husband,
Henry, and I built a house in
Newington, CT, in '98, and we
really love it. We live here very hap-
pily with our twO cats. I am very
excited about being a co-class corre-
spondent. Please contact me any-
time with your news, or just to say
hello." Jill's address and e-mail are
listed above. Contact the alumni
office at 800-888-7549 for Jill's
phone number.
88 Correspondents: Alison Edwards
Curwen, 5025 Thacher Rd., Ojai, CA
93023, aecurwen@thachcr.organdSandy
Pfaff, 45 Marie Sr., Sausalito, CA 94965,
sandy.pfaff@ketchum.col11
89 Corrapondau: Deb Dorman
Hay, 5821 N. 22nd Sr., Arlingron, VA
22205, deborah_hay@ams.com
15TH REUNIONJune 3-6,2004
Married: Amy Darwin to Everett
Ayers, 5/02.
Born: to Jamie Glanton
Costello and John, Walter Xavier
5/30102; to Alison MacKenzie
Shah and Daniel, Anya Negin
8/29/02; to Tom Read and Kathryn,
Alexander Holden 10/25/02.
Monique Casanova reports
thac she is divorced and enjoying
life with beautiful and healthy 4-
year old twins, Gerardo and
Dominique Tome. Monique owns
a travel agency in Honduras.
Contact her at moniquers'agenci-
aalas.com.
Amy Darwin is a family prac-
tice resident in CO. She was mar-
ried in May '02 to Everett Ayers.
Joining in the celebration were
Amy Brown, Kim Fletcher, Jen
Macleod Murray, Louise Mitinger
and Jen Peace Howe.
After testing the waters of
Boston, Atlanta, Philadelphia and
NYc, Michael Hartman settled in
DC in '97. Michael recently joined
Sunrise Assisted Living, his former
clienc from his years as an invest-
ment banker. Michael and wife Jane
have two sons - Josh, 6, and Sam,
4. They live in Chevy Chase, Ml),
in a l Ou-year-old house they plan
to renovate over the next year.
Michael and Jane recently attended
Geoff Davis' wedding in San
Francisco, where they saw Alison
Knocke, James Forbes, Malia
Scott '91, Chris Stanley and Greg
Porto. They often see Lisa and
Jonathan Schwarz and Hilary
Schacher Suber and Frank Suber.
Sarah Wilson is hiking the
Appalachian Trail to raise aware-
ness and funds for pancreatic can-
cer research. Her best friend,
Todd, is fighting pancreatic cancer.
Todd and Sarah started their hike
in GA on April 14 and will finish
by mid-Oct. in ME. For more
information, check out their Web
site at www.ATHikeforHope.com.
90 Correspondent: Kristin Lofblad,
531 Franklin St., Cambridge, lv1A 02139,
klofblad@babson.cdu
Born: to Rachael Acp Ramstad
and Bob, Henry James 3115/03; to
Frances Griffin Phillips and Jack,
William Dunn 2/1I03.
Sandy Albrecht Wurzburger
still loves living in Argentina. She's
traveled to Machu Picchu, Peru;
Chile: and allover Argentina with
her husband and daughter. "We
would love any visitors!"
Rachel Acp Ramstad and hus-
band Bob recently welcomed sec-
ond son Henry James in March.
Big brother Max "is really excited
about the newest addition, bur is
still trying to figure out what it all
means."
Geri Ayrault Molitor lives in
Corrales, NM.
Eileen Beady Kdlgren moved
from Phoenix to Charlotte, NC,
where she is vice president of market-
ing for Bank of America Card
Services. Eileen's been busy recon-
necting with fellow Camels after los-
•
_.
Nathalie and baby Yvonne, daughters of
Donna Ragusa Bessette '90 and Andre
Bessette '90
ing touch due to MBA studies in
Amsterdam. She can be reached at
Eileen.keUgren@bankofamerica.com.
Julius Ciembconiewicz was
recently named a partner in ME's
only law firm specializing exclusive-
ly in health care law. The firm is
located in Portland.
Sounds like Marc Doo-Kingue
has a tough life. This past winter; he
coached tennis in Puerto Vallarra,
Mexico. In the summer, he works as
general manager of a tennis club in
Easthampton, NY. E-mail him at
dooktenniss'yahoo.com.
Greg Fleischmann writes, "I
just started doing a live radio report
from NY, broadcast 011 Japan's
largest FM radio network, TOKYO
FM. I will be reporting three times
a week on business and cultural
topics from NY. Mainly, I will be
following the progress of the
Yankees and Hideki Matsui, the lat-
est of Japan's famed baseball players
to play in the U.S."
From Karen Fortuin Corsi,
"Ar Rachel Mass' urging, I am writ-
ing to let you know that I JUSt got
my doctorate in public health from
the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg
School of Public Health. It felt good
to finish! My husband, John, and I
are having a ball with our lO-monrh
old, Drew, who is starting to walk."
Greer Kessel Hendricks was
recently promoted to vice presi-
dent, senior editor at Atria Books (a
division of Simon & Schuster).
Rand Peckncld ran the New
York Marathon in Nov. 2002. He
also took his team from Quinnipiac
U. to the NCAA Men's Division I
TeeHockey Tournament in '02. You
go, Rand!
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Museum in Essex, cr. CC alums in
attendance were Robert Esmond '87,
Audrey Franks Esmond '85, Julie
Regolo, Forbes Darby, Jill
Mackenzie, Dean CarbaUal, Serena
Woodall, Kate Milliken, Regina
Annino Regolo '83 and Attilio
Regolo P '80, '82, '94, '96.
Katherine Hooper writes, "I
did what I vowed never [Q do and
went to law school. (Bill Frasure
would be so proud). So after eight
years at Oxford Health Plans in NY,
managing the appeals process, I'm a
lowly first-year associate doing con-
struction Iirigarion."
Nancy Choi is still in NY and
sends her congratulations to Yutaka
Sano and new wife Miki on their
recent marriage. Nancy writes, "l'm
happy to be back in touch with Tara
Duffy and Mindy Dowd. I would
love to reach Jennifer Massey if
anyone knows her whereabouts."
Sarah Bartholomew lives in
Charlottesville, VA, and was mar-
ried on May 31. (Let us know the
details, Sarahl) She is getting ready
to kick off her real estare career and
is playing squash and golf when
weather permits.
Carol Giusti is director oflead-
ership gifts at the YMCA of Greater
Boston.
Doug Lamparr was promoted
to national manager of law sales for
Kaplan Test Prep in NYc. This
spring, Doug starred in the revival
of Doric Wilson's critically
acclaimed play, "Street Theater,"
under his. stage name, Douglas
Gregory. In his "free" time, he has
his hands full with his rwo dogs,
Cher and Bronte.
Sarah Hanley Burstein writes,
"Jim (Burstein '91) and I are living
in Framingham, MA - not far
from Sally and Jon Finnimore and
Lauren and Steve Tulloch. We
made the move in '00, a few months
prior to the birth of our son, Noah
Henry, on 12/22/00. Noah, 2, is a
delight! We also have another 'tod-
dler,' a 3-year-old Labrador retriev-
er, Kodi. Noah and Kodi are quite a
duo! Jim is a guidance counselor
and the boys' varsity soccer coach at
Newton North High School, and I
teach kindergarten at Countryside
School (in Newton). I've been lucky
to keep in close touch with Emily
Zimmermann, Jessie Nelsen, Pam
Kocher and Andrew Goldman. I'd
love to hear from Caitlin
Haberberger. E-mail me.Caitlin
(jsburstein@rcn.com)!"
Amy Nakamaru is an account
ma~1ager at Gauger & Santy, a rnar-
keting communications agency in
San Francisco. She manages every-
Andrea Squibb writes, "1 just
recorded my first full-length CD of
original music. People can buy the
CD, check our my artist page and lis-
ten to samples at either www.cdba-
by.com or www.cdstreet.com.My
CD is listed under the name 'Andrea
Harper.' I would love any feedbackl"
Kathleen Trainor ConnoUy
was recently promoted to the posi-
tion of corporate manager for
Partners Psychiatry and Mental
Health, a division of the Partners
Healthcare System, Boston, MA. She
recently caught up with David
Keams at a CC vs. Babson College
hockey game. "It was a family affair;
as 1 was with my husband, Jim, and
our daughter, Olivia, and Dave was
with his wife, Sarah, and their son,
Devon. The local chapter of the CC
alums did a great job with the event."
Kirsten Ward ran her eighth
marathon (fourth Boston Marathon)
in April. Afterwards, she traveled to
Austria to ice climb with her mom.
"I also plan to visit Emily Kessler
in NYC and spend some time relax-
ing on Martha's Vineyard. 1 am still
working at the Joslin Clinic in
Boston and also teaching Pilares in
my free time."
91 Correspondent: Amy Lebowitz.
Rosman, 49 Lambert Sr., Roslyn Heights,
NY 11577, rcsmanrs'art.net
Married: Paul Kates to Ilene
Tahoe, 3/23/03; William Schulz to
Kathleen Fitch, It/9/02.
Born: to Heidi Anderson
Simms and Todd, Evan Edward
2/11/03.
Paul Kates and Ilene Tabor were
married in Queens in March. Paul
is an account executive in Manhat-
tan for Lucent Technologies. Ilene is
director of the foster care program
at the Association to Benefit
Children in Manhattan.
William Schulz married
Kathleen Fitch in Orlando, FL, last
Nov. Alumni at the wedding indud-
ed Sandy Delfavero '94, Lynne
Langlois '94, Stacy Helmbreacht-
WJ.1son, Charles WLison, Christian
Schulz '94, Luke W"htel '94 and
John Faigle '93.
Congratulations to Heidi
Anderson Simms and husband
Todd, who welcomed their first
child in Feb. Evan weighed 8 Ibs., 8
oz. and was 19 inches long. All are
doing well.
Kimberley Foster is still in
South Pasadena and would love to
hear from friends and classmates at
kfosrerrs'usc.edu.
Sid Evans left Men's Journal in
Aug. and is now the editor of Field
and Stream Magazine in NYc.
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David Webster and Stephanie
Syrop moved to Seattle, as David
was recruited by Microsoft last Oct.
Stephanie writes, "They weren't
kidding about the rain, but we're
happy here. We have a 2-1/2-year-
old named Rebecca, who is feisty as
hell and very funny. I'm doing the
stay-at-home-mom thing but can't
sit still, so 1 started a preschool
library for the Seattle Jewish
Community Center. We'll see how
long we last in the suburbs. In other
news, Mary O'Dea Newton just
Sid Evans '91 left
Men's Journal and
is now the editor of
magazine in NYC.
had her second boy, Jamie, in Feb."
Julia Novina e-rnailed this news,
"In Sept. '02, Imoved from DC to
NYC and took the NY and NJ bar
exams at the end of Feb. 1 am in
close touch with Natalie Fine, also
in NYC, and I've reconnected with
some great camels in the city, like
Doug Lampart '94, Andre Lee '93
and Emily Kessler '90. I am in
touch with Kimberley Foster, who
is in medical school in LA, and Sue
Giurleo, who is happily married
and working in the suburbs of
Boston. Anyone in the NY area
who wants to get together (or offer
me a job) should contact me at
julianovina@yahoo.com!"
92 Correspondau- Liz Lynch
Cheney, 51 Trumbull Ave., Stonington,
CT 06378, twocccamels@ao1.com
Married: Christopher Perkins to
Elizabeth Lewis, 3/ I/03.
Born: to Rich Carter and [en
Myers Carter '93, Ellie Lauren
2/10/03; to Craig Meeker and
Jennifer, Ashley Madison 11/22/02;
to Amanda Tuttle Nugent and
Tim, Abigail 8/02; to Christine
Recesso Hanson and Chris, Lauren
Tretheway 9/21/02.
Chris Perkins married Elizabeth
Lewis in March in Bernardsville, NJ.
Chris is a stock trader for Cutter
Point Capital, a hedge fund in
Greenwich. Elizabeth is a sales and
marketing manager in the NY office
ofIMG, a sports marketing firm. She
graduated From Colgate.
Christine Recesso Hanson
and husband Chris welcomed new
baby Lauren last Sept. Lauren, who
weighed 8 Ibs., joins brother
William, 4, and sister, Carolyn, 2.
Claudia Krugovoy writes, "For
almost one year now I've been
working as a therapist/certified
social worker at Ryan Nena
Community Health Center on the
Lower East Side of Manhattan."
Amanda Tuttle Nugent writes,
"My husband, Tim, and 1 still love
living in Chicago. Last Aug., we
welcomed our daughter, Abigail,
into our family. Four-year-old son
Thomas is a great big brother. We
see Sam Davenport and Betsy
Clark Davenport as often as we
can and just returned from a great
vacation in the Bahamas with them
and their two boys. I saw Paige
Dolkos Grainger on my last visit
home and keep in touch with
Margaret Mirabile Schwabe and
WJ.1ly Fox."
93 Correspondent: Michael Carson,
143 Appleton Street, #2, Boston, MA
02116, carsou.michaeljg'comcasr.ner
Married: Roy Pietrow to Jennifer
Steele, 2/8/03.
Born: to Chris Bettencourt
and Jessica, Jack Coffin 10/19/02.
Roy Pietrow and Jennifer Steele
were married in Feb. in Roslyn, NY.
Roy is a self-employed consultant,
and Jennifer is a client coordinator
for Sunrise Medical Labs.
94 Correspondent: Tlka Martin, 1628
South Westgate Ave., Apt. 210, Los Angeles,
CA 90025, tibman:in@yahoo.com or
Camels94@yahoo.com
10TH REUNION June 3-6, 2004
Married: Angela Annino to Phil
Garbarino, 5/02; SheUi Catalina
to Michael Appelbaum, 2/] 0/02;
Mary Beth Palazzolo to Gregory
Bobish, 8/3/02; Kim Roark to
Gary Trumble 9/28/02.
Born: to Peter Everett and Kary
Jennings Everett '93, Benjamin
Jennings 8/4/02; to Lynne Saliba
Moronski and Sean, Kate 9/02; to
Sarah Butler Sydor and Michael,
daughter Morgan Taylor 2/12/03.
Angela Annino moved from
NYC to Norwalk, CT, last year and
is working as a producer in a creative
agency in Westport. Last May, she
married Phil Garbarino in
Killingworth, cr. The reception was
on the lawn of the Connecticut River
classnotes
thing from packaging and advertis-
ing to branding and public relations
for natural and organic food com-
panies. Amy bought a Rat in San
Francisco and loves being in
Northern California, where there's
lots to do and she's close to her fam-
ily in HI.
Simeon Tsalicoglou decided to
end all of his global travels and set-
tle back home in Greece. "Anyone
coming for the Olympics should
tell me soon!"
Gloria Cisotto-Schiop married
Dr. Michael Schiop and is living in
Corpus Christi, TX, on North
Padre Island. She teaches English
and Spanish at Incarnate Word
Academy while finishing her sec-
ond and third master's degrees (one
in English and one in Spanish).
Gloria writes, "I'm trying to find
the time to write those theses!"
John Gould lives in Austin,
TX, with wife Paulie. Daughter
Eva, 1-1/2, "is developing a won-
derfully independent personality as
she attempts to wresde with our
twO 90-pound golden retrievers!"
Caitlin Haberberger still lives
in San Francisco, heading up
investor relations at a software com-
pany. She saw Katherine Hooper
when Katherine was in San
Francisco last summer. Caitlin reg-
ularly sees Tara Rayder '93 and
Clayton Kunz, who are both in
San Francisco.
Jennifer Jablons Marlborough
has been an attorney in Manhattan
in a medium-sized firm since her
graduation from Boston U. School
of Law in '98. Jennifer was married
in '98, and her husband graduated
from law school in June. They live
in Brooklyn with their kitty, Yin
Yang Marlborough.
Shelli Catalina Appelbaum
and Michael live in Lake Worth, FL,
where Shelli is a licensed clinical
social worker and is pursuing spe-
cialization in infant mental health.
Lynne Saliba Moronski and
husband Sean welcomed their first
daughter, Kate, last Sept. "We all
decided that I should remain a stay-
at-home mom. It was a difficult
decision for me to take a one-year
leave of absence from Memorial
Sloan-Kettering after eight wonder-
ful years, bur it was a thrilling shift
for all of us, especially Miss Kate!"
Sean is an urban planner.
Clayton Kunz graduated from
Cornell business school last May
and is working in equity research in
the San Francisco office of a New
York-based investment bank.
Mary Beth Palazzolo and
Gregory Bobish were married in
Rocky Hill, Cf last Aug. Alumni
III attendance included Lucy
Helvenston Caskey, Christopher
Delvaille '93, Laurie Nathanson
Kaufman, Kerri Aleksiewicz
Melley, Rachel Dalton Pizzi and
Daphne Green Russell.
Tara Duffy writes, ''After more
than twO years working in journal-
ism in Hong Kong, I'm producing
programs for CNN in London. I
met alumni from classes spanning
half a century at a reception for
Pres. Norman Painstein at the
Sloane Club in London in July '02.
In Jan., 1 was back in the U.S. and
caught up with Judy Williams,
Nancy Choi and Darnelle Berniere
'93. And I've seen Nancy, Maki
Ushiba, Andrew Bryson and
Xuan Phan on this side of the
Atlantic since I moved here."
Jon Finnimore lives 1Il
Framingham, MA, with wife Sally
and son Drew, 1-1/2. Jon is in con-
tact with his freshman-year room-
mates, Dana Rousmaniere and
Todd Maguire, as well as Chuck
Stackhouse and Dan Levine.
Dan Levine graduated from
Boston U. business school last May
and moved to NYC in Nov. '02.
He's doing a reverse commute Out
of the city to Stamford, CT, where
he is a project manager at a market-
ing consulting/advertising agency.
"My twin brother, Marry, got mar-
ried in April to a fantastic woman. 1
miss seeing them and other family
and friends in Boston on a regular
basis, but I love NYC and am so
glad I made the move. I'd love to
hear from ocher Camels in the city!"
Sarah Butler Sydor wri res,
"I've been living in Seattle since '98,
attending graduate school at the U.
of Washington, and received an
M.S. in quantitative ecology and
resource management last spring.
My husband, Michael, and I are
ecstatic about the birth of our
daughter, Morgan Taylor, on
2/12/03. I'm enjoying being a mom
and plan to resume my consulting
business later this year."
Please get in touch with us -
we have nearly 250 e-mail addresses
compiled so far, but are still missing
toO many! Please contact us at
Camels94@yahoo.com. You don't
need to give an update for the mag-
azine, just get us your e-mail
address so we can keep in contact.
95 Correspondent: Stephanie
Wilson, 6823 Radcliffe Dr., Alexandria,
VA 22307, effietae€>earthlinknet
Married: Amy Siekman to Tim
Martin, 6/8102; Delphine Aubourg
to David Jones, 6/8/02; Meghan
Cady to Nicholas Harris, 9/14/03;
Peter Ryan to Kelly Gahan '98,
1112/02; Rebecca Rosen to Peter
Shapiro, 4/1 0/02.
Born: to Heidi Szycher
Gcasbon and Felix, Amelie Maret
7/1/02; to Martha Maher Sharp
and Matt, Christopher Welles
5/4/03.
Many Camels attended the
wedding of Rebecca Rosen to Peter
Shapiro on 4/10/02. The group
included Dave Kranowitz, Melissa
Carleton Kranowitz, Carole Clew,
Kirstin Been, Ellen Spingarn
Shapiro '65 (mother of the groom),
Maria Esguerra, Martha Maher
Sharp, Mimi Gary, Jeannine
Thomson Bishop, Casey Ben-
jamin, Danielle Honig and Gigi
Stone. For an article on Rebecca's
career as a music publicist, see the
"Lives" section of this issue.
Meg Cady married Nicholas
Harris last Sept. in Washington,
CT. The couple live in London,
where Meg is head of online mar-
keting for 02 and Nicholas is an
account director for Benfield
Blanch.
Heidi Szycher Grasbon, hus-
band Felix and daughters Janina
and Amelie moved from Munich to
Erlangen, Germany. Felix finished
his Ph.D. and began a job with
Siemens. "All is well, and we are
really enjoying life with our rwo
girls. This past Nov., Meg Cady
Harris came to visit us. We had a
great time catching up."
Jill Devito is finishing her
Ph.D. at the U. of Texas, Arlington,
this semester. She has accepted a
postdoctoral research position at
Miami U. in OH.
Amy Siekman and Tim Martin
were married last June on Cape Cod.
They live in Cf where Amy works
as a special-needs, early-childhood
educator and Tim is completing his
postdoctoral work in clinical psy-
chology ar the Yale Child Study
Center. They plan to move back to
Boston this summer. Alumni at the
wedding included Ken Frankel '94,
Jay DonFrancisco, Ben Bailey,
Sarah Elliot, Ben Lief, Joe Lucas,
Jeff Klein, Dan 'Iowvim, Emily
Strause Sena, Sean Hanlon, Erica
Lin, David Beren, Christina Alexis
Beaudair and Brian Sena '96.
On the same day last June,
Delphine Aubourg married David
Jones in Granville, OH. "We had a
wonderful wedding with a strong
showing of Camels! After an amaz-
ing honeymoon on the island of
Grenada, we are living in
Minneapolis. "
•
96 Correspondent: Lisa Paone, 69
Garfield Place,Apr. 4F, Brooklyn, NY
11215, paone96@yahoo.com
Married: Robin Mancuso to
VincemTalamo '97, 3/23/02.
Born: to Sarah Sansom
Williams and Score Williams '97,
Drew Cady 1/3/03.
Happy summer from your cor-
respondent, Lisa Paone! Thank
goodness it's finally the season of
sun! I'm sure that those of you who
live in the Northeast will agree with
me. I thought the winter would
never end!
Being in Brooklyn has been
great - especially since Louisa
Heller, Anne Hinsman and Sarah
Davies all live in the same building
with me! It really is like living in a
dorm again (without the TNE's, of
course and we probably could
benefit from having an HE Who
will take care of me if I get locked
out of my apartrnenci). Hinsman
arrived just in time for her birthday
on April 1. She spent last summer
in Panama as an ICOMOS
(International Council on Monu-
ments and Sites) intern, evaluating
and documenting a historic build-
ing at the Panama Canal. It was
great to have her here to celebrate
her birthday. We ended up getting
together with Hube Attale, who is
living in Queens and doing very
well.
l'm working part time at
Williams-Sonoma on Zrh Ave. in
Manhattan. It IS pretty fun,
although I never imagined there
would be so much to know about
espresso machines and carving
knives. Hoping to build an impres-
sive AU-Clad cookware collection
while 1 am there. (I guess that means
1 should learn to cook.) 1 made it to
Boston recently and had the pleas-
ure of hanging out with Meg Clay.
We had a great night and even man-
aged to squeeze in a little karaoke at
a bar in Charlestown.
Katie Houlihan Poole and I
have been e-mailing constantly try-
ing to line up our schedules for din-
ner. Kari and husband Greg Poole
are doing well and are the proud
parents of a beautiful new Jeep!
Can't wait to take a spin.
I've been tracking down Vin
Farrell, who, I suspect, has been
busy rubbing elbows with the stars
as he continues to build his bud-
ding film empire. The next
Spielberg? We shall see.
Congratulations to Robin
Mancuso and Vincent Talamo '97,
who were married in March '02 in
DC and just celebrated their one-
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year anniversary. Alumni at the
wedding included K'C. Chiappa
'97, Mandy Cross '97, Akiko
Chizawa-Baron, Catherine Bellavia
'99, Gabriel Nanda '98, Matthew
Kelly, Michael Kelly, Ethan
Rossiter '97 and David Kessler '97.
A few of you have been using
those handy little postcards that
come with the pledge information
to send me some tidbits. I was psy-
ched to get updates from the fol-
lowing '%ers:
Harlinah Katz Lopez IS
researching criminal justice and
child welfare policy at RAND
Corporation. The company is
located in Santa Monica, CA,
where she lives with husband
Nicero. They were married in
South America in '00. Last fall,
Harlinah began training for the
International AlDS Marathon,
which will take place in May '04.
She also completed her graduate
studies in social policy and interna-
tional affairs at Columbia U. in '0 l.
Sounds like she's been pretty busy.
Ben Taylor sent in a note to say
that he continues to play music and
research photos for PlAyboy magazine
in Chicago. Unfortunately, he did
not elaborate. He sees Mahmood
Shaikh '95, Quinn Sullivan '97 and
Jackie Rankin '98 from time to time.
97 Correspondem: Ann Bevan
Hollos, 1001 E. Bayaud Ave, # 709,
Denver, CO 80210
AnnBevan_Hollos@ceo.cudenver.edu
Married: Vincent Talamo to
Robin Mancuso '96, 3/23/02;
Damon Krieger to Robin Tolman,
8/24/02; Ryan Oakes to Emily
Joyce, 3129103; Laura Ann Conti
to Scott Lane, 12121/02; Betsy
Woods to Greg McNeil, 716/02.
Born: to Scott Williams and
Sarah Sansom Williams '96, Drew
Cady 1/3/03; to Kate Jackson
McCarney and Patrick, Bailey
Katherine 417/03; to Matt Raynor
and Susan, Allison Morgan
8/23/02.
Laura Ann Conti and Scort
Lane were married last Dec. in
Mystic. Laura Ann is a preschool
teacher for New London Public
Schools. Her husband is a sales repre-
sentative for Connecticut Distribu-
tors Inc. in Stratford.
Betsy Woods and Greg McNeil
were married in Seattle, WA, in July
'02. Alumni at the wedding includ-
ed Kristen Supko Smith '92, Nicole
O'Neil '92, Trent Reed, Chad
Tvenstrup, Jamal Moss, Nicole
D'Amour Schneider, Doug
Johnson, Claudia Busto, Ethan
Rossiter, Matt Raynor, Sharon
PeaceCorps volunteer John Fino '98 is heading a project to build a library in the
municipality of San Nicolas, Nicaragua, an area with a very high Illiteracy rate. Fino is
pictured above with students from an environment class he teaches in San Nicholas.
"It's a small municipality of about 8,000 people, set up in the mountain farming area
of northern Nicaragua. It's one of the poorest in northern Nicaragua, The Ministry of
Education had been trying to get a library built for years, but for lack of funding it has
been impossible," John writes. Though the community has contributed about half of
the budget, additional funds are needed to complete the project. Contact John at
san_nicolas_library@yahoo.com if you are interested in making a donation or would
like more information.
Antonucci, Katie Sullivan Remley,
Jamie Gordon and Kathryn
Sobocinski '98.
Matt Raynor, wife Susan and
new baby Allison live in DE, where
Matt is a general dentist at the
Dover Airfcrce Base.
Ryan Oakes and Emily Joyce
were featured in a USA TOday article
on Americans getting on with their
lives despite the war (3/31/03, on
the front page of the "Life" section).
The couple were married nine days
after the start of Operation Iraqi
Freedom.
In March, I spent twO weeks in
Cuernavaca, Mexico, for spring
break, taking Spanish classes and
exploring the beautiful valley. T
loved being out of the country (the
first time with my wheelchair), and
Iam hoping to return this summer.
This fall, I will be back on the East
Coast for graduate school. I will
miss Colorado desperately, but Iam
excited to be close with my college
friends once again.
Kate Jackson McCarney and
Patrick welcomed Bailey Katherine
in April. The McCarneys live in
Westerly, Rl, and Kate teaches sec-
ond grade in Montville, CT.
Damon Krieger married
Robin Tolman last August. They
are both attorneys at Piper Rudnick
LLP in Baltimore, MD.
After three years of training,
Darcy Devin earned her black belt
in rae kwon do. She is now taking a
break to have knee surgery.
Catherine Malchodi and
Andrew Goldman '94 have been
happily married for almost three
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years and are living outside of DC
with their two puppies.
Irene Grassi lives in NYC and
has been assistant director at the
Robert Mann Gallery for almost a
year. She often sees Anna Snider.
Ashley Stevens and Jennifer
Morton, who live in NY, and
Stephanie Walker, who lives in
Boston and is recently married.
Scott Williams and Sarah
Sansom Williams '96 welcomed
daughter Drew Cady in Feb. She
weighted 7Ibs., 14.5 oz, and was 21
inches long. SCOtt is at UConn,
working on his Ph.D. in wildlife
ecology.
Vincent Talamo and Robin
Mancuso '96 were married in
March '02 in DC. Alumni in atten-
dance included KC Chiappa,
Mandy Cross, Akiko Chizawa-
Baron '96, Catherine Bellavia '98,
Gabriel Nanda '98, Matthew Kelly
'96, Michael Kelly '96, Ethan
Rossiter and David Kessler. Yin
and Robin re.cently celebrated their
one-year anl1lversary.
Meg Ryan started her third
year as assistant director of under-
graduate admissions at Boston U.
and is really enjoying it. It affords
her the opportunity to travel down
South (to recruit). She also started
working on her master's in journal-
ism at BU, which she loves. Meg
plans to spend the next six months
traveling in Ireland, England and
Italy, visiting family and friends.
Chris Davis still loves living in
Newport. This spring, he took a
quick trip to Amsterdam with Skip
Miller '96 and Dave Holmes '96.
He says the fourth annual trip was
oursranding. as usual, but they
missed Ed Harris '96, who is on
assignment with the .Associated
Press in Senegal and doing well. In
Ocr., Chris was in Cabo San Lucas,
Mexico. "If I ever disappear from
society and anyone is desperate (Q
hunt me down (for money or ocher
purposesl), I'll probably be living in
a thatched hut drinking ice cold
beers in Cabo. It's heaven." In May,
he went to Belize for the wedding of
Josh Charlton '96 and Bronwyn
Becker '95. He visited Doug
Neimann and KK McGregor
Neiman in Minneapolis in June.
Congratulations to Doug, KK and
Norman (their baby Weimaraner)
on the purchase of their first home.
Jamie Diane Kleiman is pur-
suing an M.S. in school psychology
and a national certification as a
school psychologist. She lives with
her boyfriend in Branford, CT. In
March, they visited friends in CA
and went skiing in Quebec. In May,
they took a two-month trip to
Europe. Jamie is looking forward to
a relaxing summer playing tennis
and golf and lounging on the beach
at home.
Craig Ungaro is taking some
time off from work, getting set to
travel for a while to South America.
Then he will be off to business
school.
Sara Ewing graduated from
Columbia U. with a master's in arts
administration in May. She is mov-
ing to Boston in July, where she will
be reunited with Carney Maley,
Meg Ryan, Jess Haynes and
Courtney Minden, who all live
there. She says she'll miss NYC bur
is ready for a change!
Deirdre Hennessey Eschauzier
'95 and Chase Eschauzier went to
London in Nov. and ran into Dan
Yacavone at" Piccadilly Circus,
"which was JUSt incredible!" They
didn't plan it at all. Dan is in grad-
uare school at the U. of Edinburgh
and at the lasr minute decided to
go to London for a weekend semi-
nar. Obviously, Chase sees Ryan
Eschauzier all the time, especially
now that he's in Boston. John
Biancur came up From West
Haven, CT, for a visit after the
New Year, "which was great."
98 Correspondf'llts: Alec Todd, 6000
Windham Drive, Raleigh, NC 27609,
anod@conncoll.edu and Abby Clark, 475
Commonwealth Ave. #704, Gascon, MA
02215, abigailbcbrk@hormail.wm
Married: Kimberly Gresalfi to
Robert Deane, 4121/0 I; Courtney
Walker to Dr. Adam Hendricsoo,
classnotes
9/02; Sarah Pinelli to David
Lofgren, 6/8/03; Kelly Gahan to
Peter Ryan '95, 11/2102.
Kimberly Gresa16 and Robert
Deane were married at the
Seawanhaka Corinthian Yacht Club
in Centre Island, NY, in April '01.
Alumni at the wedding included
James Gimbel '97, Megan Tucker
'97, Jon Vogel '97, Kate Kwnpuris,
Tara Kern, Jamie Kleiman '97,
Drew Buttner, Carter Page '97,
Maria Coppola '96, Erin Largay '99
and Doug Diehl.
Kelly Gahan and Peter Ryan
'95 were married in Belmont, MA,
last Nov. Alumni in arrendance
included Peter Bergstrom '91,
Karen Grant Bergstrom '95, John
Clark '95, Deborah Bryant
DePeter, Damien Del'erer '95,
Dylan DePeter, Frank Del'ino '95,
Elizabeth May Humber, Bryan
lsleib '95, Pete Levinson '95, Pete
Marston '95, Ed Merzendcrf '95,
Katie Minor '99, Steve Murray '99,
Jean-Eric Penicaud '95, Adriana
Torre Penicaud '97, Tom Sampogna
'96, Hannah Schramm '99 and
Bronwen Weiss '95.
Laura Ludvigson is teaching
first grade in Los Angeles and
would love ro hear from old friends
at Irl8743@ao!'com
While purring together a lunch
at the srarehouse in Providence, Rl,
Josh Fasano, who works for a
catering company, saw Aaron
Guckian. Aaron has been touring
with an opera group, teaching in Rl
and is the advance director for
Governor Carcieri in Providence.
The two enjoyed catching up.
Eden Savino writes, "I was just
awarded an Alexander von
Humboldt German Chancellor
Scholarship, wwwavh.de. The foun-
dation awards lOa year for 'future
leaders.' Building on the thesis I did
on pornography as an undergradu-
ate with Dorothy James and my
master's thesis at Johns Hopkins'
Institute for Policy Studies on prosti-
tution in Baltimore City, I will spend
a year in Berlin working with Hydra,
a group that works with prostitutes
in Europe."
Courtney Walker married Dr.
Adam Hendricson last Sept. in
Boston. Many CC friends were in
attendance. She finished her mas-
ter's in public affairs at the Lyndon
B. Johnson School of Public Affairs
at the U. of Texas, Austin, in May
'02 and now works in the city man-
ager's office in Cedar Park, TX. "We
loveTX!"
Jenna (Rosie) Tighe is in her
first year of graduate school at Tufts
for urban planning. "So far it's
great! We spent the summer on a
Greek Island. Living the tourist life
was a great way to prepare for going
back to school." She JUSt gar a
puppy, who is a handful. "Feel free
to drop me an e-mail at
rosiet33@hotmail.com, especially
the MIA Caroline Hooper '99."
Sarah Pinelli lives in San
Francisco and graduated from the
California Culinary Academy in
'00. She is a cook at Boulevard in
San Francisco. On June 8, she mar-
ried David Lofgren. Her brides-
maids were Carolyn Holliday,
Kiki Drukker, Kristin Merrill and
Caroline Carlson Balz.
99 Correspondents: Megan Tepper-
Rasmussen, Kent School, 1 Macedonia
Rd., Kent, CT 06757, reppermwkem-
school.edu and Danielle Leblanc,
djleb6@hormail.com
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00 Correspondents: Jami DeSantis,
22 Glendenning Sr., Norwalk, CT
06851, jldesanrisrs'hotrnail.corn nnd Karie
Stephenson, 9 Gorton Sr., New London,
CT 06320, ksre@conncolI.edu
Married: Anna Longstaff to
OakJey Jones, 9/21/02.
Anna Longstaff and Oakley
Jones were married last September
in Falmouth, !'viA. The following
Camels attended the festivities:
Sarah Morrisseau, Josh Hanson,
Nathan Simms, Bill Bassett, Dave
Kieran, Rebecca Gainen, Chris
Ruggiero '96, Danielle LeBlanc
'99, Emma Gilmore, lIana April,
Arin Doherty, Brad Sajeski '01,
Pam Krasner and Billy Carr.
Daniel Leptuck is "trying to
stay sane" as he works as a mortgage
broker in suburban Philadelphia.
Rebecca Ruth is working on
her MSW at Boston U. She lives in
Cape Cod with David Butman
and their St. Bernard, Stella. David
is a research assistant studying glob-
al warming at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute.
o1Correspondents: John Banisra, 12
Lincoln Sr., Apr. 1, Newton Highlands,
MA 02461, jgba{@conncoll.eduand
Jordana Gustafson, jordanarosers'bor-
mail.corn.
02 Correspondent: Amanda
Navarroli, 8 Verndale Sr., Apr. G,
Brookline, MA 02446,
amanda_navarroli@hormail.com
Married: Yomaira Taveras to
Charles Escano, 5/30102.
David Godowsky plays with
Mr. Brownstone, a Guns n' Roses
tribute band. The band also
includes Drew Thurlow '01, Sean
Greenhalgh '01, Gerard Egan '01,
and Mac Furey '04. In April, they
played at B.B. King's in Times
Square and Harper's Ferry in
Boston. They may drop by campus,
Congratulations to
Ben Voce-Gardner
NYC subway!
so keep an eye out.
Angela Campbell lives in NYC
and enjoys her job as a photo
archivist at the Frick Collection.
Melissa Minehan lives in NYC
with Michelle Miller, who recently
gave up working as a paralegal to
start a career in politics with the
Dryfoos Group, a governmental
relations and lobbying firm. Melissa
works for Childrenfirsr Inc., raising
money for the Leukemia and
Lymphoma Society. She's training
for a marathon with Sage Grigg.
Eric Mattes lives in Manhattan
and works as a computer program-
mer at Columbia U.
Zachary Hamm is working on
his MFA in technical theater pro-
duction in Chapel Hill, NC. This
summer, he's working at the
Colorado Shakespeare Festival.
Eric lara moved to ME after
graduation and is an assistant tod-
dler teacher at the U. of Southern
Maine Child Care Center in
Portland.
Mike Hughes teaches English
classes in Riobamba, Ecuador, at a
local Jesuit high school. He also
works at rwo additional schools,
one for young children from trou-
bled homes and another for young
children with disabilities. "This
work is rewarding, and J really
enjoy it."
Yomaira Taveras married
Charles Escano on 5/30102. Since
Aug., she has been working for
Cravath, Swaine & Moore and has
been quite busy. "Life is great!"
Erica Butler lives in downtown
Manhattan and works as a Spanish
teacher on the Upper West Side in a
•
small, public middle school. She
plans to get her teaching certificate
soon.
Kalin Ivanov is working on his
master's in European studies at
NYU. He recently enjoyed a trip to
rhe Dominican Republic.
Emily McDonald lives in
Manhattan and works in social jus-
tice philanthropy at the Nathan
Cummings Foundation. 'Tm still
parrying with the girls of Camel-
land as we school NYC in the ways
of the TNE." She has done lots of
traveling to Boston and, more
recently, to San Francisco to visit
the rest of "the crew." She has also
made trips home to CO ro be with
family.
John (Ryan) Horan works at
Offrech, a division of the Toshiba
Corporation outside of Boston, in
"outside sales." He hopes to stay in
the area at least until he sees the
completion of the burgeoning Big
Dig.
Congratulations to Ben Voce-
Gardner, who recently found ]0
dollars on the NYC subway!
Jesse Friedman spent the past
couple of months in Thailand
teaching English at an elementary
school and traveling ro many of the
islands during the weekends.
Mark Willis lives in New
Haven and works as a research assis-
tant. "1 get slightly more money
and slightly less respect than the
mice!" He will be starting medical
school in the fall and just gOt a nice
set of Cuisinart silverware.
Sam Lester works for a veteri-
narian in Jackson Hole, WY, and
has taken up spelunking. Mark
Willis says, "Jackson, surprisingly,
doesn't seem to mind."
Ted Connolly works in the
financial field in Chicago.
Deven Sisler lives in NJ and
works as an arts adrninisrraror in
NYC with a small theater/visual
arts organization. She enjoys hang-
ing our with the many Camels liv-
ing in the city.
Susie Lyons, Anna Schmidt,
Leslie Rosen, Lilia Tyrrell, Alex
Band and Andrea Mantsios spend
lars of time together and enjoy all
that NYC has to offer.
Rachel Blumberg, Trinity
Broderick, Gretchen Spear and
Kate Keene live in San Jose, CA,
and teach with the Teach for
America program.
Syed Orner Salam IS In
Houston working with a consulcing
firm, providing training in SAP (an
ERP software) and performing out-
source work for Shell and Exxon.
Shauna Ginsberg, Sara
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..Life is an
boot camp!" -
Abha Rao '02, on
her Ph.D. program
at the U. of Arizona
Haserlar, Kate Katzenberg,
Amanda Navarroli and Katie
Taylor are living it up in Boston
with frequent Thursday evening
drinks and some silly Saturday
nights!
Leslie Feinberg and Abbi
Miles live together in Boston. Leslie
is a research analyst for a small
biotech company, while Abbi is a
new business and policy services
administrator at PennMurual.
Abha Rao writes, "I'm in the
sunny and freakishly hot city of
Tucson in the Ph.D. program in
family studies and human develop-
ment at the U. of Arizona. Life is an
academic boor camp!"
Maikang Wu works in infor-
mation systems security and net-
work administration at Kingston
Technology in Shanghai. "Shanghai
is a cool place co hang out. I would
love to welcome any visiting
Camels!"
Misha Body lives with Kim
Russell and Hannah Holdsworth
in NYC. Kim is a NYC teaching
fellow, teaching third-graders in the
South Bronx. Hannah works at an
interior design company in SoHo,
and Misha plays with small mam-
mals and primates at the Bronx
Zoo.
Annie Brown works with at-
risk adolescents at the Academy of
Swift River in Northampton, MA.
She and Misha Body flew to WI in
Jan. to visit jessi Haney, who is
enjoying the gorgeous WY scenery
and saving money to travel the
globe.
Kamran Hasnain is a financial
~nalyst covering emerging markets
In Hartford, cr. "Life is quite dif-
ferent from those TNE-crashing,
all-that's-wrong bashing and that
moonlit-Knowlton-and-Harkness
dashing. Graze well my fellow
camels this odyssey of ours has
just begun."
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Abby Kirschner teaches fourth-
graders in Red Hook, Brooklyn, at
P.S. 27. She is getting her master's in
education through New York City
Teaching Fellows Program.
Kavitha Aiyappa lives in ME
and is a corrections officer for the
Maine Department of Corrections.
Christopher Parks lives in
Cromwell, Cf and works in insur-
ance pricing at Travelers Propenyl
Casualty. "In the past year, I have
mastered a handful of key business
computer applications and have used
my proficiency to implement large
premium increases around the coun-
try with the expert advice of Rusty
Spears '81!" Chris enjoys spending
time with Liz and the occasional
adventure to Boston or NYc.
03Class Notes Editor, CC:
Connecticut CollegeMagazine, 270
Mohegan Ave., New London, CT 06320
mvhowe'connccll.cdu
Obituaries
Olive Stark O'Sullivan '21, of
Wilmington, DE, died on Jan. 3l.
She was 102. She taught eight stu-
dents in a one-room schoolhouse in
East Haddam a year after graduat-
ing from Middletown High School.
In 1918, she enlisted in the U.S.
Navy Reserve and served as a yeo-
man at the Naval Experimental
Station in New London. During
World War II, she packed prisoner-
of-war packages and volunteered at
the Red Cross Blood Bank. She was
preceded in death by her husband,
Walter Ridgely O'Sullivan, in '60;
two sons and a grandson. She is
survived by two daughters, one son,
a sister, 19 grandchildren, 31 great-
grandchildren and two great-great-
grandchildren.
Margaret Dunham Cornwell
'24, of Braintree, Vf died on
3/21/03. She was 100. Mrs.
Cornwell was very involved wirh
horses and was secretary of the
Connecticut Horse Show Associa-
tion when she lived in Wethersfield,
Cr. She was a founder and leader of
the Winding Brook 4-H Club and
a Girl Scout leader. She worked for
many years as an office manager at
Pandolfe Floor Covering. She leaves
two daughters and a grandson. Her
husband, David Cornwell, prede-
ceased her .
Frances Jones Stremlau '27, of
Shelburne, VT, died on Jan. 19.
Mrs. Stremlau volunteered for 10
years wirh the Connecticut Service
for the Blind and Handicapped in
East Hartford, CT. Survivors
include a daughter, a son, three
grandchildren and one great-grand-
child. She was predeceased by her
husband, Delmont Srremlau.
Bessie Meyer '28, of Chevy
Chase, MD, died on 5/14/02. *
Lucia Dearden Watt '31, of
New Bern, NC, died on April 3.
The widow of Alec Watr, she is sur-
vived by a daughter, a son, four
grandchildren and six great-grand-
children.
Esther Barlow '33, of
Yarmouth, ME, died on Jan. 25.
Miss Barow studied in Geneva and
at the Sorbonne in Paris. She taught
high school French and English in
Scarborough, ME, and New
London. She worked for the usa
during World War II and then for
the U.S. Army, serving in Tokyo
during rhe Korean War and larer in
NYC and DC. She retired ro
Portland, ME, in '61. She is sur-
vived by a brother, James Robert
Barlow, of Ithaca, NY; a niece; two
nephews and a grandniece.
Marjorie Fleming Christensen
'33, of Forr Lauderdale, FL, died on
March 13. The widow of Lyle
Christensen, she is survived by one
son, one daughter, three grandchil-
dren and six great-grandchildren.
Elizabeth Stone Kenyon '33, of
Wellesley,lv1A, died on March 8.*
Alice Taylor Gorham '34, of
Rochester, NY, died on Jan. 27.
Mrs. Gorham was a chemist and
teacher. She did research in physical
chemistry ar Yale U.'s School of
Medicine and later did research at
Memorial Hospital in NYc, work-
ing on the relationship between
vitamins and cancer. From '44-45,
she worked on the Manhattan
Project in Rochester, NY. Later, she
taught high-school chemistry in
NJ, reriring in '73. She holds a mas-
ter's degree from Smith College.
Survivors include three daughrers,
seven grandchildren and five great-
grandchildren. Her husband, Tom
Jay Gorham, died in '94.
Alma Clarke Wies '35, of New
London, Cf died on Jan. 24. She
was a longtime volunteer with the
Red Cross, the Lawrence &
Memorial Hospital Auxiliary and
the Girl Scouts. She was interested in
New London history and taught
rhe history and lore of southeastern
CT Indian rribes to local school-
children. With her husband, Dr.
Carl Wies, she founded the Tale of
the Whale Museum that depicted
the early whaling hisrory of New
London. Survivors include five
daughters, 12 grandchildren and II
great-grandchildren. Her husband
passed away in '86.
Eldred. (Dede) Lowe Nie '39,
of Indianapolis, died on 12/28/02.
She was a volunteer with the
Indianapolis Day Nursery Associa-
tion, Junior League of Indianapolis,
Indianapolis Garden Club, the
Oldfields Indianapolis Museum of
Art and the Eireljorg Museum. She
is survived by her husband, Louis
Nie: two sons; twO daughters and
seven grandchildren.
Lucina Pagel Chirko '40, of
Tawas City, MI, died on 11/7/02.*
Eleanore Balderston Hoeffel
'41, of Bryn Mawr, PA, died on
Feb. 25. For more rhan 50 years,
Mrs. Hoeffel was a volunteer for
charitable and cultural organiza-
tions, including the Huntingdon
Valley Garden Club, the
Philadelphia Committee of the
Garden Clubs of America and the
Associates of the Philadelphia
Museum of Arr. She is survived by
her husband, Dr. Joseph Hoeffel Jr.;
one son; one daughter; a sister; two
brothers and five grandchildren.
Barbara Henderson '41, of
Evanston, IL, died on Feb. 7.*
Janet Peto McClain '41, of
Englewood, FL, died on April 8.
She volunteered at St. Luke's
Hospital in Cleveland, the Humane
Society of San Diego and rhe
Greater La Jolla (CA) Meals-on-
Wheels. She leaves one son.
Miriam Rubin Spitalny '41, of
Albany, NY, died on Jan. 16. Mrs.
Spiralny attended the U. of
Michigan. She was active in the
ladies auxiliary of the Albany
Medical Center, the Albany
County Association of Retarded
Citizens, the Orchid Society of
Northeastern New York, the
Brandeis Women's Association, the
Albany Academy of Mothers
Association and the American
Cancer Society. She is survived by
one daughter, two sons and six
grandchildren. She was predeceased
by her husband, Dr. Jack Spitalny.
Betty WaUbank Stokes '42, of
Denver; CO, died on Feb. 12. An
active volunteer, she worked with
class notes
the Denver Zoo, the Denver
Broncos, the Central City Opera,
Denver Botanical Gardens and the
Rose Medical Center. Wife of the
lace James Stokes, she is survived by
rwo sisters, three daughters and one
granddaughter.
Edythe Mae Geissinger
StOITOW '43, of Naples, FL, died on
Jan. 23. Wife of the late James
Jackson Scarry [r., she is survived by
three daughters, seven grandchildren
and seven great-grandchildren.
Nancy Stecher Brown '43, of
Charlotte, NC, died on Feb. 24.
She was the wife of the late John
Brown Ill, her husband of 49 years.
the couple were avid sailors.
Survivors include twO daughters,
one son and four grandchildren.
Jean Buck '44, of Hamden,
CT, died on 3121/03. Ms. Buck was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa and
received an MSW from Smith
College and a master's in psycholo-
gy from Columbia U. She retired in
'88 as an assistant clinical professor
in the department of psychology at
Yale U. after 20 years of service. She
is survived by one son, one daugh-
ter and three grandchildren.
VaJmere Reeves Lynn '46, of
Dawsonville, GA, died on Jan. 17.
A botany major, she worked at the
Field Museum in Chicago after
graduating from Cc. Survivors
include her husband, Robert Lynn;
three daughters, including Mary
Lynn 78; one son; a sister; a broth-
er and 20 grandchildren.
Joan Albrecht Parsons '47, of
Carmel, CA, died on 10/28/02.
Mrs. Parsons received her bachelor's
degree from UPenn. A community
volunteer, she enjoyed singing with
the Minneapolis Junior League
"League/drs." She leaves her hus-
band of 56 years, Lon Parsons, and
three daughters.
Marion Low Greer '47, of
Wethersfield, cr, died on March
30. After graduating from CC, Mrs.
Greer worked at The Hartford Times.
More recently, she worked in the art
department of the Rare Reminder in
Rocky Hill, Cf retiring in '90. She
was a member of the Wethersfield
Art League and received numerous
awards for her paintings. She is sur-
vived by her husband of 53 years,
Austin Greer; two daughters and
rwo grandchildren.
Nancy Yeager Cole '47, of
Asheville, NC, died on Feb. 4. After
graduating from CC, she worked for
Cunningham and Walsh Advertising
in NYC; the Bakersfield, CA,
Cham bet of Commerce; and the
Girl Scours of America. She is sur-
vived by her husband of 51 years,
Charles Cole; one son, one daughter
and three grandchildren.
Janet Wakefield '48, of
Shelburne, Vf died on 2/13/99."'t
Elizabeth Myers Itse '52, of
Medway, MA, died on March 8.
Mrs. Itse was president of her own
firm, Myers Associates Advertising
Agency, from the mid-70s until her
death. She is survived by two sons
and seven grandchildren. She was
the widow of Donald Irse.
Polly Moffette Root '55, of
Montpelier, VI: died on 12/29/02.
Most recently, she was self-employed
as a bird carver and was a member of
the Vermont Handrafrers Associa-
tion. Previously, she was a teacher,
bookkeeper and owner of Weston
Toyworks and also the former execu-
tive director of the Montpelier
American Red Cross. Her husband,
Robert Root, predeceased her in 75.
She is survived by two daughters, one
son four grandchildren and a sister.
Fay DiMartino Alewynse '58,
of Tampa, FL, died on April 12.
She studied and danced with
Martha Graham and Erick
Hawkins and taught modern dance
at the College of William and Mary,
where she received a B.A. in art his-
tory. She is survived by a daughter,
a son and a granddaughter.
Olga Santos '59, formerly of
Holden, MA, died on Jan. 28 after
a long battle with cancer. Her hus-
band of 19 years, Edward Garick,
died in '92. A longtime special-edu-
cation teacher in the Worcester
public school system, she received
an M.A. in special education from
Assumption College and a Ed.D.
from Boston U. She leaves her
mother; a sister, Dalia Santos
Radziminski '61; a brother; four
children; and three grandchildren.
Linda Horwitz Karacaova
'61, of Charlotte, NC, died on Jan.
30. She spent the majority of her
working years teaching elementary
school for the Department of
Defense in Turkey. She moved to
Charlotte 20 years ago and was
active with the League of Women
Voters. She is survived by a daugh-
ter and a brother.
Aaron Goldberg MA '62, of
Norwich, CT, died on Jan. 23. Mr.
Goldberg received a bachelor's
degree in accounting from UConn.
From '43-46, he served in the U.S.
Coast Guard, attaining the the rank
of motor machinist's mate first class.
He was a CPA, working in Hartford
and eventually opening his own
office in Norwich in the early '50s.
He also taught business at Mitchell
College and became chairman of
the department. At the time of his
death, Mr. Goldberg was the oldest
male graduate of the College. He is
survived by his wife, Shirley, of 54
years; twO sons, one daughter, four
grandchildren and a sister.
Diane Lewis Gately '63, of
Bryn Mawr, PA, died on March 20.
Mrs. Gately was very active with
the Philadelphia Museum of Art,
primarily as a guide. She leaves her
husband, James Gately; three sons,
including Thomas Gately '9\; three
grandchildren; her father, Charles
Lewis; and one sister.
Charlotte (Kenner) Hart
Myers '67, of Paxton, MA, died on
April 20. Mrs. Myers earned a mas-
ter's degree from Bank Street
Col1ege of Education in NYc. She
was a longtime member of the Clark
U. education department, specializ-
ing in early childhood education
and was the main adviser and clini-
cal supervisor in their elementary
education program. She leaves her
husband of 29 years, Winslow
Myers; her parents, George and
Josephine Hart; a daughter; a sister
and two brothers. She was prede-
ceased by a son in '02.
Barbara Sachner Grimes '67,
of New Canaan, CT, died on Feb.
15. She worked as a teacher's aide at
'Iokeneke Elementary School in
Darien, CT, and as a bookkeeper
for the Middlesex Club. She is sur-
vived by her husband, Clark
Grimes; two daughters; one son,
Patrick Boyle III '00; one sister and
one brother.
Lorilyn (Lolly) Simkins
Daniels '68, of Washington, DC,
died on March 21. She was a long-
time government em ployee who
retired last year as chief judge of the
DC Contract Appeals Board. She
was a clinical fellow at the Antioch
law school in DC from 78-80. For
the next five years, she was clerk of
the DC City Council's Committee
of the Whole. A 72 graduate of
Boston U. law school, she was assis-
tant DC corporation counsel from
'85-91 and spent three years as gen-
eral counsel of the DC Administra-
tive Services Department and chair
of the DC Rental Housing commis-
sion. She is survived by her husband,
Harley Daniels, whom she married
in '00; one daughter: her mother,
Yvonne Simkins; and a brother.
•
Marcia Bernhard Carlson 70,
of Kensington, MD, died on
8/24/02'
Cheryl Foote Grede 75, of
Dublin, CA, died on 5/26/02.*
Betty Davis Sharp '76, of
Boston, MA, died on Jan. 26.*
Barbara Cavanaugh, of
Waterford, CT, died April 2. She
was employed by CC Dining
Services as a dining services aide for
20 years, retiring in '92.
Edward Hoffman Jr., of
Madison, CT, died on March 17-
He was director of operations at the
College from '92 to '97. He leaves
his wife, Viola; three daughters and
four grandchildren.
Edward Kerry, of Charlotte,
NC, died on Jan. 29. The United
States ambassador to Chile from
'67-71, Mr. Korry taught interna-
tional relations at Connecticut
College from 77-79. He is survived
by his wife of 52 years, Patricia;
three daughters, one son and six
grandchildren.
Antoinette Wagner, of Mystic,
CT, died on Feb. 28. She joined the
CC faculty as an assistant professor
of physical education, retiring from
the College in '79. She taught
courses in recreational leadership,
swimming, folk dance and archery.
Mrs. Wagner was the aquatics
director and swim coach and
worked to advance women's inter-
collegiate spons as they evolved
over her 13-year career. She was
well known for her role as
"Maxine," the Hallmark card char-
acter created by one of her sons. She
leaves six sons, three daughters, one
brother, 23 grandchildren and nine
great-grandchildren. She was prede-
ceased by her husband of 60 years,
Gilbert Wagner, in '02.
* A full obituary was unavail-
able at time of publication.
t The College only learned of
this death recently,
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Drew Cady
Williams, born
on 2/3/03 to
Sarah
Sansom
Williams
'96 and
Scott
Williams '97
Meg Cady Harris '95 (lett) visited Heidi Szycher Grasbon
'95 (right) and her children in Erlangen, Germay, last Nov.
See '95 notes for more.
M. Rochelle Cruz '02 and Leonardo Duyan were
married on 6/2/02 at Avery Point in Groton, Cf
Kimberly Gresalfi '98 and Robert Deane were married on 4/21/01 in Centre Island, NY. See details in '98 notes.
Photos dre published 011 a space .u.adable basis fit the discretion ofCC Connecticut College Magazine. We regret
that, due to the oolmnc ofphoros received, not all can be primed. Send photos to Mdry Houiard, CC: Connecticut
College Magazine, 270 Mohegan Ave" New London, CT 06320. High resolution jPEGs mdy be e-mailed to
mvhow@conllcoll.edu. Photos will 01/~1'be returned if accompanied by a se!ftu/dreJscd, stamped envelope.
Fran Griffin Phillips '90 and William Dunn
2/1103
William Schulz '91 married Kathleen Anne Fitch on
11/9/02 in Orlando, FL. See '91 notes for more.
Xavier Costello, son of Jamie Glanton Costello '89,
and Charlie McDonough Briley, son of Lucy
McDonough '90
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Harold and Karen Spilker Messinger '93 celebrate the
naming of their son, Cole Abrams, who was born
10/19/02.
Ellen Steinberg Mann '69 and new
granddaughter Lucy show off their CC
sweat shirts.
Anna Longstaff '00 and Oakley Jones III were married on 9/21/02 in Falmouth, MA.
See '00 notes tor details.
Abigail, daughter of Anne
Valenti Sanger '87
John Current '89 and daughter Emilia (born Aug,
with Nell Wood Buhlman '89 (born Sept. '02).
Jenn Scagel '98 married Paul Siegel '99 on 6/25/02 at Old Sturbridge Village
in MA. See '98 notes, Winter '02-03 issue, for details.
Kate Winton Poley '87 and husband Stephen with, from left, Mac, Winton
and Decker. Winton is 4, and twins Mac and Decker were born in Nov. '01
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Mary Beth Palazzolo '94 married Gregory Bobish in Rocky
Hill, CT,on 813/02. See '94 notes for details
Keri Sarajian '96 and Rick Stratton '96 were married on 7/13/02 in Newport, RI.
Rebecca Rosen '95 married PeterShapiro on 4/10/02. See '95 notes for details.
I
Sarah Hutter '86 married Andrew Hess in 8/16102. See '86
notes tor details.
Amy Siekman '95 and Tim Martin '95 were married on 6/8102. See '95 notes.
Jeffrey Michaels '81
and son Jared recently
Visited Professor
Emeritus of Chinese
Charles Chu.
Martha Maher '95 married Matthew Sharp on 7/7/01 in Falmouth, MA.
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CONNEpTICUT COLLEGE
FALL WEEKEND
fur F$tiIilillS, Alumni and Friends
OCtober 17-19, 2003
MARK YOUR CALENDARS
Reunion 2004 will take place the weekend of June 3 - 6, and we
welcome all alumni, especially those from classes whose gradu-
ation year ends in "4" or "9." Further details regarding Reunion
will be mailed during the summer, after class Reunion chairs
begin making plans for a memorable weekend. For more infor-
mation, contact Assistant Oirector of Alumni Relations Valerie
Norris at 800-888-7549, ext. 2302, or venor@conncoll.edu.
FDr more infO~ contact Director of Alumni
RoIatio .. Briag".,McShane at 800-888-7549. ext.
2314; or batncs~ll.edu.
1'bt Athletic HldI of Fame Induction Dinner
¥(iI1 rake'place on Oq:ober 18, Saturday, during Fall
Weekend.lfor m0r;jnformation, contact Alumni
Relations Coordinator Patricia Sinaiko '02 at 800-
8a8-7549, t. 2~Ol Ot pdsin@conncoll.edu.
BECOME A LUCE SCHOLAR
Greetings from the Dean's Office. I want
to inform you of an incredible opportuni-
ty to experience an internship in Asia
designed especially for you on the basis
of your specific interests, background,
qualifications and experience. The range
of assignments is every bit as broad as
the range of talents and interests of the
people who have become Luce Scholars
- architects, journalists, veterinarians,
ecologists, economists, doctors and
political analysts.
Are you a recent graduate of a master's
or Ph.D. program' Do you want a new
cultural experience before going into
your professional field? Are you fully
immersed in a career but want to add a
new cultural perspective' If you answer
"yes" to these questions, then I urge you
to consider the Luce Scholars Program.
The program is open to all CCgraduates
under the age of 30. If you are interest-
ed in this prgram, please e-mail me at
bgkow@conncoll.edu.
Beverly G. Kowal
Associate Dean of the College and
International Student Advisor
\~'~
bluewater
Andy Williams '77 (left) and Trae Andersen '79 spent 17 days on the water in
November 2002, crewing a boat ftom Tenerife in the Canary Islands to St. Martin
in the Caribbean. The fOllowing are Andys notes from the trip:
EVENA HALFMOON IS UKE A SPOTUGHT offshore, our silver wake races aft at
nine knots. The spinnaker is full; the wheel is light, and I am 1,000 miles from
the nearest point of land. In an hour, the Southern Cross will appear on the
horizon, and Trae will come up for his watch. The dawn will bring in another
day of bright sun ... I make Trae a cup of tea, and [hen I'm down through the
ruby glowing night lights to my berth. I pass Clay, sleeping in the main salon.
He'll soon wake to make strong espresso, listen to the BBC and download the
days' weather charts. Jean is in the aft cabin. We are looking for wind. Though
we have it now, it will be dying soon and the miles will grow longer. We still
have 2,000 miles ahead of us.
We left Tenerife in the Canary Islands bound for St. Martin in the
Caribbean. By the shortest route, a great circle, we would travel some 2,700
nautical miles. But light winds and the wisdom of history encouraged us south
to the Tropic of Cancer. The journey would approach 3,000 nautical miles. We
have an experienced crew.The trip will span 17 days on the water before land-
fall in Antigua. Most of it wilJ be light-air sailing.
But when the boat is crashing along and the dolphins come to romp in the
waves,there is joy. These images will stay, returning again and again. They have
the same perpetual motion as the stars that accompanied us at night - the
same stars that mariners used to navigate this route hundreds of years ago.
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